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ln this pape r the problem of hydraulic positioning .rystem Is taken into account. /tis shown that by modeling the 
actuator in a convenient form the .rystem can be interpreted as a mechanlcal sub.rystem driven by a hydraullc 
one. Thls structure is called a cascade contra/ strategy. Cascade controllers based on the linear an nonlinear 
models are .rynthesized IL'ting Lyapunov direct method. Simulation results illustrated the main characteristics of 
the cascade control strategy. 
Keywords: Hydraulic Contrai Systems, Hydrau/ic Actuators, Posilioning Systems. 

lntroduction 
ln many robot applications where big loads have to be handled hydraulic actuators are very 

attractive dueto their ability to provide very high forces (and torques) at very higb power leveis. This 
results in higher torquelmass ratios than those available from an equivalent electric actuator. Another 
advantage of a bydraulic actuator is that it is quite stiff when viewed from the side of the load. This is 
because a hydraulic medium is mechanically stiffer than an electromagnetic one. 

However, the compressibility of the hydraul ic tluid can cause detrimental effects on the dynarnic 
response of the hydraulic actuators, including instability and límited bandwidth. These effects limits 
the use of hydraulic actuators, speciaJJy in robot applications where bigh performance and reduced 
position errors are required. 

ln this paper we propose a contrai algorithm to a hydraulic posilioning system, in order to 
overcome the limitation in the use of hydraulic actuators. Based on the methodology of order 
reduction presented in Utkin ( 1987), we pro pose a case ade control strategy. 

The cascade control is based on a standard linear third order model, obtained from the 
linearization of the nonlinear differentiaJ equations. This mathematical model represents the 
dynarnical behavior of hyd.raulic actuators. 

By combining the cascade control scheme and Lhe Lyapunov stability method we demonstrate 
tbat the closed loop error is globally exponential stable. This allows the improvement ofthe dynarnic 
performance of the closed loop system. This result is not verified when classical controllers such as 
the PlD (Proportional-lntegraJ-Derivative) are used. 

The dynarnic performance of classicaJ controllers and the proposed cascade control scheme are 
compared on a benchmark exarnple. Simulation results based on the lineariu:d model confmn the 
accuracy of the cascade control strategy. These results show that the cascade control is a powerful 
method to obtain high performance with hydraulic actuators. 

The paper is organize<! as follows. First we present the nonlinear and the standard linear third 
ordcr model. Then we discuss the hydraulic actuator control problem. The cascade control strategy 
applied to the hydraulic actuator is then presented. Next we demonstrate the cascade contrai stability 
properties. Fínally, some simulations results for the benchmark hydraulic actuator (Davidson, 1990) 
are presented to íllustrated the performance ofthe proposed controller. 

The Dynamic Model 
We consider the hydraulic actuator shown in Fig. I . This actuator consists of a cylinder 

controlled by a servovalve constituted of a criticaJ center four-way spool (Watton, 1989). The supply 
tluid pressure p. is used for the energy transmission. 

Presented at lhe Ninth Workshop on Dynamícs and Control • DYNCO, Rio de Janeiro. RJ - August 11-14, 1996. 
Technical Editors: Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hans lngo Weber. 
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Fig. t Hydraullc Actuator 

ln Figure I, p0 is the reservo ir pressure, p1 is Lhe pressure in lhe I st cylinder chamber, p2 is U1e 
pressure in thc 2nd cylindcr chambcr, v 1 is the volume of chamber I, v2 is the volume of chamber 2, 
Q1 is thc flow through the servovalve from the pump to the chamber I, Q2 is lhe output flow from the 
chamber 2 to the reservoir, M is the mass atUIChed to lhe actuator, B is the viscous friction 
coefficient, "u" is the servovalve spool position. and "y" is the actuator piston position (and 
consequently the position of the mass M). 

The dynamic model of this system is obtaincd using the well-known now equation. Thjs 
modeling is developed in terms of energy conservation and applying lhe continuity equation to each 
cylinder chamber. The final model is obtained applying he Newton 5e(:Ond law to the mechanical 
mass darnper system relating lhe input "u" (spool position) to the output "y" (cylinder position). This 
modeling process is developed by many authors (Stringer 1976, Watton 1989, Burton 1994), and 
detailed information can be found in Paim ( 1996), where the following description is obtained: 

(I) 

P. + l3v Ay' f3v KuJp -sign(u)p 
6 

(vi2/-(Ay) (vi2/-(Ay) ·' 
6 (2) 

where A is the cross-sectional arca ofthe cylinder piston, p6 = p1 - P2 is lhe pressure difference in lhe 
cylinder, ~is the volumetric elasticity modulus, v"' v1 + v1 is lhe total volume of lhe cylinder, and FL 
is lhe load applied to the mass M. The other variables have been defined above. 

By considering lhe case FL = O (lhe load will be considered latter as ao externa! disturbance), lhe 
linearization of the model defined by Eqs. (I) and (2) around lhe central position of the actuator 
(y=O) allows to write (Watton 1989): 
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(3) 

(4) 

wherc Ko is lhe valve flow coefficient, Kc is the valve prcssure coefficient. 

According to Burton (1994), we can define a state vector as x = [y y p 11 J', lhen Eqs. (3) and 

(4) can be written in the state space representation as: 

x= Fx+Gu 

y = Hx (5) 

o I o o 
where F= o 8 A 

G= o H=[l o o] --
M M 

o 4PA _ 4j3Kç 4PKQ 

v v v 

By combining Eqs. (3) and (4) we obtain a third order transfer function relating the input "u" to 
lhe output "y" ofthe dynamic system: 

413 A I 
G(s}=--K0 -~---,_ 

v M sf + 2Çco, + co ~) 

where Lhe natural frequency co. is given by co, = 2 J !v ( A2 + BKc) . 

lt should be remarked lhat: 

(6) 

i - The linear model of the hydraulic actuator is represented by a transfer function wilh a 
single pole in lhe origin and rwo complex conjugated potes poorly damped, leading to a 
lightly damped system response; 

ii - The natural frequency of these complex pote ro;, depends on the volumetric elasticity 
modulus of the fluid and lhe actuator position. Particularly. the central position leads to 
the minimal natural frequency in relation to the other positions (Watton 1989); 

111 - ln this model the servovalve is considered as a static component. ln fact. the transfer 
function associated to the valve h as real and complex poJes superimposed to that of lhe 
transfer function G(s).,._.

1 
described in (6) (Schothorst et ai., 1994). ln Heintze and 

Weiden ( 1995) servovalve dynamics is represented by a third order linear system, and 

i v - When the pipeline between the servovalve and the hydraulic cylinder is long it can cause 
a dynamic behavior in this pipeline. This phenomenon is called pipeline dynarnics. These 
dynarnics (see Schothorst et ai., 1994) can be represented as second order systems with 
lightly darnped poJes in series with the servovalve dynamics, and with the subsystem 
represented by the transfer function (6). 
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The Hydraulic Actuator Control 

Due the particular structure of the system represente<! by Eqs. (3) and (4) we can easily evaluate 
the limitations of the closed loop system performance. The presence of lightly damped complex 
conjugated poJes implies that the proportional feedback gain may be restricted to small values. ln 
fact, great values of the gain Jead to Jocate the closed loop poJes in the right side of the complex 
plane. Tbis rcstriction in the gain margin is a hard limitation to the system performancc. Therefore, 
the position errors become difficult to be minimized. 

The presence of lightly damped poles lead the system to be poorly robust with respect to externa! 
disturbances like the load FL• and the non modeled dynamics, e.g. the servovalve and the pipeline 
dynamics. 

The PD (Proportional-Derivative), PI (Proportional-lntegral), or PlD (Proportional-lntegrai
Derivative) controllers introduce poJes and zeros in thc closed loop system that, in general, do not 
change the locations of the complex conjugated poJes. This feature can be verified if we plot the 
corresponding root locus for each controller. Consequently, with the output feedback using these 
controllers is quite difficult to change the bandwidth, or to improve the system performance, or yet to 
reduce the position errors. 

The damping coefficient of the complex conjugated poles associated with the hydraulic 
components has been recognized as an essential topic of investigations by many authors. Watton 
(1989) presents four possibilities to improve the system damping: (i) !ntroducing a leakage way 
between the lines with pressure p1 and p2, (ii) Using a hydromechanical filter between the lines, (iii) 
Employing an electronic filter, (iv) Using a state feedback strategy. These possibilities are discussed 
in the sequeoce. 

The introduction of a Jeakage way between the I ines can improve the damping as demonstrated 
by simulations presented in Watton (1989). However, to an effective damping it is oecessary to limit 
the closed loop proportional gain. This limitation can be expected to play an important role in the 
possibility of reducing the position errors and the bandwidth. 

The main feature of a hydromechanical filter is to lead to a lcakage between the I ines only in the 
high frequencies corresponding to the lightly damped poJes. Consequently, it is possible to reduce the 
position error without substantial changing in the bandwidth as in tbe case of the direct lcakage 
between the lines. 

Employing an electronic filter with restricted band is a way to avoid the displacement of the 
closed loop poJes to the right side of the complex plane. The basic idea is to introduce two zeros in a 
way to cancel the complex conjugate potes. There are two difficulties to the practical implementation 
of this technique. Firstly, it is imperative that the zeros velocities be smaller than the natural 
frequencies of the poJes. lf this is not the case, then the introduced zeros are not able to maintain the 
poJes in the left halfplane (see Franklin et ai. , 1994). Jt is important to note that the natural frequency 
associate<l with the poJes depends on the volumetric elasticity modulus 13 and the cylinder position. 
As the volumetric elasticity modulus 13 and the cylinder position vary, we conclude that., in the 
project., a small error in estimating the natural frequency of the poJes could lead to closed loop 
instabilities. 

The second difficulty is related to the filter. ln case of practical implementation, the knowledge 
about the actuator acceleration S'(t) and its time derivative are require<l. 

Furthermore, as the approximated cancellation of the poles does not eliminate lhe lightly damped 
dynamics, then the gains, bandwidth and performance remain limite<!. 

Anotber way to increase the damping of the complex conjugated potes in the close<l loop, is to 
synthesize a state feedback base<! controller as presente<! in Virtaneo (1993). ln theory, an arbitrary 
poJe placement is always possible due to the fact that the system (3) (4) is completely cootrollable. 
However, a suitable damping ofthe complex poJes can lead to high control gains. Dueto the physical 
limitations, the servovalve may be unable to supply rre needs of the pressure transfer, and a 
saturation can occurs limiting the system performance. 

ln the next seetion we will pre~nt a way to keep into account these Hmitations impose<l by the 
problem structure given in Eqs. (3) and (4). The main objective is to obtain high performance 
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requirements where an accurately track.ing is necessary, such as in case of hydraulic robot 
manipulators. 

The Cascade Control Strategy 

Based on the methodology of order reduction presented in Utkin ( 1987), we propose a cascade 
control strategy described as follows. Consider a system of the form 

(7) 

(8) 

where x. e mn·m, x2 e mm and u e mm, "n" is the order of the subsystem modeled by (7) and (8) and 
"m" is the order of the subsystem (8). Consider that in system (7) (8) the vector x1(t) is required to 
track some desired trajectory x1d(t). 

The cascade control design consists in regarding the vector x2 as control variable for subsystem 
(7) and, as such, a desired function Xzd• to be designed, is assumed to exist so that the tracking goal 
may be achieved. Then u e 91'" is designed so that x1 tracks x2d. ln tum, this allqws x1 to track the 
desired trajectory x 1d{t). 

An application of this cascade strategy has been used by Guenther and Hsu ( 1993) in the control 
of robot manipulators with electric actuators, and by Hsu and Guenther (1993) to control flexib le 
joint manipulators. Recently 8 kind ofcascade control has been used by Heintze and Weiden (1995) 
to control hydraulic manipulators. 

lnspecting Eqs. (3) and (4) we can rewrite them in the form (7) a.nd (8). ln fact, the system (3) (4) 
can be interprete<! as a mech8nical subsystem (3) driven by an hydraulic force g = Apó, oo which 8 
hydraulic subsystem is supcrimpose to provide a pressure drop PA• when driven by the spool 
displacement "u". This inte.rpretation enforce the cascade model (3) (4) description. 

To describe (3) (4) as a cascade system, we will define~= p,wA as 8 desired force so that the 
mass M achieve a trajectory yd(t). Let 

be the pressure difference tracking error. Using (9) we can rewrite &js. (3) and (4) as: 

(lO) 

(li) 

Clearly, this system is in the cascade form as stated in (8) and (9). Equation (10) can be 
interprete<! as 8 mechanical second order subsystem actuated with a desired force &d subjected to an 
input perturbation d = Âp 6 . Equation (li) represents the hydraulic subsystem. 

The design ofthe cascade controller can be summarized as follows: 

(i) Compute a control law ~ to he mechanical subsystem (I O) such that the cylinder 

displacement achieve a desired trajectory y,jl) taking into account the presence of the 

perturbation d = Ap6 . We can quantify the desired pressure difference using the relation: 
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(12) 

(ii) Compute a controllaw "u" such that p11 tracks p.Jt) defined in (12). 

ln this paper the design of a control law to the mechanical subsystem &I is based on thc controller 
proposed by Slotine and Li ( 1988). The control law "u .. is synthesiz.ed to achieve good perfonnance 
characteristics to the tracking related to the hydrauJic subsystem. 

According to Slotine and Li (1988) the control law to obtain tracking in the mechanical 
subsystem is given by 

(13) 

where Kn is a positive constant. Yr is the reference velocity and s is a measure of the velocity 

tracking error. ln fact, Yr can be obtained in modifying the desired velocity Yd as follows 

s= y-Yr =y+Ày (14) 

where À is a positive constant. 

Substituting ( 13) in (I 0) the error equation related to the mechanical subsystem becomcs 

( 15) 

Consider the nonnegative function: 

( 16) 

where P is a positive constant defined in the sequei. Using ( 15), the time derivative of ( 16) is given 
by 

• 2 • 
V1 =- ( 8 + K D )s + Pjíy + As'p t:. ( 17) 

Expression (17) will be on the stability analysis. 

To achieve the trajectory tracking in the hydraulic subsystem ( 11) we propose the contrai law 

(18) 

where KP is a positive constant and ú is a nominal controllaw. This nominal controllaw is designed 
to the system represented by its nominal parameter values, 

The design of ú and KP is based on a nonnegative scalar function V1: 

2V1 = Lpf. 

where L= -"- is a positive constant. 
4PK0 

(19) 
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The time derivative of ( 19) using Eq. ( 11), and taking into account the pressure difference error 
pt;_(t) and the controllaw defined in ( 18) results 

(20) 

where 

(21 ) 

Expression (20) will be used on the stability analysis. 

Considering the cascade control scheme proposed, the spool displacement ''u'' can be computed 
using the relationshjp 

(22) 

with the nominal control Q given by 

(23) 

where L =~ is a constant deterrnined using the nominal values related to the volume v , the 
4J3Kg ~ ~ ~ 

volumetric elast1city modulus 13 , the value flow <;_oetlicient K0 , th.e valve pressure coefficient Kc 
and the cross-sectional area of the actuator piston A. 

The desired pressure difference P&J in Eq. (22) can be computed using Eqs. ( 12) and ( 13): 

Pód = g; = ~ ( MYr +BY, - Kos) (24) 

Thc desired pressure difference time derivative Pód 'in Eq. (23) is the time derivative of (24) 

whose computation involves the relationships fr(y,)= Y!J) and -9J(s)=s . From equation (14) 

we can conclude the necessity of the knowledge of the cylinder acceleration ji. ln the case that 
ali parametcrs related to the mechanical subsystem are known, ji can be computed using Eq. (3). 
Using this approach and ex-pression (14) it is possible to write: 

P&J = ~ [( K'ttB- U 0 )_y-A(~ +À.)Po. + My~J) +(B+ K0 +'AM )jid + /..(B+ Ko)YJ] 

(25) 

We can note from (21) and (25) that the signal u• is obtained from measuring the variables y, y 
andpA, i.e., the state vector "x" associated with the system (3) (4). 
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Stability Analysis 
Combining the trajectory track..ing, algorithms presented betore a cascade controller can be 

obtained. Now consider the linear mathcmatical model of the hydrauJic actuator and the cascade 
controller. ln this case, lhe closed loop system is given by O = {(10),(11),(13),(18)). Let 

p = ~ y p L\ J be the tracking error vector of n. 
To dcmonstrate thc exponentiaJ stability of the closed loop system n we will take into account 

the convergence lemma presented in lhe sequei. 

Lemma- lf a real valued function V(t) verify the inequality V (I )+a.V (I )~O where a is a real 
number, lhen V(t) ~ V(O) e-<JJ (see Slotine and Li, 1991 , pp. 91). 

Theorem - The n system above defined is expont;ntiaJiy stable with respect to the origin of the 
tracking error vector p. 

Proof: Consider a Lyapunov function 

(26) 

whcre V 1 and V 2 have been defined in ( 16) and (19), respectively. The matrix N 1 is given by 

1] (27) 

ln the case of the parameters refcrring to the hydraulic actuator are known O = u• . Then. 
according to ( 17) and (20), lhe time derivative of (26) is 

V= - (B+ K0 )s2 + FYY + Asp"'- KP.Pi, 

Using Eq. (14) 

Define P= 2J...(B+ K0 ), then 

where 

ln terms ofthe controller parameters, if 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(3 1) 
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K0 Kp> fA 2 (32) 

then the matrix N1 is positive definite, and 

. r 
V(t) = - p N 1p$0 (33) 

Let À mm ( N 1) bc the maximum eigenva1uc of the matrix NJ> and Àmin ( N 2 ) be the minimum 
eigcnva1ue of N1 , and let y =Àmln ( N 2 ) / À 111ax ( N 1) . As N1 and N2 are definite positive matrices, 

consequently ali these scalars are positives. From matrix theory N1 $Àmax ( N 1 ) I and 

Àmirr ( N 2 ) I $( N 2 ). where I is the identity matrix (see Noble a,nd Daniels 1986). Thus, 

prN p ~À,;,( Nz) Pr [À (N ) fh "?:.yV(t) 
1 À (N) max I y 

mar I 

(34) 

The use ofthis result c<>mbined with (33) enab1e us to write JÍ(t)!':.-yV(t) . According to the 
convergencc lcmrna. this result Jeads to 

(35) 

From (35) and using the rclationship p 1 N 1p"?:.'J...,,(N1JIIP(t )ll2 
we can state that the crror 

vector associated with system p converges cxponenlially to the origin with a convergente rate greater 

than yn. 

As stated by Vidyasagar and Vannelli ( 1982). the cxponential convcrgencc of the closed loop n 
irnplies that n is robust with rc~pcct to limited disturbam:c.:s like thc load FL. Furthermore it has been 
demonstrated by Bodson and Saslry ( 1989) that exponcntíal ensures robustness against nonmodeled 
dynan1ícs Iik.e the servovalve and Lhe pipeline dynamics in the hydraulic actuator. 

lt is clear that íf expression (32) is verilied then high gains can be used so that performance 
requirements can bc achieved, i.e. we have no gain limitations. Consequently, the cascade controller 
overcomes limítations whieh inherently appear in Lhe dassical controllers. ln fact. for practical 
purposes, gains are limited by non modeled dynamics conccrning the servovalve and lhe pipelines. 

Simulations Results 
This exarnple illustrates how to implcment the cascade control strategy presented in section 5 for 

hydraulic actuator proposed as a benchmark in Davidson ( 1990). 

The hydraulic actuator linear model is described by (3) (4). The benchmark data are (Davidson, 

1990): M "' 128.7 Kg; B = 162.73 Ns/m; A = 1.075 x 10·l m2
; v= 0.874 x 10-)m3

; ~ = 14 x JO~/m2• 
The servovalve paran1eters are (Paim. 1996): Kc = 2.5 x I0-12ms/Ns; KQ = 0.76 m

2
/s. The hydraulic 

cylinder corresponding to this benchmark data is 800 mm long. 

I ln the cascade strategy, the control of Lhe mechanical subsystem is desígned according to (13) 

where K0 = 5000, and À.= 200. 

The control law for the hydraulic subsystem is given by ( 18) where Kp = 1.0 x J0-9, the nominal 

control Q is given by (23) with L= L.Kc = Kc, i 0 = K0, Â =A, and the desired pressure differcnt 

derivative given by (25). 
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The hydraulic actuator closed loop performance with lhe cascade controller (CC) is compared 
with a proportional controller and a proportional derivative controller. 

The proportional controller (P) is desígned as Up = P(y • Yd), and lhe proportional derivative 
controller(PD) is Upo = P(y- Yd)+ D(y - Yd). 

We have employed two desired trajectories. A first one to illustrate our resuJts in a regulation 
situation. ln this case the desired trajectory starts in y d(O) = O and achieve y d( I) = I 00 mm in I sec. 

according to a function described by the 7th order polynomial yd = -2t7 + 7t6 
- 8,4t5 + 3,5{ A 

seconde one is used to verify the closed loop performance in a trajectory tracking situation. ln this 
case the desired trajectory is described by Yit) = I 00 sin(0.5 1tt). 

Figure 2 shows the hydraulíc actuator responses with the cascade controller (CC) and the 
proportional controller (P). The desired trajectory is describcd by lhe 7th order polynomial and the 
proportional ga.in is P=4x 10·3, which corresponds to lhe limit of stability. 

-0.06L..-.--~---_.__---' -1 L_ __ _._ __ ~---' 

o 2 4 o 2 4 
time [s) time (s] 

Fig. 2 Linear Model Responses to the P and CC Controller Wlth a Desired Trajectory Described by the 7th 
Order Polynomlal. 

Figure 3 shows the responses to lhe same desired trajectory employing both the cascade 
controller and the proportional derivative with ga.ins gíven by P = 9 x 10·3 and D : 5 x 10·1 (this 
gains correspond again to the limil of stabílity). 
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PD Controller CC Controner 
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(m) (m] 

CC 3 u 
o v- y-'fd 2 

-0.02 PO 

~.04 

·0.06 ·1 o 2 • o 2 4 
tlme(s] time(s] 

Fig. 3 linear Model Reaponses to the PO and CC Controller with a Desired Trajectory Descrlbed by the 7th 
Order Polynomial. 

For the regulation contrai problem lhese simulation results illustrate lhat the steady-statc crror (y 
- Yd) is zero with lhe P, PD and CC controllers. Using the PD controller we can reduce the ma.ximum 
error with respect to the performance with the P controllcr. 1t can bc observed thal this error should 
remain considerable, because of the bandwidth limitations. We can also verify that the cascade 
controller leads to small errors (near zero) thanks to high gains. 

ln Fig. 4 we have the hydraulic actuator responses to the cascade and proportional controllers 
considerin~ a desired trajectory given by Yd(t) = I 00 sin(0.5 rrt). For these simulation resul ts wc havc 
p = 4 X 10· . 

o 

o 

5 
time(s) 

5 
tlme(s] 

10 

(m,~-------------. 
CC Controller 

o 5 
time(s] 

10 

x 10.s 
(m] ~~------

u 

2 

-21-------.J 
o 5 10 

time [s] 

Fig. 4 Linear model responses to the P and CC eontroller wlth a deslred trajectory descrlbed by y0{t) • 100 
•ln(0.5 "t). 
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To the sarne trajectory~ Fig. 5 presents the responses to the cascade and proportionaJ derivative 
controller {with P = 9 x I o· and 0 = 5 x I 0"\ 

To the trajectory tracking problem Figs. 4 and 5 show that tbc P and PD controllers lead to a 
tracking error aJong the trajectory. This error is smaller with lhe PD controller, but it can be observed 
that it should remain considerable. This occurs again because of Lhe bandwidth limitations. ln the 
trajectory tracking situation we can aJso verifY that lhe cascade controller propitiates small errors 
(near 1.ero) thanks to high gains. 

CC Contrdler 

o 5 10 o 5 10 
tlme (s] 

X 1 0'~ time (s} 
(m] {m) 

0.05 
u 

4 

o 2 

o~- - --
o 5 10 

-2 
o 5 10 

time [sJ time (s] 

Fig. 5 Unear Model RHponsH to the PO and CC Controlltr Wlth a Deslred Trajeetory Oescribed by y0(t) • 100 
aln(0.5 ICI). 

Conclusions 

ln this paper, the problem of modeling and control of a hydraulic actuator has been considered. 
The main characteristics of the system have been analyled and a contrai algorithm has been proposed 
in order to overcome detrirncntal eiTects on the dynamic responses of hydraulic actuators. 

lne advantage of the cascade control scheme is to improve the system perforrnances when 
compared with classicaJ controllers (e.g. PD and PI controllers). An important feature of this rnethod 
is to ensure the exponentiaJ stability of closed loop error in the case of ali parameters are known. The 
exponential stability of the closed loop system ensures robustness against externa! disturbances (like 
the load) and non modeled dynarnics like lhe servovalve and the pipeline dynamics in lhe hydraulic 
actuator. 

Simulation results of the cascade control scherne yield satisfactory behavior and good robustness 
properties. 

Future research includes practical implementation of lhis method associated wilh more elaborate 
control design procedures: adaptive and robust control techniques applied to the mechanical and 
hydraulic components. 
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Abstract 
When considering the problem of pollutant emission reduction from internal combustion engines. many technicczl 
challenges arise. One of them is the control strategy formulation lo be applíed lo the fuel injection and tgnition 
systems, with the oim at reguÚJting the air-fuel rotio oround the stoichiometric value. One of the steps /owards 
this goal is the development of an engine model. This model has to be validated in a testbed. which includes a 
dynamometer anda ga:s analyser. !PT Engine:s Lab is equlpped with a hydraulic dynamometer. whose dynamics 
is slower than lhe englne one. Modeling and simulation results for these two coup/ed models antecipa/e results 
for te:stbed operalion and help:s to under:stand and control the engine transient, where the dynamometer 
dynamics is to be exc./udedfrom lhe achieved experimental results. 
Keywords: Internal Combustion Engine. Hydraulic Dynamometer. Mathematical Modeling, Engine Testbed 
Simu/ation. 

lntroduction 
The appearance of stringent laws related to pollutant emissions from internal combustion engines 

(ICE) has beco the driving factor for tbe development of modero engines and for the investigation on 
the use of altemative fuels. Besides that, many control technologies have been added to fuel injection 
and ignition sys1ems in order to achieve the desired figures of pollutant emission reduction (Cassidy 
et ai .• 1980; Aquino, 1981; Jones et ai., 1988; Noble and Beaumont, 1991; Moskwa, 1993; Dan Cho 
and Oh, 1993; Abida and Claude, 1994; Chang el ai., 1995). Although this problem seems to be 
solved for steady-state engine operation. and even there are some off-the·shelf solutions for small car 
engines (Kaiser et af., 1988), the Jack of feasible solutions for transient engine dynamics (for medi um 
or large size engines) has made it a quite attractive topic of research nowadays (Fieury and Lopes, 
1994). lt is important to remember that the São Paulo City trallic legislation points out that in about 
lO years ali bus fleet (around 12,000) must run on natural gas engines in order to reduce downtown 
pollution leveis. 

This work is part of a large research project under development at IPT with the aim at developing 
results to make the use of natural gas on urban buses engines feasible. This project comprises four 
sub-items: a thennodinarnic simulator for engine design, the design of new combustion chambers for 
natural gas use, studies on the influence of natural gas composition over engine perfonnance and 
studies on natural gas fuel injection and ignition control systems perfonnance under transient 
conditions. 

Given this context, this work presents the development of a dynamical model for a spark-ignitcd 
internal combustion engine coupled to a hydraulic dynarnometer. Dynamometers have been used for 
decades to analyse and calibrate ICEs under specified steady-s1ate conditions. When one has to deal 
with transient operation, the engine-dynamometer dynamics influences torque and rotation 
measurements. Then, for identification of basic transient engine parameters, it is of fundamental 
importance to distinguish between engine and dynamometer contributions to the complete system 

Preseoted at lhe Ninth Worllshopon Oynamics and Control- OYNCO. Rio de Janeiro, RJ • August 11-14, 1996. 
Technical Editor. Hans lngo Weber. 
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dynwnical response. Two case studies are considered. First, lhe engine equippcd with an ideal gas 
mixer is simulated; second, a fuel injection/ignition system controlled through a prcdictive scheme 
(GPC Controller) substitutes for the mixcr, looking for a near future practical application. 

Problem Statement 
Natural gas is one of the most important clcan altemative fuds nowadays, bccausc it has no S02 

and particulatc emission and exhibits low cmission rates for CO and HC. Unfort unately. the NO, 
emission rate is still high and must be controlled in some way. 

The devclopment of natural gas engines lo meet lhe stricter than e ver cmissions rcquirements can 
use two distinct npproaches: use of stoichiometric mixture with 3-way catalyst: or use of lean-burn 
mixture with turbocharger and aftercooler. ln mosl cases, ICEs are being devclopcd to operate with 
stoicbiometric mixture, where the reduction or oxidation of cmission gases i~ performed by a 3-way 
catalitic converter (Fig. I). This means a serious control problem, because a lo/o deviation in the air
fuel ratio (relative to the stoich iometric rate) may correspond to a SOO/o dcgradation in the converter 
efficiency (Dan Cho and Oh, 1993). ln this way. there is necd for a very precise fuel 
injectionlignition control system, to be implcmcntcd by electronic (microprocessed) means. A 
complete schemc for the solution of this problem is shown in Fig. 2. 

Our current challcnge (not yet fully implemcnted) is lhe design of a natural gas spark-ignited 
engine simulator, from a system dynarnic~ point of vicw, in ordcr to allow planl, actuators and 
scnsors simulation and control strategies dcvclopmcnl. spccially in transient conditions. This 
simulator is being developed while IPT's ncw Engincs Lab is in implementation phase, with an 
experimental set-up consisting of a gas converted engine. a hydraulic dynwnometer and a gas 
analyser (Fig. 3). 

1.6 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1 Typlul Emi .. Jons (a) Wlthout and (b} Wlth Catalltlc Converter 

• 

Fig. 2 Typlcal Scheme for Engine Control 
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torque I rota~or. 
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Fig. 3 Experimental Set·UP Scheme 
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Keeping in mind the importance of the ttansient analysis and the absence of off-the-shelf 
controllers for use on natural gas bus engines, performance analysis of some candidate control 
strategies assumes fundamental role. ln this way, lhere is need for good engine models. On lhe other 
side, engine model validation has to be carried out at engines laboratories before implementation in 
on-board computers. Results conceming dynamometer modeling are very scarse in literature: Powell 
(1978) has presented an engine model considering the dynamometer as a variable load, and lsermann 
et ai. ( 1993) has developed a complete identification model of an electrical dynamometer. Since there 
is need lllso for a good dynamometcr model and no hydraulic dynamometer model is availablc in the 
literature, a decisíon was taken to create a simulator for engine-dynamometer set consisting of a non
linear simplified engine model, a non-linear parametríc dynamometer model and fuel 
injection/ignition actuators and sensors models (under construction), in order to understand the 
complexity of the problem. ln lhe sequence, engine-dynamometer set modeling and simulation shai.J 
be presented pointing out that for consístent transíent engine results dynamometer responses must be 
considered. The simulator, whose parameters must be ídentified througb specific tests in near future 
shall allow the development of advanced control techniques, as GPC (Ciarke et a/., 1987), and lhe 
forecast of new components performance before laboratory tests, thus saving time and financial 
resourccs. 

Engine Model 
The simplified engine simulation model for control and identification purposes has been designed 

under the general scheme shown in Fig. 4. A modular representation has been used to describe its 
main subsystems: intake manifold, combustion and rotational dynarnics, with typical pararneter 
v alues assumed when empírica! data have not yet been identified. 

om controller oo "'•• n1>Ctr 

······· · ·mlxlure atlnlake veMI 

lne111a~ f~t11on and load tfacts on n&t IOrQue ga,...robm 

Fig. 4 Englne Slmulator Scheme 
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lntake Manifold Model 
The intake manifold model is described by its air and fuel dynamics. The main hypothesis are 

unidimensional and isoentropic compressible air flow (ideal gas) through the throttle, constant 
discharge coefficient at the thronle and uniform pressure and temperature distribution at the 
manifold. 

The throttle areais modeled as shown in Eq. (1). 

(ex)= rtd (3- 2 cosa- coi ex) 
16 ( I) 

where ex is the throttle angular position, A(cx) is lhe cross-seçtional area of lhe flow and D is 

the throttle diameter. Once calculated A(cx), the air mass flow through the throttle can be obtained 

under two possible flow conditions (Moskwa and Hedrick, 1992): 

J: 

i) lf 
~>c !J•-/ 

I 

=Cd • A(cx)• Po •(_!_) f •(-2 )::~ •{_l!:___•[T-(.!._)]t;I}] . 
J R • T0 P0 k + I k. - I P0 

(2) 

J: 

ii) lf 

p ( 2 ) J:-1 - ~ - -
Po k + 1 (blocked flow), 

I ~ =C • A(cx) • Po • k 2 • (-2-) l!l - 1) 
d J R•T

0 
k+l 

(3) 

where m~ is the alr mass flow, P0 e T0 are the stagnation pressure and temperature respectively, P is 

the intake manifold pressure, Cd is the discharge coefficient through the throttle, R and k are gas 

thermodynamic constants for the air. 

The air dynamics inside the manifold is based on the continuity law , defmed by the air mass tlow 
inlet m.,. and the air mass flow to the cylinders, m..., (Eq. 4). 

N c li * (!) • P • Vcll * 
mar• = 41t R* T Tl. 

(4) 

Here N"' is the number of cylinders, V.,1 is the cylinder volume, n is the engine angular velocity, 

P is the intake manifold pressure, T is the intake manifold temperature and 11. is the engine 

volumetric efficiency. Then, the air pressure dynamics can be written as in Eq. (5). 
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(5) 

where V is the inta.ke manifold volume. 

The fuel dynamics that define the fuel flow to the cylinders corresponds to a diffusion process on 
the inta.ke manifold. A simpler representation is normally used to keep the system integrable. This is 
done by adding just a smoothing block and a transport delay block (Dobner, I 983) to the fuel 
injected at the nozzle. The fuel dynamics model is then simplified to the Eq. (6). 

mf = I •e-s1j *mf . 
J + TsmS mJ (6) 

where r,.. is the smoothing time constant (assumed 0.01 s), r/ is the fuel transport delay (assumed 

0.01 s) and m1.y is the fuel mass flow defined by the ideal gas mixer or by the GPC controlled 

injection system (Lopes, 1996). 

Combustion Model 
Chemical and therrnal processes ocurring in the combustion chamber for the transforrnation of 

the fuel chemical energy to torque andlor angular shaft velocity are highly complex and the 
corresponding chemical and therrnal models are not useful for dynarnic simulation and control. From 
a system dynamics point of view there are two important phenomena to consider. The first one 
oorresponds to the torque generation and the second corresponds to the exhaust gas transportation 
from the combustion chamber to the catalitic converter inlet where the oxygen sensor (À sensor) 
measures the air-fuel ratio. Then, the combustion model comprises two blocks that allow to calculate 
the indicated torque, based on ICE efficiency and ignition angle maps, and to include a variable 
transport delay for the air-fuel ratio, corresponding to the ICE 4-stroke cycle. ICE torque is modeled 
as: 

m *H*TJ 
T,.J = I '"" (7) 

(J) 

where T'"" is the indicated torque (Nm), H is the lower heating value for natural gas (assumed 

4.107 Jlkg), ro is the engine angular velocity (radls) and Tl~d is the indicated engine efficiency, 

function ofthe air-fuel ratio and ofthe ignition angle. Typical surfaces assumed for ll .. d and ignition 

angle as empírica! static maps are shown in Fig. 5. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5 Typlcallgnltfon Angle (a) and lndlcated Englne Efflclency Surfaces (b) 
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The air-fuel ratio measured at lhe À.-sensor is approximated by: 

(8) 

where À.~> is the air-fuel ratio from intake manifold dynamics, À.,_ is lhe air-fuel ratio to lambda 

sensor and T. is a variable time ·constant proportional to lhe inverse of lhe angular speed. 

Rotational Dynamics 
The rotational dynamics module is used to calculate sbaft angular acceleration, ro , due to 

changes in lhe preceding modules. lt includes lhe engine and dynamometer inertias and typical 
friction and load components when producing angular acceleration from net tmque, that represents 
the difference between indicated and hydraulic torques (Eq. 9). 

(9) 

where !3 is the friction torque, calculated as a linear function of the angular velocity n, L is the 

hydraulic torque from dynarnometer model, J, is lhe total inertia (engine + dynamometer, kg.m1) and 

co is lhe angular velocity, that is used in combustion and intake manifold models. 

Dynamometer Modal 
IPT engines laboratory is equipped wilh a hydraulic dynarnometer Schenck model 0360-le, 

which is usually used to evaluate the engines performance under steady state conditions. A schematic 
dynamometer view is shown in Fig.6. 

I - Rotor shaft; 
2 • Watcr inlct; 
3 • Whirl chambcrs; 
4 • Double rotor; 
5 - Housing; 
6- Stator; 
7 - Coupling flange; 
8 - Toothed bclt drive; 
9 - Drive motor for control valve; 
I O- Coupling shaft; 
li - Control valve throttle; 
12 - Plston valve; 
13- Guidcway: 
14 • Dynamometer basis; 
15 - Speed transducer: 

Fig. 6 S<:hematlc VJew of the Hydraullc Dynamometer SCHENCK DS60-1t (S<:htnck 1) 
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The dynamometer operates based on lhe FOttinger principie. Water ftom a supply tank [2] flows 
to the whirl chambers [3) in a way that brakes the rotor and cools the system. The heated water flows 
off througb tbe control valve [ 11,12]. The resistant torque tbat the dynamometer offers to tbe engine 
is a function of tbe water levei, which is controlled by a valve, among other variables. The housing, 
supported via a lever on the force measuring equipment, rotates thus indicating the corresponding 
torque. 

The dynamometer can operate in two basic modes: rotation or torque tracking. ln the first mode, 
feedback is provided by an angular velocity transducer, while in the second one, feedback is obtained 
through a load cell. ln both cases a PIO controller closes the loop. 

The bydraulic dynamometer is a highly complex systein which involves complicated processes as 
tlow turbulence at the whirl chambers, forces actuating on the piston valve, housing movement, etc. 
Based on some simplifying assumptions as disregardíng the local effects of the turbulent flows and 
based on fundamental principies. a parametric mathematical model has been built (Moscati et ai., 
1996). This model still remains a nonlinear complex one as shown in the sequence. 

As water circulates in tbe chambers. it receives momentum at the rotor side of them and looses it 
in the stator si de of tbe chambers, what causes a braking torque on the rotor. Simultaneously, kinetic 
energy is transfered to the water; is then transforrned into thermal energy through turbulence, and 
heats the water. 

Assuming a water layer circulating in tbe periphery of the chambers, with a tbickness Mover 
the most externa! radius R of tbe chambers, one can estimate the pressure caused by the water layer 
as: 

(lO) 

where R,. is the mean radius of the water layer (R,. = R -~) and ro is the angular velocity of the 

dynamometer rotor. 
This sarne pressure is assumed to promote the flow off the dynamometer through the control 

valve. 

By applying the Continuity Law to the chamber, one can obtain the time variation of tbe water 
film height inside tbe dynarnometer as: 

( 11) 

where .:1Q is tbe water volume rate within tbe chambers, Q, and Q, represent the water inlet and outlet 
volume tlow rates and f is the chamber width. 

The hydraulic torque Te transmited to the housing by the water can be estimated by applying 
Euler's moment of momentum equations to the fluid, while using values of head loss factors based on 
hydraulic pumps and turbines: 

(12) 

This hydraulic torque reacts in order to brake the rotor, and one can use the Moment of 
Momentum Theorem to write: 

(13) 
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where m is the angular acceleration of the rotor, T,. is the efective engine torque (T..., - 3) and JJ 

is the moment of inertia of the dynamometer shaft and rotor. 

Assuming that lhe housing resistant torque is equal to hydraulic torque Te and considering lhe 
housing-arm set as a second order system (inertia-torsional spring-damper), the housing-arm 
movement can be described by: 

(14) 

where J, is lhe housing-arm set moment of inertia, C, is an equivalent damping constant for lhe set, 
Kr is an equivalent spring constant, 9. is lhe housing angular displacement relative to lhe static 
equilibrium and 9. e 9 . are its angular speed and acceleration, respectively. Note that, as the 
housing is supported via a lever on lhe measuring equipmenl the load cell signal is proportional to 
lhe housing angular displacement. 

The above equations are dependent on lhe volume ofwater inside the dynamometer. As lhe water 
inlet flow is constant, the internal volume is regulated by a complex control valve at the 
dynamometer outlet. lt is composed by a butterfly valve, actuated through a DC motor that is part of 
the dynamometer control loop, and a hydraulic pressure attenuation device. This device consists of a 
hydraulic circuit lhat transmits pressure from the chamber just before the throttle to the internal side 
of a piston. The piston is free to move between two stops, acording to lhe differential pressure 
between its internal chamber and the chamber before lhe throttle. The piston movement regulates the 
arca for water tlow outside the dynamometer. The control valve and its different pressure chambers 
are shown in Fig. 7. 

p1 • Dynamic pressure before throttle; 

p2 • Pressure after throttle; 

PJ - Pressure in piston internal chamber 

Fig. 7 OuUet Flow Control Valva 

The tlow through the control valve, corresponding to the outlet tlow from the dynamometer, Qs, 
is given by: 
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Qs= (15) 

whcrc Cd is the discharge coeticient assumed constant (C" = 0.67) and A(x) is thc water flow area as a 
function ofthe piston position x: 

1 

A(x)= Tr[);-; [sin8+27r -8) 

o 

ln Eq. (16), 

e 2 {
x-0.019) = arcco 

0.0085 

O~x~/0.5e-3 ( m) 

10.5e-3 ~ x ~ 27.5e- 3 (m) 

x'2:.27.5e-3 (m) 

and D, is the diarneter ofthe four outlet holcs uncovered by Lhe piston. 

{16) 

(17) 

Assuming that the outlet flow can bc approximated by the flow tluough the throtlle, thus 
disregarding the tlow necessary to move the piston, and using Eq. ( 15), one can write the pressure p2 
as: 

czAz 

Pz = F{x)~~;A?, p, 

wherc: 

(
4C )

2 

FJ(x) = /- Tr[)~ A(x) 

C A = [ 0.78(1- cosa) ] nD
2 

• • 1-0.78(1-cosa) 4 

and a is lhe butterfly angular position and D is the piston diarneter. 

( 18) 

( 19) 

(20) 

(2 1) 

The pressure p1 is calculated considering the pressure drop along the tube that links the charnber 
before the butterfly valve to the internal piston side: 
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PJ = PJ- 9.06•105•xlxl (22) 

Note lhat, as water can flow in bolh directions acwrding to piston travei direction, a module 
fun ction has to be included in Eq. (22) to describe situations where pressure p1 is greater than p, . 

ln ordcr to obtaín lhe piston positioo x, one has to solve lhe following force balance equation: 

(23) 

wbere A,1 is lhe efective area under lhe piston, mg is lhe piston weight and F,., is the steady state 

component ofthe reaction force to lhe change in flow momentum, dueto variation in flow direction. 

The water levei inside the whirl chamber is controlled through an usual PlD controller (ISA 
algorithm), lhat commands the butterfly valve angle, a.(t), as a function ofthe error signal e(t): 

de(t ) 1 J a. ( t ) = K P {e( I) + 7d -- + - e( t )dt} 
dt T; (24) 

where lhe parameters K, (proportional gain), T, (derivative time) and T, (integral time) can be 

tuned in the dynamometer control module. 

When lhe dynantometer is operating in the rotation tracking mode, the errar signal e(t) is the 
difference betweeo a rotation reference signal and the rotation measured by an angular velocity 
transducer. ln the Iorque tracking mode, lhe error signal is lhe difference between a preseted torque 
and lhe torque measured by lhe load cell. ln bolh cases, lhe control signal wmmands thc contrai 
valve, increasing or decreasing the water levei inside lhe whirl chamber. 

Complete Simulation Scheme 

Since eng ine and hydraulíc dynamometer are coupled through a rigid shaft, the resulting Iorque 
produces changes in angular shaft velocity lhat are feedback for both models. ln tenns of externa! 
inputs. lhe engine torque depends basically on engine throttle position time behaviour and 
dynamometer torque depends on the desired reference for torque or rotation. ln this way, different 
operating points can be achieved as defined previously. Finally, the initial wnditions for manifold 
pressure (in lhe engine model), water tilm levei at whirl chamber, control valve angular position , 
piston position and velocity (in the dynamometer model), and shaft angular velocity are necessary for 
simulation. The complete simulation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 8. 

throt11e 

reference 
(torque/rotation) HYDRAU..IC 

OYNAMOMETER 
MODEL 

Fig. 8 The Tntbed Slmulatlon Scheme 
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Simulation Results 
Two fuel injection condüions have been simulated. The first one considers an ideal gas mixer, 

i.e., 8 mixer that instanta.neously injects the necessary amount of gas to m8intain a stoichiometric 
mixture ratio. ln the second case , the injected fuel mass flow and ignition angle have been 
deterrnined using a predictive control strategy given by 8 multivariable GPC (Generalized Predictive 
Controller). A detailed description of this controller and its tunning to this particular problem are 
shown in the work ofLopes ( 1996). 

The ideal gas mixer represents the simplest condition for this problem, although not feasible for 
practical implementation. The GPC controller is seen as a candidate for future applications on natural 
gas ICE fuel injection and ignition control systems. 

Fig. 9 shows the results related to an ICE equlpped with an ideal gas mixer system where the aim 
is to track a torque reference of 325 Nm up to I Os, 8 linear increase of I 00 Nm between 10 and 20 s, 
and 8 425 Nm reference up to 40 s. This is the set-point profile sent to the dynamometer PlD 
controller operating on the Iorque tracking mode. A transient engine acceleration is applied to the 
engine throttle by cnanging it from 68° to 80° at t=28 s. 

The first 4 seconds are used to reach steady-st8te operation as can be seen in Figs. 9 (d)-(i). ln the 
range of the linear increasing torque reference (10 to 20 s), engine power requirement is fixed 
because there is no throttle command. Then, the shaft angular velocity decreases, while manifold 
pressure is increasing since it is a measure of engine lo8d profile. On the other side, the hydraulic 
torque reference is associated with water resistance imposed to the rotors and, as consequence. the 
brake water levei increases as butterfly and piston valves close. 
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At t=28 s, the engine throttle transient causes an increase in engine power and a small deviation 
from the stoichiometric fuel-air ratio at the À-sensor as expected by the engine model, which 
considers a delay in the fuel path, Fig. 9 (c). The PID reacts to maintain the hydraulic Iorque at set
point. thus increasing the shaft angular velocity and trying to hold the manifold pressure constant. 
This is done by opening the control valve for a short period of time and then decreasing the whirl 
chamber water levei. This is the only way to maintain constant hydraulic torque when there is an 
increase in lhe shaft angular velociry. Note that lhe piston operates as a servo, tracking the butterfly 
valve movements of closing and opening water outlet. 

Figures 9 G) and (k) demonstrate that under steady-state conditions the torques are equal and 
dynamometer gives a correct measurc for the engine torque. This is the normal dynamometer 
operating condition. Nevertheless, in transient operation the dynamometer torque information is 
smoother than the engine one, as expected, and as one can measure only dynamometer response the 
achieved torque profile is fundamental to analyse and understand engine transient behaviour. Just in 
case of available good engine-dynamometer models, engine transient parameters can be derived from 
measured load cell dynamometer responses. 

ln Figure 10, a GPC controlled injection system is simulated substituting for the ideal gas mixer. 
Test pro file consists of linearly increasing angular velocity reference, from 2100 rpm to 2400 rpm, 
during 20 s. A 10° engine tbrottle transient condition is imposed at t=IO s. 

A linear increase in tbe angular velocity reference implies in manifold pressure and hydraulic 
Iorque decrease, because power requirement is constant (no throttle transient). ln this case, tbe brake 
water levei in the whirl chambers decrease, commanded by the control valve opening. When the 
throttle transient is applied, the opposite happens. Because of power instantaneous increase, tbere is 
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an almost instantaneous manifold pressure and engine torque increase. ln consequence, angular 
velocity and hydraulic torque also increase. To maintain the shaft angular velocity close to the 
reference, the PlD acts in order to reduce angular velocity through control valve closing, thus 
increasing the brake water levei. After this period, ali the variables continue to follow dynarnometer 
profile. On the engine side, the GPC controller stabilizes the fuel-air ratio around 0.4 s after the pedal 
command, with a maximum fuel-air ratio excursion of around 5% of the stoichiometric value. ln the 
sequence, ali retums to lhe I ater condition. 
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h can be seen that, during transient, the PlD action allow~ a 100 rpm deviation from the 
reference. Furthennore, and very important, the deviation from the hydraulíc torque measurement to 
thc real engine net torque, at t= JO.I s, is around 75 Nm. This is crucial for the dynamic prediction of 
the engine environment 

Conclusions 

ln this work.. the importance ofthe gas pollutant emissions control from ICEs has been described. 
Although this topic has madc a lot of progress in the last decade, much rests to bc done and/or 
implemented in practical cases. Available injection control systems provide emission reduction 
based only on steady-state conditions. A more stringent emission control is depending on engine 
transient analysis through very expensive tests, demanding expensive new cquipments. Our effort 
points towards the improvement of available equipments. modeling and idcntification of their 
dyna.mical interactions, in order to understand transient engihe operation, and design of controllers 
capable of efficient cmission reduction. 

A natural gas ICE and a hydraulic dynamometer dynamic models have been presented. Two 
simulation have been shown, the first one considering an ideal gas mixer and torque reference 
tracking, and the second considering a GPC fuel controlled injection system and engine shaft angular 
velocity tracking. Torque prediction errors during transient have exceeded 50 Nm. This justifies 
deeper studies for a serious engine control research program. Future developments, like the study of 
other control strategies for fuel injection and ignition systems or for dynamometer control 
(substituting PlD to get transient perfonnance improvement), and even complete control 
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(simultaneous torque and rotation traclcing) shall be necessary. Thc next steps are the validation of 
the engine and dynamometcr models including sensors and actuators models in laboratory. 
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Supervised lraining oj jeedforward neural Mlworlcs for nonlirrear mapping and dynamícal systems modeling is 
addressed. Jliewing neural nets training as a stocha:ttic parameter estimalíon prob/em, resu/ts ln Kalman 
jlltering are adapted to deve/op training algorithms. Many levei$ oj approximation are consldered to deve/op a 
range oj foi/ non parai/e/ to simplijled parai/e/ processing versions of algorilhms, together with an adaptive 
approoch intended lo give lo lhese algorithms lhe jeatures oj good numerica/ behavior and of distrlbullng lhe 
extraction oj {eaming itrformation to alltraining data. 
Keywords: Neural Nets Supervised Training, Neural Nets and Systems Modeling. Stochastic Optimal &tlmation 
Training Algorlthms, Kalman Filtering Trainlng Algorlthms. 

lntroduction 

ln recent years, the experience with optimal linear parameter estimation procedures has been 
explored to develop neural networks supervised training algorithms having the structure of recursive 
Jeast squares (Chen and Billings, 1992) and of Kalman fLitering (Singhal and Wu. 1989; Watanabe, 
Fukuda and Tzafestas, 1991 ; Scalero and Tepedelenlioglu, 1992; Chen and Õgmen. 1993; Chandran, 
1994; Lange, 1995). 

ln this paper the author further explores the possibility given by Kalman filtering. Previously full 
non local processing (Rios Neto, 1994) and local parallel processing (Rios Neto, 1995) feedfoward 
neural nets training algorithms are presented together with the development of an adaptive procedure. 
Extending the stochastíc optimal parameter estimation solution of the neural net supervised training 
problem one models the weight pararneters as random walk stochastic processes. Noise dispersion 
adaptation (Rios Neto and Kuga. 1985) is then used as an automatíc way of conditioning the 
covariance matrix of parameters estimation errors, thus avoiding loosing the capacity to extract 
information of new data as the processing gocs on. Tbe use of this adaptive procedure is thus 
intended to be effective along lhe processing in distributing to ali data the extraction of Jearning 
information. 

Fundamentais: Feedforward Neural Networks and Dynamic Systems 
Modelling 

Among the types of feedforward artificial networks used for modelling and identification of 
systems(Chen and Billings, 1992) the most basic and frequently used one is the Multilayer Perceptron 
made up of layers of basic artificial neurons connected forward, as illustrated in Fig. I , for the ith 
neuron of a k:th hidden layer, with "k neurons: 

Fig. 1 Artlftclll Neuron 

Presenteei at the Nlnltl Workshop on Oynamics and Control· DYNCO. Rio de Janeiro, RJ • August 11-14, 1996. 
Technical Editors: Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hans lngo Weber. 
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{I) 

xf = a(S;k ), k = 1,2, ... ,1- I (2) 

with the activation function a(s) being typically taken as: 

a(s)= 11(1+ exp(-s)) or a(s) =tanh(s) (3) 

The inputs to the first hidden layer are xf = x1 • i = 1,2, .. . , n , the network input vector. For the 

neurons of the output layer (k= l) it is sufficient to have and are frequently used zero threshold 

weights wf0 and identity activation functions: 

~ I nl-l I 1- 1 
Y;=x; =L wijxj ,i=1,2 .... ,m 

j=l 
(4) 

Feedforward artificial neural networks can be trained to uniformly and with the desired accuracy 
representa nonlinear and continuous mapping (see, e.g., Zurada, 1992): 

(5) 

The theory already available (see, e.g., Hecht-Nielsen, 1990) guarantees that for the case of the 
Mutilayer Perceptron it is enough to have a neural network built with just one hidden layer , as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 One Hldden Layer Pen:eptron 

The training of a feedforward network is usually done by supervised learning from mapping data 
sets: 

{(x(t).y(t)} y(t) = f(x(t)). I= 1,2, ... , L} (6) 

adjusting (estimating) weight pararneters to approximately fit the artificial neural net correspondent 
computational model to this data of input-output pattems. 

The processing by the trained artificial neural net of the input data x(t), to produce outputs 

Y(t) , can be viewed and treated as an parameterized mapping: 
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Y{t)= ](x(t), w) (7) 

wbere w is tbe vector of weight parameters. ln the case of the perceptron neural net with one hidden 
layer and hyperbolic tangent activation function (Fig.2), Eq. (7) is expressed as: 

y1(t}= j~J wJ(tan{k~t w)kxk(t)+ w)0] (8) 

This capacity of feedforward artificial neural nets of representing nonlinear mappings can be used 
to approximately model dynamic systems ofthe type: 

x=f(x,u) (9) 

as long as /0 is invarianl in time (see, e.g., Chen and Billings. 1992). To do so , one has to 
implicitly assume that it is possible to consider a system as in Eq. (9) as if it was approximated by a 
discreti7..ed model like: 

x(t + L1t) = J(x(t ). x(t- At), ... , x(t- n~Llt}; u(t). u(t- Llt} ..... u(t-n11At), w) ( 10) 

which is of the type of Eq. (7) and wherc nx• n11 , L1t are to be adjusted together with the neural net 
arquitecture and size, depending upon the problem treated and desired accuracy. Notice that AI can 
be treated as an extra component of the input to the neural net. What fcedforward neural nets do in 
this case is to learn the mapping of Eq. (I 0). 

At this point is opportune to remember the similar situation that occurs when numerical 
integrators are used and dynamic systems as in Eq. (9) are treated as discretized approximations, like 
in Eq. ( lO). 

Supervised Training: Optimal Linear Estimation Procedure 
A usual approach to solve the problem of supervised training of feedforward neural nets is to 

minimize, with respect to the vector of weights w, the functional: 

gLven the ~Rut-output data {x(l),y(t) : t=/ ,2, ..... L}, an a priori estimate w, and the weight matrices 
p-1 , R- I\ TJ . 

ln the proposed solution (Rios Neto, 1994), a linear perturbation is adopted to approximate the 
functional of Eq. (l i) in a typical ith iteration, imposing lhe condition that: 

a(i)[.r{t)- .Y(t. i) )=Jw(x(t), w(i) )[ ~;)-w(i)] (12) 

wbere, i= 1,2, ... , I ; w( i) is the a priori estimate of w coming from the previous iteration. starting 

with w( 1) = w; .Y(t ,i)= l(x(r). w(i));J w(x(r). w(i)) is the matrix of lirst partia! derivatives with 

respect to w; and O< a( i)~ I is a parameter to be adjusted in order to guarantee the hypothesis of 

linear perturbation. The resulting approximation of J(w) in Eq. (li) is then: 
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where the following compact notation was adopted : 

z(r. i)= a(í)[y(r)- .Y(t.i)] + ] ... ( x{t ). w(i))w(í) (14) 

( IS) 

The solution of minimizing the functional of Eq. (13) is formally equivalent (see, e.g .• Jazwinski, 
1970) to the following stochastic linear estimation problem: 

w = li{i) +ê ( 16) 

z(t.i) = H(t,i)li{i) + v(t) (17) 

( 18) 

(19) 

with ê and v(t) not correlated and taken to have Gaussian distributions. 

Proposed Off Line Solution 
Following closely Rios Neto {1994), a Kalman filtering algorithm is proposed for an off line 

batch solution of problem of Eqs. ( 16) to ( 19): 

~i)= w + K(i)[z(i) - H(i)w] 

K(í)= PHr(i)[ H(i)PHr(i) +R r 
w{i +I)= ~i), a( i)+-a( i+ 1) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

where ali the values of 1 = 1.2, ... ,L were considered to define the extended vector z(i), matrix H(i) and 
the error vector v with covariance matrix R. The off line solution after iterations i= 1,2, ... .I is given 
by: 

w= ~l), P(l)= (l-K(l)H(l)]P (23) 

lf a(O is sufficientJy small to disregard high order terms in the linearization and enough 
redundancy exists in the training data ,then unless of bad numerical behavior of the Kalman filtering 
algorithm (Bierman, 1997) theory guarantees that P(l) is an approximation for the estimation error 
covariance matrix, that is: 
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For lhis otf-line solution the following remarks apply: 

Since the natural situation is to bave components of the error v uncoi'TCiated , lhen R is 
diagonal and lhe recursive Kalrnan filtering algorithm can be used to process lhe vector z(I) 
componentwize, avoiding lhe need of matrix inversion in Eq. (21) (Jazwinski, 1970); 

ii Jf it happens that a new data set of pairs {x(t),y(t)} is to be considered for network training, 
one only has to consider lhe recursive nature of Kalman fihering algorithm and ta.ke as new a 
priori information: 

and p._p(f); 
111 Though the backpropagation rule can be used to calculate the gradients in matrix H(i) 

(Chandran, 1994), lhe algorithrn presented does not attain paralell processing, and 

iv Due to Kalman tiltering typical bebavior one sho.uld consider adopting some kind of 
factorization (Bierman, 1977) and or adaptive tecbnique (Jazwinski, 1970; Rios Neto and 
Kuga, 1985) to avoid eilher numerical divergence or loosing the capacity of having leaming 
distributed to ali data. 

Simplified Solutions: Paralell Processlng 
Algorilhms with the structure of a Kalman liltering, which coincides with that of a recursive least 

squares, c.an be simplified to produce versions which preserve lhe local parallel processing capability 
of artificial neural networks (Chen and Billings, 1992). Exploring this possibility the author in a 
previous pa.per (Rios Neto, 1995) proposed approxirnated versions of tbe off tine stochastic optimal 
pararneter estimation algorithrn (Eqs. (20) to (23)) and showed that even for the most simplified 
version of the stochastic optimal linear estimation, Kalman filtering algorilhm leads to a local paralell 
processing algorithm still more general and sophlsticated than lhe usual Backpropagation. 

To better fultill the purposes of this paper, in wbat follows one surnmarizes these resultS 
previously proposed by the author. Exarnining the equation bellow: 

a( i)(>{ r)- .Y(t.i) ]= i,.(x(r), w(i)X ~i)-w(i)]+ v{ r) (24) 

wbich is equivalent to Eq. (17), it can be seen that in lhe ilh iteration the input-output data set can be 
locally processed to get an estimate oflhe vector ofweights Wkt(i) oflhe llh neuron in lhe kth layer if 
one considers that: 

For connection weight pararneters w0 (i) of neural net layers forward or after the one wbere 

processing is being done there are already available lhe estimated values wa(i) and 

associated error e0 (i) of known distribution; 

ii For pararneters w9(i), correspondent to weights of connections do the other neurons in the 

sarne Jayer, there is an a priori estimate ws(i) with error es(i) of known distribution which 

can be ta.ken as an approximation for ws; 

iii For the weight pararneters we(i) correspondent to connections to the neurons in earlier layers 

there is also an a priori estimate w~(i) wilh error ee(i) of known distribution whicb c.an be 

taken as an approximation for we(i), and 

With the previous assumptions, the problem of getting an estimate for the vector of weigbtS 
WkJ(i) of lhe lth neuron in the kth layer is reduced to the local estimation problem in the ilh iteration 
and for r: f,l, ... ,L: 
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(25) 

a(i)[y(t)- .V(t.i)]-i Wa (x(t), w(i)X Wa (i)- wa(i)]= i WkJ (x(t), w(i)X WkJ(i)- WkJ(i)] 

+ j w
0 
(x(t), w(i))ea (i)+ i w

1 
(x(t), w(i) )es(i) +i We (x(t), w(i))ee (i)+ v(t) 

(26) 

o r, in a more compact notation, and for aJI the data corresponding to t= 1, 2, ... , L: 

(27) 

(28) 

wherc ekl is thc correspondent partition of e in Eq. ( 16) and since in an ith iteration this problem 

can be locaJiy and recursively solved with the Kalman filtering algorithm, starting with P diagonal, 

lhere results that the components of lhe errors e0 (i},es(i)andee(i) associated to pararneters of 

different neurons are not correlated. 

Further approximations can bc donc to produce simpler local parai lei processing aJgorithms by: 

i v Oisregarding thc off diagonal terms of the covariance matrix Rkl(i) of the error vk/(i) (Eq. 

(28)) allows to process ikl(i) componentwize in Eq. (28), lhus avoiding the need of matrix 

inversion; taking lhis approximation corresponds to consider e0 (i),e:,(;)andee(i) in Eq. 

(26) not correlated to each olher and to v(t), R(t) diagonal, and to disregard off diagonal tenns 

of the covariance matrices of: 

v Oisregarding lhe information on the levei of accuracy in previous knowledge of 

w0 (i}, ws(i) and we(i) , and talcing these values as ifthey were: 

(29) 

what implies a further simplified version of Eq. (26): 

(30) 

and which combined with Eq. (27) results in the simplified estimation problem for the data 
corresponding to t=l,2, ... ,L 

(31) 

(32) 
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This last simplified vc:rsion is still more sophisticated than the usual Backpropagation algorithm, 
and can be shown to be lhe result ofapplication ofNewton's method to the functional ofEq. (13) 
when the approximation of Eq. (29) is considered. 

Adaptive Solution: Dlatrlbuted Leamlng of Neural Welghta 
The problem with least squares type of estimators, and with Kalman filtering in particular , is lhat 

due to both algorithm bad numerical behavior and observation model errors, divergence ysually 
occurs as many data sets are processcd. This is dueto the fact that the algorithm "leams too ..VCll the 
wrong infonnation" (Jazwinski,l970) loosing capacity ofkeeping leaming as new data are processed. 
What happens is an excessivo and unrealistic decrease in the estimated dispersions of the errors in the 
calculated estirnates. This corresponds to the situation of having lhe matrix of estimated covariances 
of the errors and the estimates with eigcnvalues too close to zero. 

To avoid this iii behavior and to try to keep a distributed and as much as possible unifonn 
capacity of leaming , it is common to use forgetting factor type tcchniques or more effcctive adaptive 
state estimation tcchniques like thc one proposcd by Jazwinski (1970) and modified by Rios Neto 
and Kuga {198~) . 

To apply an adaptivc procedure bascd on a criterion of statistical consistency to balance a priori 
infonnation priority with that of new leaming infonnation, thc neurons conncction weights 
parameters in the problcm of neural net supervised training need to be modeled as random walk 
processes. Tbus, in the ith iteration and for l "' I.2, ... ,L-I : 

(32) 

(33) 

wberc õ,, is tbc Kroncckcr symbol and for the nw weight parameters: 

(34) 

Witb tbis modeling approximation for the neural weights, learning from the th input-Qutput data 
pattem is transfonned in the estimation problem: 

(3.5) 

z(t.i) =H( t , i)~i, t) + v(t) (36) 

starting with e(i,l)=e. w(i.J)= w(i) and for t=l.2 ..... L .. 

To propagate estimates from t to t+ I Kalman filter predictor is used considering the dynamics of 
Eq. (32) : 

w(i., + 1) = M(u) (37) 

P(i.t + 1) = P(i.t)+Q(t) (38) 

wbere P(i, t + 1) = E[e(i,t + l)eT(i,t + 1)] and P(t, t} is given by the filtering algorithm: 
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P(i, t) =[ /- K(i, t)H(t,i))P(i, t) (39) 

where P(i, t) starts with P(U) = E(eeT]= p . 
The adaptatioo is dooe by adjustíng the noise 1'/(t) dispersion such as to keep statistical 

consistency to attaio distributed leaming: 

(40) 

where }= 1 ,2, ... , m and P is to be adjusted close to I in order to h ave distributed leaming. 

This adaptive condition leads to the associated observation like condition , after some algebraic 
manipulations and adoption ofa compact notation: 

(41) 

ln order to use the same Kalman filtering algorithm the following associated estimation problem 
is considered: 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

which is a problem with exact observat.ions that can be processed with Kalman filteóng as long as 

one taJces IN(t+ I) in the limitas being zero (Freitas Pinto and Rios Neto, 1990). The solutioo gives a 

q(t) which is closest to zero in magnitude. Whenever a qk(t) component is less than zero it is 

disregarded and taJcen to be zero , since the condition of positivity has to be observed. 

Conclusions 

Possibilities of results and past experience already existent in stochastic optimal linear parameter 
estimation were explored adapting Kalman filtering type of algorithms for feedforward neural 
networks supervised trainiog . Full non parai lei processing algorithms suitable for off tine use as well 
as simplified parallel processing algorithms suitable for on line use whicb allows to stochastically 
treat the accuracy of training data were developed. Exploring past experience with state ooise 
estimation in stochastic state observers, an automatic and adaptive approach was proposed which is 
expected to prevent these Kalman flltering based neural net weight estimators of loosing the capacity 
of distributing the extraction of infonnation to ali training data. 

There is no reason for not expecting in neural oets training the same behavior stochastic optimal 
linear estimation algorithms have had in other applications of systems identification. The versions 
developed in this paper are ali more sophisticated and realistic than the usual Backpropagation 
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algorithm. The price to be paid is more numerical complexity. This should be not a serioiiS limitation 
for off line applications. For on line , real time applications , the computational resources already 
available for parallel processing may be enough to make competitive the use of the simplifled 
versions , specially in mechanical systems where typical times ofresponse are not so small. 
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Abstract 
A numerical simulation of the interactlons among the slructure of an aircraft wing, lhe jlow around ii, and lhe 
devices that conlrolthe dejlections of the a/lerons is descrlbed. ln the presenl simulatio11, the structure, jlowing 
a/r, and contrais are considered to be the elements of a single dynamic system. Ali of lhe goveming equatíons 
are numerica/ly integrated simultaneously and iteractively. The procedure is illustrated by an example of a very 
high-aspect-ratio, very jlexible wing. /nstead of a slmple formula for lhe aerodynamic forces, there is s rather 
involved compute r c ode. The input to this c ode, needed to impose the boundary conditions on lhe jlowfie/d, is lhe 
velocity and position of ali the points on the wing. As lhe airspeed increases and lhe angle of attack decreases ln 
such a way thal the lift force remains conslant, lhe uncontrolled wing eventually begins to jlulter. When lhe 
controls are turned on, the jlutter can be suppressed up lo approximately twice lhe criticai airspeed. 
Keywords: Flow Structure lnleracllon, Flight Contra/ Syslem. 

lntroduction 
During the last two decades or more, enormous effort has gone into the development of large 

computer codes that predict, mlher accurately in a wide range of situations, unsteady 
hydro/aerodynamic forces on bodies executing general motions. ln order to take advantage of the 
increased accuracy and generality that these codes offer to the development of control strategies, one 
must considera rather dilferent type of problem. ln contras! with the familiar approach, in wbich the 
forces acting on a body are represented as somewhat simple functions (typically polynomials) of the 
state variables, lhe forces are obtained from a computer code; no direct formula exists. When the 
Joads are required in the coursc of simulating tbe motion of the body, a computer code must be 
executed. Perhaps not surprisingly, this type of simulation promotes the concept of treating the 
complete dynamic system, but cannot make use ofmuch ofthe vast amount ofprogress already made 
in tbe field of control of dynarnic systems. 

Jn tbe present paper, an exarnple of this type of simulation is presented: the use of actively 
controUed motion of lhe ailerons of a very flexible, very high-aspect-ratio wing to suppress its flutter. 
The approach is to treat the flowiog air. the elastic structure, and the devices moving lhe ailerons as 
elements of a single dynarnic system. Ali the goveming equations are solved interactively and 
simultaneously in the time domain. ln the next section, the three elements are described; lhe manner 
in which ali the equations are solved is presented afl.er that, lhen some resutts are discussed, and 
fmally some concluding remarks are madc. 

The Three Subsystems 

The Structure 

Tbe long, slender wing is modeled as a prismatic, cantilever beam with constant properties. The 
governing equations written in dimensionless formare as follows: 

~-D,?" =q,Q, (1) 

Presented at the Nínth Woruhop on Dynamlcs and Control- DYNCO, Rio de Janeiro, RJ • August 11·14. 1996. 
Technical Editors: Agen()( de Toledo Flewy and Hanslngo Weber. 
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(2) 

(3) 

wbere overdots and primes represent derivativcs with respect to time and position (y), respectively; 

El is the flexurnl st ifTness; GJ is the torsional stifTness; m is the mass per unit length of the wing; 
Lc is the characteristic length; V is the airspeed; Jo is the mass polar moment of inertia per unit of 
lengt!1; p is the density of the air; w is the weight per unit length; (J is the angle of twist; u is the 
deflection: and u is the axial displacement. 

Here the nonlinear tenns arise from expanding the curvative in the relationship between bending 
moment and deflection; there are other nonlinear terms that are formally the sarne order as these, but 
they are not included because the intent is to illustrate that for simulations of this type including 
nonlinear terrns presems no difficulties. 

ln Equations (I) and (2) the aerodynamic twisting and bending mome!'ts per unit of lcngth are 

representcd by Q1 and Qb, respectively. They are functions of u,u, ü.;.~. and ~ a.~ well as the 

bistory of lhe motion. Moreover. thcy can only be obtained from a compu ter model of the flowfield . 

ln thc prcsent modcl there is no structural coupling of twist and bending, but there is aerodynamic 

coupling. lt is importa.nt to note that the acceleration appears on both sides of the equations of 

motion, cxplicitly on the left and implicitly on the right; there is no way to rearrange the equations so 

tbat lhe acceleration only appears on the left. 

Thc boundary conditions on u and (J h ave the following fonn: 

IJ(O, t)=O f/J'(L ,t)=O 

u(O,t)=O v"(L.I)=O 

u'(O,t)=O u"'( L,t)=O 
To solve for the deflection of the wing, onc must integral e Eqs. ( I )-(3) while exccuting the 

computer code to determine Q1 and Qb simultaneously. 

The Flowing Air 

Thc wings is modelcd as a vortcx shect on lhe carnber surface; the vortex shcet is represented by 
a grid of discrete vortex !ines. Each clcmental length of the grid is straight and has constant 
circulation, and hence, the velocity it induccs is given by the Biot-Savart law. The circulations 
around the individual scgments are deterrnined by imposing thc no-penetration condition at the 
centroid of each elemental arca of the grid. At the wing tips and trailing edgc, the differencc between 
the prcssures on lhe upper and lower surfaces must vanish; hence. vortex segments are shed from 
these edges into the llow, convect downstreanJ at thc local lluid-particle velocity while the circulation 
around any given scgment remains constant, and fom1 Lhe wal<e. Thc tlow at the surface of the wing 
and, therefore, the loads are affected by the vorticity in the wake. Because the vorticity in the wake 
now was shed earlier. lhe loads now are influenced by what happended earl ier. Thus, the loads are 
history-dependent, and the historian is the wake. 
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The loads are obtained by integrating the pressure over the surface, and the pressure is obtained 
from Bemoulli's equation. For unsteady tlows, Bemoulli's equation contains the derivative of the 
velocity potential. The potential depends on thc velocity of the wing, among other things, and so its 
derivative is a function of the acceleration; hence, the acceleration appears on both sides of the 
equations of motion, explicitly on the Jeft, implicitly on lhe right. The aerodynamic model is 
inherently nonlinear; moreover, it couples the tlexural and torsional deflections through the loads. 

The Control System 

The motion of the wing is controlled by sending commands to a servomechanism that moves the 
aileron, which is Jocated near the wing tip. Ln the present example, the control law that generates the 
commands has the following form: 

(4) 

where L is the span of the wing and G 1 and G] are constant gains. The two velocities can be 
obtained by integrating the signals from two accelerometers, one near the le~ding edge and the other I 
near the trailing edge. The sum of the two signals is proportional to o and the difference is 
proportional to rp. The commanded flap def1ection, Õc, is fed to a severomcchanism which moves the 
aileron and is govemed by an equation ofthe following forro: 

(5) 

where õ is the actual deflection of the aileron and Ç and ro are constants. As in the case of the 
structural model, these equations do not have to be linear. The instantaneous hinge moment can be 
calculated as part of the simulation and could be included in the equation of motion. 

Numericallntegration of the Governing Equations 

The partial-differential equations goveming the wing structure are integrated by first converting 
thern to ordinary-differential equations: to this end we cxpress the deflections as the following 
expansions: 

M 
u(y,t) =: 'LBn,(t)tf>~(y) (6a) 

11= 1 

}\' ..., T 
tf(y,t) = I C,(l)tfn,( y) (6b) 

n=l 

wh~re ~Pt~ and ,pJ,; are lhe linear free-vibration modes in tlexure and torsion, respectively, for a 
cantílever beam. The time-dependent coefficients are the generalized coordinates of the rnotion. 
Expans ions (6) are substituted into Eqs. (I) and (2) and Galerkin's procedure is followed to produce a 

set of second-order ordinary-differential equations. The integrais over the span of lhe wing of the 
products of the aerodynamic forces and modes produces the generalized forces. The second-order 
equations are written as a set of 2(M + N) first-order equations, which are integrated by Hamming's 
rnodified predictor-corrector method. This iterative algorithm was selected for two reasons: I) lhe 
aerodynan1ic modcl functions best whcn the loads are evaluated at only integral time steps and 2) the 

accelerations appear on both sides of the equations of motion. 

j 
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I Input the Ini c1al Conditions ! 

Integrate the First Three Steps with the S tarting Procedure 

..--- -----""1 Convect the Wake. :VI ove the .-\ilerons 

+ I P redict and .\iodify the New State I 

150 

I Move the Wing to, Calculate the Loads in. the :Vlodified-Predicted State' 

Use the New Loads to Correct the State 

Move the Wing to, CaJculate the Loads in. the Corrected State 

I Check Convergence i 
.!. L--------IUI..------J.. ê s 

Make Final Corrections to State and Loads I 

! 
L------------; Increment Time: t = t + dt . 

.!. 
I Stop I 

Fig. 1 Flow chart of lhe numertcal scheme 

The flow chart for the numencal scheme IS shown in f-ig. I . The general algorithm is a four-step 
process. Thc solutions are required at the four previous t1me steps: hence, before lhe general 
algonthm IS implemented, an Euler algorithm IS used to gcnerate thc necessary previous solutions. 
Usually two. sometimes three. itcrations are required lo achieve convergcnce of the corrected statc. 

An Example 

The following are thc physical properties for the wing and air used in the prcscnt example: 

Chord I.Om 

Aspect ratio 20.0 

Elastic and inertial axis 0. 305m from the leading cdge 

Mass per unit of span(m) IOKglm 

Mass moment of inertial per unit span(Jo) 15.0Kglm 

Torsional stítTness(GJ) 2.493 X J05N- m2 
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Bending stitlhcss(Ef) 3.686 x J05N- m2 

Density of the a ir in the freestream(p) 1.0572Kg!m3 

These valucs are represcntative of a high-altitude, long-endurancc, unmanned aircraft. 

The following are the natural frequencies (radlsec) for the first few flexural (subscript b) and 
torsional modes: 

(IJb.l = 675 {J)I, I = 20.26 

{J)b,2 = 42.30 {J)t.2 = 60.79 

(J)b,3 "' 118.45 {J)t.3 == 101.25 

(àb. 4 =. 383. 7 5 

ln lhe first simulations. the wing without control is run at 5 different speeds and tive different 

angles of attack: 50 m/s, 5.9 deg; 75 mls. 2.4 deg; 100 m/s, 1.2 deg; 125 m/s, 0 .65 dcg; 150 m/s. 0.35 

dcg. The lift is nearly thc sarne for ali cases; hence. the results corrcspond to the sarne aírcrafl (weight 

is constant) flying levei ai different spceds. 

At each specd, the simulation is run until either u static steady-statc emerges or fluner develops. 

The motion rapidly settles into a steady state ai 50 m/s. At 75 m/s, the motion also settles into a 

steady state. bul it takes at least four times longer than it took ai 50 mls; 75 mls is slightly below the 

fluner speed. Although lhe model of the flow is in11iscid. lhere is aerodynamic dynamic because of 

lhe phase belwcen the loads and the motion. FFTs of the response rcveal that lhe kinetic energy is 

conccntra1ed at two frequencics: Those of the first flcxural mode and the first torsional mode. These 

two frequencJes change with speed: they are much closer at 75 m/s than lhey were at 50 mls. At 100, 

125, and 150 m/s the motion does not seltle into a static steady state; instead its amplitude grows. 

FFTs of the motion reveal that now the kinetic energy is concentrated ata single frequency . At the 

onset of flu!1er this frequency is between the two frequencies that present in the decaying motion. As 

lhe airspeed increases and the flutter region is penetrated more deeply, the single frequency 

diminishes. lnitially seven modes were included in lhe analysis. but numericaJ experiments revealed 

that only two are nceded: the first flexural and torsional modes. 

ln Figure 2 the wing-tip deflection and rotation as well as the aíleron deflection are plotted as 

functions of time with and without the control system being activated. The gains were obtained by 

trial and error. Clearly, an appropriately controlled aileron can suppress fluner, at Jeast in the 

simulation. ln this example. the airspeed is nearly twice the criticai speed. 

More dctails and references to other works can be found in Luton ( 1991 ). 
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Fig. 2 The response of the wing wlth and wtthout control. The velocity Is 150 m/s and lhe galos are -1 and 
1000. 

Concluding Remarks 
A new rype of control problem has been illustrated in the present article. ln this type of problem, 

the dcsigner does not have a relatively simple formula to predict the loads, but must rely on a 
numerical model; every time Lhe force is needed, a computer code must be executed. The numerical 
models offer greater accuracy and generality. but when they are used, much of the wealth of 
information developed in classical control theory does not apply. Hence. there is currently a need for 
some basic research in this area. 

ln Lhe present simulations, interactions are virtually instantaneous. When a command to the 
controls is input, an unsteady response begins to develop. This response imme<liately affects the way 
the controls will perform, which in tum influences the developing response. ln Lhe present type of 
simulation. ali ofthese interactions are modeled. 
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More development of computer models of tlowfields wiiJ occur in tht near future, and it is likely 
that more designs will be based on simulations like the one described here. 
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A general procedure for lhe opllmiwllon of lhe paramelers of dynamic neutralizes is presented. lt can he app/ied 
lo the minim/zalion of the vibration response and sound radiation of linear structures subjected to excitations ln 
a specified frequency range. Modal theory and genera/ized equÍValent quantlty concepl for lhe neulra/lzers, 
inJroduced by &pindola and Silva (1992), are applied to a non-/inear oplimization scheme. The proposed 
procedure can he applied to relaxed and lime invariant structures. lt is not dependent on the structure 
complexlty and the degree of discrelization adopted. ln such conditions, a significant reduclion in computing 
work Is achieved, if compared with the more traditl'ona/ methods. 
Keywords: Vibration Jso/ation, Viscoelastic Neutra/izers, Multldegree of Freedom Vibration. 

lntroduction 

Vibration neutralizers, often also called vibratíon absorbers, are mechanical devices to be 
attached to another mechanical system, or structure, called the primary system, with the purpose of 
reducing, or controlling vibratíons and sound radiation. 

Since neutraJizers were flfSt used to reduce rolling motions of ships (Den Hartog, 1956) many 
publications on the subject have steadily come to light, demonstrating their efficiency in mitigating 
vibrations and sound radiation in many structures and machines. 

With modem technology of viscoelastic materiais, which makes it possible to tailor a particular 
product to meet design speci:fications, vibration neutralizers are easy to make and apply to almost any 
complex structure. 

ln recent times, a great. deal of effort has been done to extend and generalize the theory of 
vibration neut:ralizers, applied to more complex structures than the single degree of freedom 
undamped one, tackled by Den Hartog and Ormondroyd (1928). 

Single degree of freedom neutralizers applied to particular positions of uniform beams, with 
particular boundary conditions, have been studied. Also mass distributed neut:ralizers have been 
analyzed. Simply supported uniform thin plates have also been considered as a primary system 
(Broch, 1946, Korenev and Keznikov, 1993). 

ln a recent work Esplndola and Silva {1992) derived a general theory for the optimum design of 
neut:ralizer systems, when applied to a most generic structure of any shape, any amount and 
distribution of damping. This approach has been applied to viscoelastic neutraJizers of various types 
(Esp!ndola and Silva, 1992, Freitas and Esplndola, 1993). 

The theory is based on the newly int:roduced concept of equivalent generallzed quantities for the 
neut:ralizers. With this concept, is p<>ssible to write down the equations for the movement of the 
comp<>site system (primary plus neutralizers) in terms of th.: generalized coordinates (degrees of 
freedom) previously chosen to describe the primary system atone, in spite of the fact the composite 
system has additiona1 degrees of freedom. 

Presented at the Nlnth Woótshop on Dynamics and Control- DYNCO, Rio de Janeiro, RJ • August 11-14, 1996. 
Technical Editora: Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hans lngo Weber. 
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This fact is crucial in the development of the theory. lt permits a coordinate transformation usíng 
the modal matrix ofthe primary system. which is invariant during the optimizatíon process. 

ln the modal space, it is possible to retain only few modal equations, encompassing the band of 
frequencies of interest. lf coupling is not considered between these equations, then the neutralizer 
system can be designed to be optímum for a particular mode, in parallel with Den Hartog's simple 
optímization method. If a set of modal equation is retained, covering a particular frequency band, 
then a nonlinear optimization technique can be used to design the neutralizer system, to be optimum 
(in a certain sense) over that frequency band. 

This paper reviews the concept of equivalent generalized quantities and how the composíte 
system of equations can be written in terms of the generalized coordinates of the primary system 
only. lt shows the coordinate transformation and describes the optimum design of neutralíze.rs, in a 
frequency band, using a small set of modal equations. Numerical results are produced and discussed. 

Nomenclature 
c = ordinary viscous m = • mass of a SDOF Z.(fJ) = mechanical ímpedance 

damping matrix of primary system at the root of a 
primary system m, = mass of a neutralizar neutralizar 

c = modified vlscous M.(n} = dynamic mass at the Bu(fJ) =receptance function; 

damping matrix root of a neutralizar response taken at qk 

c.(fJ) = equivalent viscous m, = f' modal mass of the due to excitation 

damping constant of a primary system associated with q. 

neutralizer m,(fl) = equivalent mass of a &, =fYn. 
c, = f' modal damping neutralizar TJ(B.n} = loss factor of elastomer 

constant of primary n = number of degrees of TJo~ = loss factor of jth 
system freedom of the primary neutralizar 

F(n) = Fourier transform of f(t). system (J = temperatura 
or a transformed vector n = number of modes in the p =m,.lm. 
of applied loads frequency band of p 

G <o.n; complex shear modulus interest maL;i,j 
of elastomer p number of neutralizers 

1~1 
used for reducíng JIJ = G (B,n) = dynamic shear modulus 

of elastomer vibrations and sound mi 

.J-i 
radiation cP = matrix contalning n 

= p(t) = generalized principal eigenvectors of the 
K = ordinary stitfness coordinate of the primary system 

matrix of the primary primary system n = angular frequency 
system p(n) = Fourier transform of p(t) n. = anti-resonant frequency 

K (B,fJ) = complex stitfness of a qp) :; f' physical generalized of a neutralizar 

pleoe of rubberlike coordinate no~ = anti-resonant frequency 
material Qjn)= Fourier transform of of r neutralizer 

K, = !' modal stiffness of the qjt) ~ = !' natural frequency of 
primary system Q(n) = Fourier transform of primary system 

L = constant dependent or qjt). or a vector of {} = column matrix, or 
the shape of the piece transformed vector 
of rubberlike material dlsplacement [] = rectangular or square 
(dimension L"1) r(n) = G(n) IG(n.J matrix 

m = ordinary mass matrix of X = a vector of design AT = transpose of A 
primary system variables 

m = modified mass matrix 
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Equivalent Generalized Quantities for the Simple Neutralizer 
The simple neutralizer has a single lump of mass connected to a based through a resilient device, 

assumed here of a viscoelastic nature (Fig. I), with complex stiffness equal to (Espfndola, 1990): 

K (8.fl)= LG (8.fl)= LG(8,fl)[ I +i1](8,il)] (I} 

For simplicity of notation, the letter 9, standing for temperature, will be omitted from now on. 

Q(O) 

1 
F(n) 

Fig. 1 A Slmple Neutrallur Sehlme 

ln the above figure Q(fl) and F(fl) stand for the Fourier cransform of the massless base 
displacement q(t) and the applied forcef(l), respectively. 

1t is a simple matter to verify that the impedance and the dynamic mass at the attachment 
(massless) plate are given by: 

(2) 

M (il) - LG(il) 
o --momofl2-LG(fl) (3) 

The anti-resonant frequency of the simple neutralizer is defined as the one such that, in the 
absence of damping, makes the denominator of Eqs. (2) or (3) equal to zero: 

(4) 

(Note that, in absence ofdamping G(il)= G(il)). 

Since one can write LG(O) = LG(Oa)r(O), Eqs. (2) and (3) can be rewritten as: 
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(5) 

(6) 

The equivalent generalized viscous damping is defined as the real part of the impedance (Eq. (5)) 
and for this simple neutralizer is: 

(n)= n r(!1)~(!1)s~ 
c~ ma a r ] 

[s~-r(!1) +[r(fl)17(.0)] 
(7) 

ln an analogous way, the equivalent generalized mass is the real part of Eq. (6): 

r(nJ{c~ -r(nJ[l+'71(f1)J} 
me( .0) =-ma --.!.--....,1-~---~ 

(c~ -r(.OJ] +[r(fl)17(.0))
1 

(8) 

Now, it is a simple thing to verify that both schemes shown in Fig. 2 are dynamically equivalent 
(Esplndola and Silva, 1992). The primary system "feels" the neutralizer as a mass me(O> attached to 
it alonga generalized coordinate q(t) anda viscous dashpot (even if the damping is solid) of constant 
ce(flJ linked to earth. 

m .. Q(n) Q(O) 

LG(O) m.(n) 

Fig. 2 Equlvalent Systema 

The dynamics of the resultant system (primary + neutralizer) can then be fonnulated in tenns of 
the original physical generalized coordinates atone, although it has now added degrees of freedom. 
This is the main advantage of the concept of equivalent generalized quantities. 

The above described generalized equivalent quantities correspond to a generic dynamic 
neutralizer. Particular cases, such as viscous or viscoelastic damping, can be analyzed by inserting the 
pertinent expression i.nto the general equations. 

lf many such neutralizers are added, the equation of motion can be written as: 
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[- fl2m+if.F + KjQ(fl)= F(fl) (9) 

Note also that the effects to the added ncutralizers are in modifying the mass and damping matrix. 
The vector of generalized coordinates of the primai)' system remain unchanged. 

As a mean of illustration of the above ideas, assume that p simple neutralizers are attached along 
p physical generalized coordinates fjkl· qk2· .... qkp. Their equivalent generalized masses and 
dampmg are mel· me2· . .. mep· and Cef· Ce2· .... Cep· 

The modified mass and damping matrices will be: 

o 

o 
li XII 

o 

o 
C=C+ (lO) 

o c~P 

o 
11.\'tl 

Now, in Eq. (9) assume the transformation: 

Q({))=ÇP P({)) (II) 

where 1'/J is the modal matrix ofthe primary system, obtained numerically or experimentally, and is of 
order n X n , where n is its number of degrees of freedom and n is the number of eigenvectors 

actually computed, or measured. Normally n<<n. 
lf Equation (II) is taken into Eq. (9), one gct, assuming proportional damping in the primary 

system: 

[-nl[diag(mj )+ mA(flJ]+in[diag(c1 )+c A( flJ]+ diag( K 1 J] P( fl)= N( fl) ( 12) 

where 

(13) 
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Expression ( 12) represents a system of n << n equations and be solved directly with use of Eqs. 
(7) and (8). Returning back to ( 11), the solution in physical coordinates is accomplished. 

From ( 12) and ( 13 ), it is easy to show that 

(14) 

whcre 

( 15) 

and 

(16) 

From ( 14), the receptance matrix of the primary system, after the neutraliz.ers have been attached, 
can be seen to be: 

( 17) 

A particular member ofthis matrix is 

(18) 

where Cjf are elements of ( if' . 

This can be compared with the receptances before the attachment ofthe neutralizers 

(19) 

and the pertinent response ratios computed : 

(20) 

The modulus ofthe response ratios can be taken as a measure ofthe efficiency ofthe neutralizers. 

For systems with one degree of freedom, the recommended mass-ratio between neutralizer and 
primary structure, by Den Hartog ( 1956), is: p = malms = 0.1 to 0.25. 

The use of the modal mass-ratio concept has been proposed by Espindola and Silva ( 1992) for a 
system of multiple degree of freedom as: 
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(2 1) 

(Note that, if the eigenvectors are orthonormalized. mj = I) 

Optimization for a Frequency Range 
A technique for controlling the modes of interest, one at a time. is presented b)' Espindola and 

Silva ( 1992). This assumes that matrices mA({),) and CA({),) are diagonal, which is not strictly true. 
This approach assumes J..lj given by Eq. (21) and uses lhe optimization technique suggested by Den 
Hartog (1956) and Snowdown ( 1959) for primary systems with onc dcgrec of freedom. For cach 
mode, lhe corresponding equation in 12 is taken, neglecting any coupling. 

This method gives pretty good results and, since CA({),) is far from diagonal. the benefits of 
reducing response in one mode are general1y spread to lhe neighboring ones. 

ln the optimization procedure of dynamic neutralizer presented here, neutralizer anti-resonant 
frequency and elastomer loss factor are considered design parameters while mass is fíxed as 
expressed in Eq. (21 ). So, the design vector is: 

(22) 

the number of components being 2p. 

The letter C, in front of lhe loss factors above, represents a fíxed multiplicative factor, with the 
purpose of making C'lai of the sarne order of magnitude of the neutralizer's anti-resonant 
frequencies, numerically. 

This is good for it speeds up convergence. A recommended value for C is given numerically by 
the average of the two limiting frequencies of the band of interest. 

The initial guess for the neutralizer's mass is taken as follows: select a figure for !Jj within 0.1 O to 
0.25, say, and with expression (21) compute each neutralizer mass m0 and take the average in lhe 
band eonsidered. 

The objective function used in this work, in order to solve the optimization problem, is given by: 

f(x)= max ia.u(il,x)i 
n1s.n s.n1 

(23) 

where aks({},x) is given in Eq. ( 18) for each design vector x, and 01 , 02 are the lower and upper 
limits of lhe frequency band of interest. 

The eonstraint functions could be defined from the following relation between the components of 

lhe design vector, x 1. and lhe range defined by x/ and x:' : 

i=J, lp (24) 

After lhe optimization is completed, compute each neutra1izer stiffness using the formula: 
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(25) 

where lhe m0 is the average neutralizer mass. 

Now choose an elastomer (from a pcrtinent data sheet) whose maximum loss làctor (al the 
environmcnt temperature and frequency under considerauon) is equal to Tlai· This maximum loss 
factor lies where the shear modulus increases approximately proportional to the frequency (see Fig. 
3). 

11- constante 

I 

_ Lou factor, 
__ Shear Modulus 

:/ 
o(Qai) -7----+--------) 

/ l 
/ I 

I --- I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fig. 3 VarlaUon of TJ(O) and G(O) Wlth Frequency 

With TJai (computed) and G{il0 j) selected as in Fig. 3, one can compute the neutralizer's complex 

stiffness K(fJ,fl), provided L has been chosen properly (see formula 1). This ends the design 
process. 

ln practice, normally one material alone is selected, for simplicity and economy. So, in this case, 
an average loss factor and shear modulus is taken in the design. 

Example 
The above theory was applied to a freely supported steel rectangular plate. 

The dimensions of the plate were 240 x 360 x 6 mm and it had a total mass of 4,0 Kg. 

This plate has been divided in fifty-four elements and the modal parameter of the first eight 
modes were computed. 

lt was imagined that four neutralizers were fixed at the plate, one at each comer. 

As explained previously, ii was assumed that the resilient part of the neutralizers were made of a 
viscoelastic material, operating at the frequency transition zone, where the loss factor is large and lhe 
shear modulus is proportional to the frequency (see Fig. 3). 
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As an example of calculations, a band of frequencies from 01 = 2875 s·l to 02 = 4750 s-1, 
comprising mode-s three and four, has been considered. An average mass for the neutralizers, 
computed as explained above, were 21.37 grams. 

Table l shows the computed optimum values of anti-resonant frequencies for the neutralizers 
together with the corresponding loss factors. 

Table 1 Optlmum Values of 0.1 and 'lo~ for Modes Three and Four 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Oai s-1 
3503 
3413 
4111 
3403 

fiai 
0.267 
0.304 
0.453 
0.356 

ln Fig. 4 a particular frequency response function is shown before and after the application ofthe 
neutralizers. These curves are produced to demonstrate lhe general effect of these sim pie devices. 

Although the modes of concem were three and four, the coupling due to matrices mA(ilJ and 
CA(ilJ (see Eq. ( 12)) is beneficial to the neighboring modes. 

-30 ..-----------:===============::; 
- · - - Primary Syst.m 

--Composíte System wlth 
O timum Neutralizers 

-50 

-tiO 

-70 

-80 

-90 

-100~--~~---+--~--~--+---~~---+--~--~~ 
1000 1500 2000 2500 :1000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 1000 ISOO 

Freq-.cy (1/sll 

Fig. " A Particular FRF of lhe Prfmary Struclure and lhe Effects of Neutrallzers Upon 1t 

One should note that the reductions in the frequency response leveis are remarkable, with an 
addition of only 84,5 grams, i.e., of only two per cent of the primary plate mass. 

Conclusions 

Tbe concept of equivalent generalized quantities can lead to a representation of the modal space 
of the composite system in lerms of the modal parameters of the primary one. Retaining only a 
limited number of modal equations, an optimization scheme was devised, which leads to optimum 
parameter selection of a systcm of viscoelastic neutralizcrs. 

This procedure is general, independent of the geometrical complexity of the linear primary 
structure, which is represented by its modal model. For best performance. the viscoelastic material 
should work in the frequency transition zone. 
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The perfonnance of an optimum oeutralizer system can be remarkable, at the expense of only a 
small increase in the overall weight, whlch makes thls technique particularly valuable for light 
structures. 
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Abstract 

A melhod for the identification of different ma(functions which cause only or maínly lx rev. vibration 
componetl(S is presented. The methodology is based on the model of the shaft afone, therefore avoiding the need 
of a lineari:ed mode/ of the oi/.film and of a reliabfe modef of the casings and foundation. and uses the vihration 
readings in the bearings during coast-down lransients. The results show that the method seems to be appropriate 
to distinguish between differenl cause.v such as concentrated unba/am~es, coupling misalignmenrs and 
éoncentrated or distributed bows which could be produced by a partia/ mb (in a seal e.g) or &y a non rmiform 
heatíng or cooling transient {in a generator or a steam turbine during load variations), and to determine the 
location along the rotor, the angular phase and lhe amounl ofunba/ance or bow, in other words 10 identify lhe 
position arulthe severity of lhe mafjunclion. · 
Keywords: ldl!ntification, Mode/ Based Diagnosis. Rotordynamic.v. 

lntroduction 

Continuous monitoring of the shaft víbratíons in correspondence of the bearings of main rotating 
machines, which generally are equipped with two proximity probes, and of the operating conditions 
of the plant, is standard practice in most power or petrochemical plants. /\ major change in the 
vibrational behaviour can be detoctcd by comparíng the actual data with previously recorded and 
stored data (when the rotor was fTee from any malfunctíon): these data should be related to lhe same 
operating conditions. Conventional European power plant turbogroups (with output powers in the 
range of240 to 800 MW) are composed by several steam turbines wbose shafts are rigidly coupled to 
cach other and the last one of the set to a generator, and constitute therefore a 30 to 50 m long shaft, 
supportcd generally by l i oil tilm bearings. Generally, at normal running speed, at least the sarne 
generator reactive and active output powers and the sarne temperatures (of steam, lubricating oil and 
cooling watcr e.g.) should indicate identical operating conditions. During a coast down transient, care 
should be taken to have the sarne initial conditions and the sarne stopping procedure (e.g. the vacuum 
breaking in the condenscr should happen at the sarne time with respect to the starting poin" and at the 
sarne turbíne rotaling speed). ln these condítions, the vibrations of the shaft insíde the bearings 
related to different pcriods of time, or to different run down transienl'>, can be directly compared, 
avoidíng the errors introduccd by a certain therrnal sensitivity of the complete system, rotor+ o ii tlim 
bearings + supporting structure, whích leads to additional exciting causes {rotor therrnal bow) and to 
,a differcnt frcqucncy response (oíl lilm coefficients depend on oíl temperature and on alignment 
conditions). 

The vibrntion vectors' changes in ali bearings (which are the differences of the actual vibration 
vectors minus thc original vibration vectors) ín normal operatíng conditions and at the different 
rotating speeds during lhe coast down can then be analyzed in order to assess a "symptom matrix" in 
which the charactcristics of the vibrations are pointed out (such as frequency content, amount of 
different components and corresponding location of bearing, and so on). This symptom matrix can be 
comparcd with a "cause matrix", and a first guess of type of malfunction and its rough location (in 
which shaft e.g.) can be deterrnined. This type of approach ora decision tree approach have been 
applied in some advanced monitoring and díagnostic systems (see c.g. Kanki et ai. (1993) and 
Tana.ka ( 1993)). 

Presented at lhe Nintll Worksllop on Dynamics and Control- DYNCO. Rio de Janeiro. RJ • August 11-14. 1996. 
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The nest step in diagnostics is a model based diagnostic procedure which has the advantage of 
identif)'ing not only the type of malfunction but also its amount or severity and its location along lhe 
rotor system. This step can be called malfunction identification. The model based diagnostic 
procedure is based essentially on lhe comparison of lhe actual vibrational behaviour (obtained as 
difference as previously described) with the calculated behaviour, which is generally obtained 
through a model of the complete system (rotor + bearings + casing or pedestais + foundation + a 
suitable model of the considered malfunction). ln order to obtain acceptable results lhe model has to 
be sufficiently reliable. And to allow to operate in the frequency domain and to have the system 
represented by its elastodynamic matrix which has to be inverted, the model must be linear: therefore 
linearized oil tilm stiffness and damping coefficients, as usual in rotordynamic calculations, have to 
be used. 

ln the following paragraphs first lhe obtainable results with the complete linear model of lhe 
system are discussed. and then lhe possible errors in the identification procedure due to the linear 
model of the o ii film bearings and to a poor model of the supporting structure are empliasized. ln the 
last section then a modification of the identification procedure is presented which avoids the 
linearization of the o ii film forces and works wilhout any model of the supporting structure, using the 
"partia!" model of the shaft atone. 

Applications of model based malfunction identification 
This melhod. which uses lhe linear model of the complete system, fumishes excellent results 

wben applied to simulated data, as showo c.g. in Bachschmid ct al. (1995a), but if experimental data 
from real machines in normal operating conditions are used, then acceptable results are obtained only 
if the data are somehow tiltered (if e.g. some of the available measured bearing vibrations are 
disregarded and/or some speed ranges are disregarded) as reported in Bachschmid et al . (1996). A 
good agreement between experimental and calculated results is found only in a smaller speed range 
and generally by tuning previously lhe model. Many different reasons may be responsible for this 
situation: 

• The ruo dowo transients which are compared might be carried out io slightly different 
lhermal situations in which the rotor exhibits different thermal bows. This effect could not be 
taken into account in lhe mentioned papers since the records of the values of the parameters 
which characteriz.e the lherrnal situation of a rotor, just before and during lhe run down 
transicnt. were not available; 

• The foundation of the machine, which can strongly influence lhe dynamical behaviour of the 
rotor, is poorly represente<! by one d.o.fmass dan1per and spring systems (as usual considered 
in many rotordynamic calculation programs). Unfortunately, in the above mentioned case 
studies, a more reliable model oflhe supporting structure was not available, and 

• The oil film may be strongly non-linear, and is poorly represented by lhe Lioearized model. 

ln order to show which are the non linear effects in the oil film bearing which may affect the 
identilicatioo procedure based on the lineariz.ed model, in the following paragraph some calculated 
results with the non linear model are presented. 

An in order to remind how important the dynamic effects of the foundations are, cspecially in the 
case of flexible foundations, which sometimes are used in place or the more rnassive concrete 
foundations, some calculated results related to a four oil fílm bearing test rig on a flexible supported 
foundation are shown in the next paragraph. 

The method which is presented in the last section of this paper has lhe goal to overcome the last 
two problems: the model of the foundation is not anymore (leeded and the linearized model of lhe o ii 
fílm is substituted by lhe non linear oil film forces. The effectiveness of the metbodology '"'111 be 
tested wilh numerical results obtained on the above said test rig model shown in Fig. I . 
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Fig. 1 The Te.t Rig Composed by two Rigldly Coupled Shaft.s Supported by 4 011 Fllm Bearings Equlpped With 
Force Transducers Mounted on a Flexlble Supported Foundatlon Frame 

Some causes produce only major changes in lx rev. components: these are mainly a concentrated 
unbalance (caused e.g. by a blade loss) anda permanent or transient thermal bow. The bow could be 
due to an angular coupling misalignment when it is localed close to the coupling in between two 
bearings, or to a rub in a seal (which causes a local unsymmetric and therefore the bow) when it is 
located dose to a seal, or could be distributed, due to a non-symmetric heating or cooling of the 
central body of the rotor ( which in a generator can be caused by a wire short circuit o r a cooling duct 
obstruction, and in a turbine by a non uniform steam distribution). Other causes produce generally 
also some chang~s in other components: a crack produces changes in 2x and 3x components, a 
bearing misalignment produccs also changes in the mean static component, a loosening part produces 
higher harmonics and so on. 

lt is difficult to separate or distinguish between the different causes which produce only lx 
components. This is also shown in Bachschmid et ai. (1996). But in order to test the effectiveness of 
Lhe proposed method, only I x causes are considered. 

Non-linear Oil Film Effects 
Some non-linear effects in steady state operating conditions of oil film bearings are shown by 

means of numerical results obtained by time step integration of the equation of motion of the tini te 
elemenl model of a fairly simple rotor (show in Fig. 2) supported by two 2-lobe ''lemon" shape oil 
film bearings. The weight and the lengh of the shaft and the type and dimensions of the bearings are 
t)'Pical for a H. P. steam turbine. ln each time step the oil film forces are calculated by integrating the 
Reynolds equations. 
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lobe 1 

T 

Fig. 2 Tha HP Steam Turbina Rotor FEM Modal and Schamatlc of tha "lemon" Bellrlnge 

Two different unbalances (of O. I kg and 0.5 kg) have been applied to a node of the rotor and, 
after some 20 to 50 complete revolutions of the shaft, the steady state situations shown in following 
figures have been reached. ln Fig. 3a and 4a the orbits of the joumal centres at 2250 rpm in bearing I 
and bearing 2 dueto lhe small unbalance, and Fig. 3b and 4b the corresponding orbits dueto the bigh 
unbalance, inside the toei of the different positions allowed by the bearing clearance, are represented. 
The running speeds is close to the second criticai speed of the shaft, therefore the higb unbalance 
orbit in bearing I is so large. 
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Fig .. 3 Orblta or Shaft Joumal ln Bearlng 1 llt 2250 rpm: a) due to unbalance of 0.1 kg, b) due to unbalanee of 
0 .5 kg 
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Fig. 4 Orblb of shaft Joumal ln Bearing 2 et 2250 rpm: e) dueto unbalance of 0.1 kg, b) dueto unba.lance of 
0.5kg 

With a linear behaviour, we would find the high unbalance orbit with the sarne shape ofthe small 
unbalance orbit, but enlarged 5 times. It is evident from the figures that the behaviour is different, the 
size and lhe shape of the orbits are quite different, and in the Fourier analysis of the orbits we would 
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find differences in amplitude of the lx revolution component, and also higher hannonics. Similar 
results are found for bearing 2 in which the joumal vibration amplitude is much smaller, and in which 
therefore also the non-linear effect should be negligible. ln the sarne bearing 2 the orhits at a different 
rotating speed (2000 rpm) are represented in Fig. 5a (for the small unbalance) and in Fig. 5b (for the 
large unbalanee), in the ditferent scales: the shape of the orbits, and consequently the spectral 
components, are slightly different in the two situations as a result ofthe non-linear behaviour. 
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Fig. 5 Orblta of the Shaft Joumal ln Beartng 2 at 2000 rpm: a) dueto unbalance of 0.1 kg, b) dueto unbalance 
of0.5 kg 

Lf we would use these orbits as measured quantities for identil)'ing the exciting forces on the rotor 
with a linearizcd model, we would have considerable errors in detennining the lype of exciting force 
(since also 2x rev. components are presented), its location and its arnount, because the linear model is 
not able to reproduee adequately the real non-lincar behaviour. 

A more complete analysis of the non linear effeets of oil film bearings in steady state operating 
conditions is reported in Bachschmid and Dellupi ( 1997). 

Foundation Effects 
The supporting structure effects on lhe dynarnical behaviour of lhe rotor are well known, and 

many papers have been published on this topic. proposing also different methods for calculating the 
behaviour of the rotor coupled to the supponing structure by means of the oil lilm bearings. Since the 
models of the supponing structures are often rather complicated and unreliable in the results, many 
efforts have been mede for developing model updating techniques and model identification 
teehniques (see e.g. recently Friswell et al. (I 996) and Vania ( 1996)) by means of some experimental 
results, in arder to obtain more reliable models which are sometimes so imponant for calculating the 
true bebaviour ofthe rotor on its supporting structure. 

The effects of the supporting structure dynarnical behaviour on the rotor consist in shifting of 
some criticai speeds, sometimes in nearly suppressing a criticai speed, in generation the so - called 
"foundation criticai speeds" and, in general, in significantly changing the an1plitudc and phase of the 
frequency response curves. These effects will be shown by means of numerical rcsults obtained with 
the model of the reduced scale test rig (reprc:senled in Fig. I). 

ln Figure 6a the unbalance response curves in vertical direction of the node where the unbalance 
was applied is represented for the case of nexiblc foundation (continuous line) compared with the 
case of rigid foundation (dashed linc) and in Fig. 6b the sarne curves in horizontal direction are 
represented. The total mass of the foundati on is 136 kg and the rotating mass is 40 kg. The ratio of 
the rotating mass may be relevant in detennining the influence of the foundation on the dynamical 
behaviour of the rotor: the test rig might be representative only for turbogroups on light foundations. 
More massive foundations would have with the sarne excitation smaller vibration amplitudes. 
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Fig. 6 Unbalance (0.001 kg at Test Rlg'a 101 dlsk) Reapon .. Curves at 1"1 Olsk of the Teat Rlg Rotor on Rigid 
Foundatlon (Oaahed llne) and Flexlble Foundatlon (Contlnuous Llne), ln Amplitude and Phase: a) ln Horkontal 

Olrectlon, b) ln Vertical Dlrection 

The above diagrams show clearly that the dynamical behaviour of tlle supporting structure has a 
great importance in determining the response of the rotor, at least in the examined case. This 
emphasizes the need of a reliable model of the supporting structure, if the complete model of the 
system is used for tbe force identification procedure, or stresses the advantage of a metbod which 
avoids completely the use of a model of tbe supporting structure. This last oondition is fulfilled if the 
proposed methodology is used: in this case however also the absolute vibrations of the bearing 
housings have to be measured, in addition to the relative displacements of the shaft inside the 
bearings whic-h are measured by the proximity probes. 

Description of the ldentification Method 
With two proximíty probes in each bearing the orbits of the shaft insíde the bearings can be 

determined. The geometry of the bearíngs and its clearances are known. By solving the Reynolds 
equations in different points of the orbit, the horizontal and vertical oil film forces can be calculated 
in each point. Generally monitoring systems acquire 8 or 16 points of each orbit during one 
revolution. These forces are, if steady state motion has been reached, I x revolution periodic and can 
bc analyzed by Fourier series, obtaining the mean static force component and severa! harmonic 
components. Using a harmonic balance concept (which is possible because of tbe rotor model 
linearity) the first harmonic component ( lxrev. component) in the bearings should balance the lxrev. 
exciting forces and the lxrev. inertia forces acting along the shaft dueto the vibrations. Therefore we 
can consider the unconstrained free-free rotor, as shown in Fig. 7, on which in correspondence of the 
bearings the known I xrev. oil film force components (indicates by F.) are applied and, in an 
unknown position. the unknown excitíng force (indicated by FJ is applied: 

F, 

Fig. 7 Schematlc Olagram of "Forcesh Method 
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If the absolute vibrations of the shaft in correspondence of lhe bearings are known, a standard 
force identification procedure based on least square fitting of the vibrational data (as proposed by 
Bachschmid et ai. (1996)) can be used for identif)'ing thc exciting forces moduli and phases and their 
position along the shaft. A similar approach, but limited to a rigid supporting structure and with a 
deterministic method instead of a least square approach is proposed by Krodkiewski et ai. ( 1993 ). 

The absolute vibrations of the shaft can bc obtained by adding to the relative vibrations of lhe 
shaft inside the bearings (which are measured by two proximity probes) the absolute vibrations of the 
bearing, which can easiJy be measured by a couple of accelerometers fixed to each bearing housing. 

Many different exciting causes can be represented by a S)'stem of equivalent forces or couples: 
besides the unbalance, a.lso thc concentrated or distributed bow can be reprcsented by two equal and 
opposite couples which are applied to the extrcmity nodes of the bowed shaft portion, which can be 
one elemcnt of the f.e. modcl of the shaft in case of coupling misalignment (as proposed by 
Bachschmid et ai. ( 1995c)) or several elements of the central body of Lhe rotor in case of a thermal 
bow (as shown by Bachschmid and Dei Vescovo (1990)). Also a transverse crack can be modelcd by 
means of an equivalent system of forces and couples: with lhis model e.g. lhe location and lhe deptb 
of a crack have been identified by applying the least square. fitting procedure to lxrev. and 2xrev. 
deflection valucs measured in 4 different sections along the rotor during slow rotation on a talhe (as 
reported by Lapini et ai. ( 1993 )). 

The maio differences with rcspect to lhe procedure which uses a complete linear model of lhe 
systcm (rotor+ oil film + supporting structure) is that the forces are applied to an unconstrained frcc
free rotor, which exhibit.s high vibration amplitudes (also at bearing locations) if the externa! force 
balance of exciting force and bearing forces is not exactly fulfilled . The procedure might therefore be 
more sensitive to force identification errors than the least square fitting procedure applied to a 
constrained rotor, and this might result in bolh advantages (higher precision) and disadvantages 
(possible instability); but these elfects have not been recognized in the numerical simulations. 

Mathematical Formulation of the Method 
ln each time instant the relative position of the shaft journaJ wilh respect to the bearing is 

measurcd and the corresponding velocity can be calculatcd ín order to evaluate the oil film forces F. 
wilh a suitable model of Lhe o ii film . These forces are periodic (in stcady-state condhions), and can 
bc: represented by a Fourier scries: 

(I) 

where F .c is lhe mean static component and F,. the 111 harmonic component. Ali forces are split in 
horizontal and vertical complex components. 

Also lhe vibrations are periodic: the first harmonic component of Lhe absolute vibrations of the 
shafl in correspoodence of Lhe bearings X, is given by: 

X,"' X.,+ X,b (2) 

where X" is the relative vibration of tbe shaft joumals (wilh respect to the bearing), measured by the 
proximity probes, and X.t. is lhe absolute vibration of the. bearing housing, measured by lhe 
aecelerometers. These vibrations are split in horizontal and vertical complex component.s. 

ln the frequency domain referring to Lhe 1'1 harmonic components following force balance 
equations holds: 

(-0 1M + iOR + K)X = F, + F1 (3) 

where M, R and K are the mass internal damping and stiffness matrices respectively of lhe shaft 
alone, X is the vector of the displacements of ali nodes (four complex components in each node), and 
F, are the unknown exciting forces. 

(4) 
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U represents the unbalance vector (in case of concentrated unbalance only two elements are non zero) 
and 8 the bow vector (composed by two moments in each one of the extremity nodes of the 
interested shaft portion). 

The dynamic rotor matrix can be inverted: 

a= (-0 1M + in.R + K)"1 (5) 

and the a matrix can be partitioned separating the "internal" displacements X; of the nodes of the rotor 
from the "externa!" displacement of lhe shaft journals X,: 

(6) 

The second set of equations of (6) can be used for determining the unknown F1 vector. The 
elements of F1 are generally less than twice the number of the bearings multiplied by the nwnber of 
different rotating speeds so that a least square approach can be used for determining F1: 

({X,- a.,F.)- a,,FJ' ((X, -a,.F,) -a,,FJ = min (7) 

The sum is extended to ali the considcrcd different rotating speeds. 

A residual may be defined by the ratio of léft hand si de of Eq. (7), divided by the sum of squared 
values of the k.nown term (X, - a,J ,). The residual is calculated for each possible position(s) or 
node(s) of application of the exciting cause, calculating subsequently the effect of different causes (V 
or 8). The lower the residual is, the higher is the accordance of measured vibrations with the 
calculated ones. The lowest obt.ained minimum identifíes the exciting cause. The most probable 
location of the exciting cause is there where the residual reaches its minimum: the corresponding 
value of F, furnishes its modulus and phase. 

Validation of the Method by Means of Numerical Results 
The described identification method was applied to test rig rotor model, simulating numerically 

its behaviour. One unbalance (or 2 different unbalances) or one bow have been applicd to the rotor, 
and the corresponding frequency response curves ate the 4 be.arings were obtained. The relative 
displacements and velocities of the shaft journal with respect to the bearing allow to calculate the 
bcaring forces, which were then used together with the absolute vibrations of the shafi in the 
identification procedure. Always the sarne 12 equally spaced running speeds in the range of 500 -
6000 rpm have been considered . 

••• 

1000 liDOO - - - -

a) 

Fig. 8 Unbalance (0.001 kg) on Test Rlg's 1" Oiak: a) Fraquency Response at Bearlng 1 (Journal's Vertical 
Oiaplacement); b) Residual and ldentlfled Unbalance Amount 
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Figure 8a shows the calculated frequency response curve of bearing I dueto an unbalanced I" 
disk, and in Figs. 8b the value of the residual versus the portion along lhe shaft, and the 
corresponding identified unbalance amount and phase are represented. Tbe position, amount and 
phase are identified with excellent accuracy. 

ln Figure 9a the calculated frequency response curves in the sarne bearing duc to 2 different 
unbalances placed on disks I and 3 (on the 2 different shafts), and in Fig. 9b the residual showing 2 
different mínima (the lower near the tirst unbalance location) are represented. ln Fig. 9c the residuais 
corresponding to the second unbalance in its different positions along the shaft, maintaining for the 
first unbalance the position of the prcvious absolute minimum (shown in Fig. 9b), and the value of 
the two identified unbalances are represented. Again the exciting forces are accurately identified. 
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Fig. 9 Two Dtfferent Unbalances Plac.cl on Dlak 1 and 3 (0.001 kg eaeh one): a) Fraquency Reaponae Curve at 
Bearlng 1 (Journal'a Vertical Dlaplacement), b) Realduala Wlth one Unbalance and ldentlfled Unbalance 

Amount, c) R"lduala Wlth Two Unbalanc.a and ldentlfl.cl Amounts. 

Further in Fig. IOa the frequency response curve duc to 2 unbalances placed on disks I and 2 (on 
the sarne shaft) and in Fig. I Ob the corresponding residual are represented. ln this case the 2 different 
unbalances cannot be identified because their positions are too close together. 
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~ 
a) b) 

Fig. 10 Two Unbalances Placed on Olsk 1 (0.001 kg L 0') and 2 (0.002 kg L 180'): a) Frequency Response 
Curve at Bearlng 1 (Journal's Vertical Dlsplscement), b) Residuais Wlth one Unbalance and ldentlfled Unbalance 

Amount 

As alrcady said, different cxciting causes can be modeled by a suitable system of forces: a 
conccntrared unbalancc is obviously represented by a rotating force, a concentrated bow (due to a 
coupling angular misalignment or to a rubbing in a seal) and a distributed bow (a thermal bow) can 
be reprcsented by a system of equal and opposite couples (rotating with the sbaft), wbich force the 
rotor to have a similar dcformation shape. The problem is to see if, with the vibrations measured only 
in correspondence of the bearings, it is possible to distinguish between these different forcing 
systems. This problem h as been faced in the paper of Bachschmid et ai. ( 1995a) using simulated data 
and the complete linear model of the system: the results show a fairly good separation between 
different causes. when diiTerent rotating speeds are considered, although some exciting causes 
produce similar deformation shapes. A concentrated unbalance applied at the rotor span middle point 
and a distributed bow e.g. produce similar deformation shapes (and similar vibrations in the bearings) 
in the higher speed range. and the separation of the two different causes is possible only considering 
the low speed range in which the unbalance induced vibrations are much lower than the bow induced 
vibrations. 

The identification of the cause of a bow is made by means of the location of the bow: if the bow 
ís concentrated and located ín correspondence of the coupling, the cause is probably a coupling 
misalignment, if it is located in correspondence of a (labyrinth) seal, the cause is probably a rub, if 
the bow is distributed along the central body of a gcnerator or a stearn turbine and is related to a 
change in operating conditions, a thermal bow may be supposed. 

•l b) 

Fig. 11 Coupllng Mlsallgnment: •I F,.quency Responae •t Burlng 1 (Joumal's Vartlul Dlsp!Ktment); 
b) Relldu•ls Due to Unbal•nce end Concentrated Bow at Coupllng Loc.tlon 
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A comparison with lhe residuais obtained considering in each case ali the different Jxrev. 
exciting causes is made in lhe following. Fig. lia represents the frequency response curve generated 
by a misalignment coupling, and Fig. li b represents the residual corresponding to an unbalance 
compared wilh the residual corresponding to lhe concentrated bow due to a coupling misaligrunent, 
in the position of the coupling between the two shafts. The lower minimum, close to zero, of the 
residual indicates lhat lhe exciting cause is the coupling misalignment, and aJso its values is 
accurately identified. 

Finally Fig. 12a shows lhe frequency response curve due to a thermal bow in lhe central part of 
the second rotor (in between lhe two disks), and Fig. 12b the corresponding residuais (obtained 
weeping the rotor f.e. model with two couples, equal and opposite, spaced by two nodes, and plotting 
lhe corresponding residuais in correspondence of the middle point abscissa) compared with those 
generated by an unbalance: again lhe true exciting cause has been identified. Therefore the melhod 
seems to be suitable for identifying different lxrev. exciting causes. Jt must be reminded that 
experimental data are affected by measuring errors, and rotor models and bearing models by 
modeling errors. An error sensitivity study shows lhat lhe identification method seerns to be 
sufficiently robust wilh respect to ali lhese different errors, so lhat its application to experimental 
results from power plants seems to be promising. This needs obviously accurate experimental 
validation, whicb will be performed by means of lhe test rig results, and by experimental results 
obtained on full size power plant machines . 

• aiO 

lOCO - - - - 1011) 

a) 
~ 

b) 

Fig. 12 Thermatlilow (Simulated by Two 1 Nm Bendlng CoupiH): a) Frequency ReaponM at Beartng 1 
(Joumal's Vertical Olsplacement), b) Residual dueto Unbatance and to Olfferent Bowed pam of the Rotor, and 

ldentlfted V alues of Bendlng Momenta 

Conclusions 
A melhod for identifying lhe exciting cause of the vibrations in rotor systems is presented, wbich, 

starting from relative and absolute shaft joumal vibration measurements in lhe bearings and utilizing 
a linear f.e. model of lhe shaft and a non linear model of lhe oil film (and avoiding to represent with 
any model the supporting structure), allows to determine lhe type of exciting cause, its location and 
its amount and phase. 

The melhod has been tested wilh numerical results, and seems to bc able to distinguish between 
diffe.rent exciting causes which produce similar effects, such as unbalancc, bow, rub and coupling 
misalignments which ali produce in certain conditions only lxrev. vibration components. 
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Tbe method wíll be tested also with experimental data. 
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Abstract 
We coruíder here a class oj uncertain sy:stems consisting of a nomínally linear pari and an 
uncertainlnonlinearltíme-varying pari whích can be regarded as a state-dependentltime-varying "disturbance 
input". Using only a mea:sured output, we present simple estimators which can asymptotica/Jy estima/e to aey 
desired accuracy lhe system state and lhe disturbance input. 
Keywords:Mechanical Uncertam Systems. Nonlinear State Estimation. Nonlinear Filters. 

lntroduction 
We consider here a class of uncertain systems consisting of a nominally linear part and an 

uncertainlnonlinear/time-varying part which can be regarded as a state-dependent/time-varying 
"disturbance input". Using only a given measured output, we wish to asymptotically estimate lhe 
system state and the disturbance input. This problem is of practical significance because lhe model of 
any physical system contains uncertain tenns due to uncertain inputs, pararneters and nonlinearities. 

The problem of designing an observer to estimate only lhe state of a system subject to un.lcnown 
inputs has received considerable attention in lhe literature. ln thls existing literature, an observer 
design which assumes no a priori knowledge of lhe unknown input is called an unknown input 
observer (UI O). Basile et ai ( 1969) and Guidorzi and Marro ( 1971) first investigated some structural 
aspects ofthe UIO using geometric concepts. Wang et ai ( 1975) developed a trial and error procedure 
for constructíng a reduced-ordcr observer whose dynamics is completely decoupled from lhe 
unknown input. Bhattacharyya ( 1978) utílized geometric theory to obtain structural conditions which 
guarantee the existence ofa reduced-order UlO. Kudva et al ( 1980) developed lhe now standard rank 
conditions for the existence of a reduced-order UIO. Severa! systematic procedures for designing 
reduced-order UIOs were proposed by dividing lhe state vector into two parts via a linear 
transformation ; one part is directly driven by lhe unknown input and has to be measured completely, 
and lhe other part is estimated by lhe reduced-order UIO, which is decoupled from lhe disturbance. 
These procedures include the inversion algorithm of Kobayashi and Nakamizo (1982), the matrix 
generalized inverse method of Miller and Mukundan (1982), lhe matrix algebra melhod of Watanabe 
and Himmelblau (1982), the singular value decomposítíon techniques of Fairman et al ( 1984) and 
Park and Stein (I 988), and the algebraic approaches of Breinl and Leitmann ( 1987), Guan and Saif 
( 199 I) and Hou and MUller ( 1992). Kureck ( 1982) consídered a system wilh unknown inputs directly 
coupled to lhe output and proposed a full-order UIO. Yang and Wilde (1988) and Darouach et ai 
{1994) developed alternative design procedures for full-order UIOs based on straightforward matrix 
calculations. 

Compared wilh state estimation, very little research has been carried out on estimating unknown 
inputs. A common approach models the unknown input as lhe output of a linear system and 
incorporates the disturbancc dynamics wilh the plant dynarnics (Hostetter and Meditch, 1973; 
Johnson, 1976; Gourishankar et al, 1977; MUller, 1990). This approach is limited to specific types of 
unknown inputs. Park and Stein ( 1988) estimate unknown inputs by differentiating the output 
measurement. Their state and input observer is a combination of a reduced-order UIO and an 
algebraic equation relating the unknown input to lhe measured output and its derivative. Chen and 
Tomizuka (1988) and Chen ( 1990) considered a disturbance estimation problem for scalar systems. 
Tu and Stein (1995) proposed a model error compensator based on the output estimation error to 
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estimate the disturbance for an SISO system and incorporate it wlth an extended Kalman filter to 
estimate the state subject to .the sarne disturbance. This approach was then extended to MIMO linear 
systems in Tu and Stein (1996). 

Corless and Tu (in review) also consider the state estimation problem and provide equivalent 
characterizations of the UIO existence conditions of Kudva et al ( 1980). These characterizations yield 
insight into the design of UIO's and disturbance estimators which require differentiation of the 
output, e.g., the work of Park and Stein (1988). Using these equivalent characterizations, they then 
obtain an equivalent Lyapunov characterization of the UIO existence conditions. Provided the 
uncert.ain terrn and its rate of change satisfy some additional boundedness conditions, this Lyapunov 
characterization then perrnits the construction of a c.pmbined state/disturbance estimator. This 
estimator does not require differentiation of the measured output. Although ex.act asymptotic 
estimation is not achieved, one can asymptotically estimate the state and disturbance to any desired 
degree of accuracy. 

ln this pap"'r, we consider the state/disturbance estimation problem for a more restrictive class of 
uncertain systems than that considered in Corless and Tu (in review). Here the number of measured 
outputs is the sarne as the number of "disturbance inputs". Because of the simpler structure of the 
systems under consideration, a very simple state/uncertainty estimator can be constructed. This 
estimator involves a single gain pararneter y. One can asymptotically estimate the state and 
disturbance to any desired degree of accuracy by choosing y sufficiently large. 

Problem Statement and Assumptions 
We consider here uncert.ain systems described by 

); =Ax+Bf(t,x) (la) 

where x(t) é Rn is the system state and y(l) é Rm is the measured output at time t é R. Tbe 
continuous function f, with f(t,x) éRm, models ali uncertainlnonlinear/time-varying terms in the 
system description; we will regard this as an unknown state-dependent/time-varying disturbance 
input. The matrices A, B and C are known, constant, and of appropriate dimensions. Roughly 
speaking, we wish to construct an estimator which, using only the knowo system inforrnation and the 
measured output y, asymptotically estimates both the state x and the disturbance input f To achieve 
this goal, we first introduce two asswnptions. · 

Assumption 1 The matrix C Bis symmetric and positive defini te. 

For SISO (scalar input scalar output) systems, this assumption is equivalent to the requirement 
that the transfer fuoction given by 

G(s) = C(s/. A)-1 B 

has relative degree one anda positive "high frequency gain". 

Assumption 2 For every complex. number À. with non-negative real part, 

[
A-).[ 

rank C ~]=n+m (2) 

Remark 1 When the above rank condition fails for any complex. number Ã., the.re is a pair of 
vectors xo, v with xo ~O such that 

(A • ).J)xo + Bv = o 

Cxo=O 
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As a consequence of this, the solution of system (I) with initial condition x(O) = xo and f(t,x) = 
itv satisfies 

y(t) =o 
Hence, the initial state and input, xo and eltv, are indistinguishable from zero initial state and 

input. Clearly, if the real part of À. is nonnegative, this is not desirable from the point of view of the 
above estimation desjres. lf À has real part -a < O, then one cannot expect to achieve asymptotic 
estimation at an exponential rate greater than a. 

Example 1 As an illustrative example, consider 

y=ax1 +x1 

where a> O. Here 

C=(a 1] 

Since C B = I , assumption I holds. 11 can readily be shown that rank condition (2) holds exccpt 
for À = -a < O. llence assumption 2 holds. 

Some Preliminary Results 
Before presenting estimators, we present some results which provide allemative characterizations 

of the first two assumptions. These results an: used in demonstrating the properties of the proposed 
estima10rs and provide further insight into assumptions I and 2. 

Assumption 1 and a Canonical Structure 

Ou r first result, lemma I, states Lhat assumption I is equivalent to the existence of a state 
transformation 

so that the corresponding transformed system has ú1e following structure: 

Ç1 = Au~1 + A12~2 + .f(t,x) 

Ç2 = A21Ç1 + A22Ç1 

y=C,ç, 

where C 1 is symmetric and positive defrnite. 

(3) 
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Lemm• Suppose B and C are n x m and m x n matrices, respectively. Then lhe following 
statements are equivalent 

(a) There is a nonsingular malrix T such that 

(4) 

where C 1 is symmetric and posjtive defini te. 

(b) The matrix C Bis symmetric and positive definíte. 

Proof: 

(a)=> (b). lf (a) holds, lhen 

CB = crr-IB = c 1 

Since C 1 is symmetric and positive definite, lhe sarne holds for CB. 

(b) =>(a). We show lhat R(B), lhe range of B, and N(C) , the null space of C, are complementary, 
i.e., cvcry vector in Rn can be written as the unique sum of two vectors, one from each of these two 
spaces. First, we show lhat lhese two spaces only íntersect ai zero. Suppose x is common to R(B) and 
N(C). Then x = Bu and CBu =O. Since CB is positive definite, we must have u = O and, hence x =O. 

Since CB is positive definite, it is invertible and rank CB "" m. From this it follows thal 

rank B = rank C = m 

Henoe lhe dimension do R(B) is m and lhe dimension of N(C) is n - m. Since lhe subspaces R(B) 
and N(C) only intersect at zero and the sum of their dimensions equals the dimcnsion of Rn, these 
two spaces are complementary. 

Hence if one chooses a matrix T2 such that the columns of T2 form a basis for the null space of 
C. then T2 is n x (n- m) and the matrix 

T:= [B 7J) 

is invertible. 

From lhe definitions of the transformations, it follows that r-I B and CT have the structure as 
indicatc in (4) where C 1 = CB. Also, C 1 is symmetric and positive definite. 

E:umple 2 Recai! exarnple I and let ÇJ :"" axJ + x2 and Ç2 := XJ. Then, a transformed system 
with the canonical structure is given by 

. 2 
Ç1 =a~1 -a ~2 + f(t,x) 

~1 =~~ -a~2 

y=~, 

Assumption 2 and a Stablllty Condttlon 

Suppose system (1) satisfies assumptíon I and recall tbe transformed system (3). ln this section, 
we show that assumption 2 is equivalent to asymptotic stability ofthe subsystem 
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First we have lhe following result. 

Lemma 2 Suppose A, B, C are n x n, n x m and m x n matrices, respectively, and there ex.ist 
nonsingular matrices T and C 1 such lhat 

Then, a complex number À is an eigenvalue of A22 ifand only if 

[
A- ).J 

ranlc C 

Proof: 

For any complex number À, we have 

Hence, 

[A-).} B] 
rank C 0 = [

1 1AT- ).J 1 18] [Au-:U rank CT 
0 

= rank A21 

ct 

lt now follows that 

[
A-).} 

rank C 
o 

A12 - Ã./ 
o 

A21 -À./] O +m 

Since C 1 is invertible, we have 

A -Ãl] [O 21
0 = rank c/ 

Thus, inequality (6) holds if 

rank ( A11 - U} < n-m 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Since A 21 is an (n - m) x (n - m) matrix, lhe complex number À is an eigenvalue of A 22 iff rank 
condition (7) holds. 

We have now the following corollary. 
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Corollary I Suppose A, B. C are n x n, n x m, and m x n matrices, respectively, and there exist 
nonsingular matrices T and C 1 such that (5) holds. Then, A22 is Hurwitz if rank condition (2) holds 
for every complex number /... wilh non-negative real part, i.e., assumption 2 holds. 

Lyapunov-type Consequences of Assumptions 1 and 2 
ln this section, we show thal assumptions l and 2 are equivalent to a Lyapunov-type condition, 

condition I. Satisfaction of this condition yields a matrix P which is utilized in a Lyapunov analysis 
of lhe properties of the proposed estimators. 

Condition 1 There exist a positive definite symmetric matrix P and a positive scalar ll such lhat 

(8a) 

(&b) 

We have now lhe main result ofthis sectíon. 

Lemma 3 Consider system (I) and assume B has full column rank. Then, condition I holds if 
assumptions I and 2 hold. 

PROOF: Assumptions I and 2 imply condition I. From lemma I it follows lhat, if assumption 
holds then, there exists a transformation matrix T so lhat the transformed matrices 

Â:=r1AT. ê:=CT (9) 

have the structure given in (5) where and CJ is positive definite. Ifwe let 

(lO) 

A 

where P is positive dcfinite symmetric. then 

(li) 

A 

and requirements (8) on Pare equivalent to lhe foUowing requirements on P 

(12a) 

(12b) 

We now sho~ that asymptotic stability of the matrix A22 implies the existence of a positive 
definite matrix P anda positive scalar ll satisfying (12) and, hence, using corollary I, assumptions 
1-2 imply condition I. Since A 22 is Hurwitz, lhere is a positive defini te symmetric matrix P22 such 
that 

Letting 
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it sbould be clear that P is positive definite symmetric. lf we let 

then 

witb 

- Q11 :=C1A11 + A~C1 -pef 
-Q12 :=C1A11 + A~P11 
Since Q22 > O, we can use a Schur complement resuJt and obtain that Q>O (bence condition 

(12a) bolds) if 

Letting 

the above requirement is equivalent to 

2 -pC, > Q,, 
or, 

where, for a matrix M with real eigenvalues, J..max(MJ denotes the largest eigenvalue of M. Finally, it 

can readily be seen that, as a consequence of the structure of B, ê. and P. one has iJT P=ê: 
i.e., condition (12b) holds. 

Condition I implies assumptions 1 and .t. We first show that condition 1 implies that assurnption 
I holds. Since P is positive defmite and B has full column rank, the matrix sTps is positive definite 
symmetric. 1t follows from (8b) that CB = BTPB. Thus CB is positive defmite and symmetric. 

lt now follows from lemma I that there exists a transformation matrix T so that the transformed 
matrices defined in (9) have the structure given in (5) where C I is positive definite and symmetric. 
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We now show that condition l implies that A22 is Hurwitz.and, hence, using corollary I. condition I 
implies that assumption 2 holds. 

lntroducing the matrix P as defined by (l i), P is positive defini te symmetric and (as we h ave 
already shown) condition I implies that conditions ( 12) hold. Let 

where P22 is an (n- m) x (n- m) and m is the number of columns of 8. Equality ( 12b) implies that 

PJ2 =O 

Thc corresponding "2 - 2" block of incquality { 12a) implies that 

(13) 

Since Pn is symmetric and positive definite. thís last ínequality implies that A22 is a Hurwílz 
matrix. 

A State/Disturbance Estimator 

ln this section we present a simple estimator for simultaneously estimatíng the state x and the 
uncertain tem1jofsystem (1). We first need some assumptions on.f. 

Assumptions on Uncertain Term 

Assumption 3 There exist a known function fo and known non-negative constants PJ and KJ 
such that 

IIJ(r,x)- fo(t ,xJII::; /J, +K t il x -x 11 

for allt E R and x. X E Rn. 

The functionfo can be regarded as "nominal" for an initial cstimate off, it could be zero. 

Assumption 4 There exist known non-negative constants Pn. 1Q J, K22 such that along any 
solution x() of system (I), 

for ali t , x. x. 
As a specific example of a term f satisfying the above two assumptions, consider an unknown, 

bounded, disturbance input w which has a bounded derivative, i.e., 
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Here, assumptions 3 and 4 are assured with lo = O. Next consider a tenn I due to known. 
bounded, time-varying parametcrs whicb have bounded derivatives., i.e., 

Considering f 0 (t,i)=F(t)x,one can readily show that assumptions 3 and 4 are assured witb 

PI = P2 = O, k2J = *2 and k22 = kJ. Finally f could be a combination of the above two types of 

tenns, i.e., 

f(t, x)=F(t)x,+~t) 

State/Disturbance Esümator 

Tbe proposed statcldisturbance estimators are descríbed by 

i= AX+BJ, i(O)=x0 

i= fo(l.i)-r(Ci- y) 
(14) 

where y is a positive scalar, the initial estimate x0 of x(O) is arbitrary, and i(t), j(t), are the 
estimates of x(t),f(t,x(t)) respectively. 

The next result, wbich is tbe main result ofthis paper, states that, by cboosing r sufficiently large, 
one can asymptotically estimate to any desired degree of accuracy the state and the uncertain term 1 
of system (I). 

Tbeorem 1 Consider system (I) subject to assumptions l-2, estimator ( 14) and consider any & 1, 
&2 >O. 

(a) lf assumption 3 holds then, tbere is a rJ e? O sucb tbat for ali r e? YJ and ali x0 , we have 

limsup llx(t)-x(t)l ~ e1 
1-+0D 

(h) lf assumptions 3 and 4 hold then, there is a r:z > O such that for aiJ r e? Y2 and ali i 0 , we h ave 

limsup IIJ(t)-f(t,x(t))ll ~ &1 , ... ,., 
Proof: 

We fltst demonstrate (a). To this end, we introduce the state estimation error: 
- A 
X :=X- X 

Utilízing descriptions (I) and ( 14) of the plant and estimator, respectively, the evolution of the 
estimation error is described by 
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i=( A-yBC)x + B(J0 (t,x+i)- f(t.xJ) (15) 

As a candidate Lyapunov function for the above error system, we coosider 

where P along with some positive scalar p > O assure condition I. Thus C = BTP and along any 
solution of the error system we have 

dV(x(tJJ L(r.x(tJJ 
dt 

where 

L(t,x) := 2xT PÃi-2f.iT PBBT PX+2xT PB(fo(t,x(t)+x)- f(t ,x(t))j 

~ xr(PA+ATP)x-2ri!BTPill
1 +2~BTPiii(KIIIxii+PI) 

=- x-rQX-r2r-PJI BT Pi 11 +211 BT PXII[K ~llxll+ P1] 

where we have used assumption 3 and let 

-Q:=PA+ATP- pCTC<O 

For any two positive scalars J.l/ and J.l2, we have the following inequalities: 

2K~IIBrPXII11xll :5 P/1Kf~BrPXII1 +,u~~xll1 

2,8111 BT PX 11 :5 ,u]' pf 11 BT PX 111 + P1 

hence 

L(t,x)s- xr(Q- .u1I]x + .u1 -[ 2r- ,u- ,u/1KJ- .u·"/ Pi ]li Br PXII
1 

lf J.ll is chosen so that 

then Q - J.1 J I > O and 

a:=Â.mln[r1 (Q-,u/1)]1 2>0 

Ify is chosen to satisfy 

(16) 

(17) 
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then 

L(t,x)-5.-laV(xJ+ p 1 

f-rom this one may deduce that 

for allt :? LO where 

Considering any &J > O and choosing any J.12 so that 

yields 

Choosing &J s &J, we obtain the desired result. 

186 

(18) 

( 19) 

We now demonstrate part (b). We first demonstrate that, under assumption 4, and any &4 > O 
there exísts a YJ > O such that whenever r c rJ. 

limsup lli{t)-x(l)ll-:;, s 4 
I -'>«> 

(20) 

To this end, we let z:=i". and ditferentiate the state estimation error Eq. (15) to obtain 

i=( A -yBC)z+ Bg 

wbere 

g ·=!!.._( fo(t,x)- f(t ,x)) 
dt 

(21) 

This system h as the sarne structure as that of the state estimation error equation ( 15). Since 

fXO )-x( l) 11 is bounded, assumption 4 plays the role of assumption 3. Hence, using the sarne 

analysis as that used in the analysis of the estimation error dynamics, one can choose rJ :? O such that 

for ali y ~ y3, one has 

foral/ r 2::. t0 (22) 

wbere a > O; hence (20) holds. 

Consider now the state estimation error Eq. ( 15) and rewrite it as 
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i= AX + a[J- f{t,xJ ] 

Since lhe matrix B has full column rank, it has a left inverse BL; thus BLB = I and 

From this we obtain 

and hence 

limsupiiJrt)- f(t,x(t)Jii ~ IIBL llc4 +11 BL A lle3 , .... ,., 
By assuring that 

we obtain lhe desired result 

Application to a Mechanical System 

Considera mechanical system consisting of two small bodies, each of mass m > O, connected via 
a linear spring of spring constant k > O and a dashpot of darnping cocfticienl c > O; see figure I. The 
system is constrained to move along an inertially fixed horizontal line and its conliguration can be 
completely described by the inertial displacements q J, q2 of thc two bodies. The only available 
measurements are q 1 and q 1 . Suppose the system is subject to an unknown force j(t) which acts on 
the frrst mass and we wish to estimate this force along with the posilion and velocity of Lhe second 
mass. lf fand its derivative j are bounded, we will show that we can apply the results of this paper 
to acllieve lhe above estimation desires. 

Applying Newton's second law to each mass yields 

mii1 +c(q,-qz)+k(q,-qz)= I 
miiz-c(q,-qz)-k(q,-q1)=0 

1 1 
~· 77 

Fig. 1 A Mechanleal Syatem 
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rf we introduce the states x1=q1,x2=q2,x3=i1J,X4=q1 and the measured output 

y = aq 1 + q 1, where a is any positive number, this system has a state space description of the forro 
(I) where 

A+~! 
o 1 

-~l B-m 
o o 
1. _L C=[a O 1 o] 
m m 

_1. L 
m m 

Since CB = 1/m, assumption I holds. The rank condition (2) of assumption 2 fails when A = -a 
or when À. is a root ofthe polynomial mA2 + cA + k. Since this polynomial has ali roots with negative 
real parts, assumption 2 holds. Hence. using only the measurement y and a simplc estimator of the 
forro (14), one can estimate, to any desired ofaccuracy. the disturbance fand the remaining states. 

Numerical simulation results. For numerical simulation purposes. we considered 

m =2, k =I. c= 3. a = I. fo=O 

ln each simulation, the initial statcs of system and estimator were zero. The following two 
disturbances were considered. 

(I )f(t,x) = sin{IO!CI} · sin(nt) 

(2)/(t,x) = sin((sin(0.251Ct) + 1)21Ct) 

For each disturbance, two ·values of the gain parameter were chosen. The results are contained in 
Figs. 2-5. 
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Abs tract 
ln the automotive industry ttnnanced conlrol systems are more and more developed hy using hardware or 
software in lhe loop lechniquu. For sucn applicolrons an enhanced nonlinear Vt!nicle model wilnreal lime 
capacity is necessary. The paper presenls o mulli-purpose vehlcle model where real time application was made 
possihle nol úy simplifying the model but by using a specta/ modeltechnique, by adopting lhe generalion oj the 
equallons oj molion to tne specific problems in vehicle dynamics, and by riSing a modified impliclt Euler 
formalismjor the numerical solutlon. 
Keyword$: Vehicle Dynamics. Real-time Simu/alion. 

lntroduction 
The result of more then one hundred years of automotive engineering is a "bigh tecb" product. To 

improve ride comfort and ride safety enhanced and "intelligent" spring- and damping elements with 
nonlinear and dynamic characteristics such as hydraulic bearings are used. ln addition more and more 
active and sem i-active systems were brought into action. 

Thus, demands on vehicle modell ing and vehicle simulation increased enormously. 

Simple models separaling longitudinal, lateral and vertical motions are no longer suitable for 
developping further enhancements. Due to $evere nonlinearities in 8lde kinematics and force 
characteristics linearized models are too simple. 

Models representing vehicle dynamics in good c<>nformity to field test must satisfy the following 
demands: 

• Nonlinear and tbroedimensional motion of the vehicle body; 

• Nonlinear and ifneccssary even flexib le wheel and 8lde kinematics; 

• Detailed models oflhe steering system and drive traio; 

• Nonlinear and partly dynamic force element description, and 

• Dynamic tire characteristics. 

lfthe model should operate in driving simulator or in a hardware-in-the-loop test bench at least a 

• Minimazed computer run time 

is essential, (R iii, 1986). 

ln general computer codes derived by multi-purpose-algorithms (some are describcd in 
Schiehlen, 1990), are not adopted to specific problems in vehicle dynamics. Thc result is a computer 
oode where model quality and run time perfonnance are not optimized. 

lncreasing computer power in arder to achieve real time application is not economic. Reducing 
model quality is an even poorer idea. 

By tricky modeling techniques, by neglecting complicated and non relevant terms during 
malhematical description, and by using a modified Euler formalism for integrating the equations of 
motion real time applications with sophisticated vebicle models are possible even on small 
computers, (Ri li, 1994 ). 

On developping new control strategies or investigating tbe influence of certain design parameter 
to vehicle dynamics one benifits from a minimized computer run time too. 

Plesenled at the Nínth \IVorkshop on Dynamics and Control • DYNCO. Rio de Janeiro. RJ • August 11-14, 1996 
Tecnnical Editora: Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hans lngo Weber. 
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Vehicle Model 

Structure 

The vehiclc is modelcd by rigid bodies. ln arder to approximatc the dynamic effect of a torsion 
tlexiblc frame lhe vehicle body is devided into a front body anda rear body, Fig. I. 

englne )······ ·· ..... ,, 
... ·· ... ·· : 

.·· .··· 
~<·;;~ ... ~·_ ...... · ......... .. 

.. ·· ······ ... t .. ······ 

reference frame 

... .. .. •... .. 
inertial frame 

~I andwheel body 

~~ear axle carrier 

~~ 
•""'Mdwho~ ~eel and wheel body 

~ ·"~·~·"~'" 

. ~ """'""'"""'""' 
Fig. 1 Model Structure 

lnertial frame O and reference frame B are fixed to road and respectivcly to front body. 

At present the model is restricted to two axles. Every rude consists of an axle carrier, two wbeel 
bodies, and two wheels. On independent rude suspension systems the rude carrier is omitted. Front 
wheel, rear wheel or ali wheel steering is possible. Rigid rear rodes may have single or double tired 
wheels. 

The load is connected to the rear body. For sophisticated comfort analysis the engine suspension 
is modeled too. 
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Fig. 2 Drive Traln 

A dynamic engine torque, nonlinear clutch characteristics, gear box, Jockable differentials, and 
flexible shafts are the main components ofthe drive train, Fig. 2. 

Modeling of braking torque includes stick slip effects. 
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Tbe model for steering system is shown in Fig. 3. The sleering model íncludes power steering . 
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Different kinds of steering linkages are possible. The nonlinear steering kinematícs is solved 
online. 

The kinematics of wheel/axle suspension is calculated fully nonlinear. Pure kinematic or 
enhanced models wíth elastic bearings are possible, Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 Axle Klnematlce 

The suspension system may consíst of conventional spring and damping elements, aír springs, 
dynamic elements, or active and/or semi-active force elements. 

Modeling the top mount makes it possible to include dry friction into the damping characteristics, 
Fig. 5. 

Tire forces and torques are calculated by using a semi-physical approach. The "easy to use 
model" TMEASY includes contact geometry for arbitrary road profiles and a first order dynamic 
description of the longitudinal and lateral forces, Fig. 6. 
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Single obstacles or random road profiles are provided with the model. The coefiicient of friction 
is part ofthe road model, thus j.l-Split situations can easily be simulated. 

Fig. 5 Oamper wlth Top Mount 

Fig. 6 Tire Forces and Torques 

Model Variations 

The model is not restricted to passenger cars. lt can be easily adopted to different vehicle types, 
Fig. 7. 

The passenger car model is characterized by a rigid car body and by independent axle suspension 
systems. ln extension to the model described in Rill , 1994, it may have an elastically suspended 
engine. 

lnstead of an elastically mounted engine the truck model, c.f. Rill, 1986, has an elastically 
suspended driver's cab. Due to the flexible frame the rear body can perform a rotation around a 
longitudinal axis relative to the front body. 

A rigid body, an independent front axle suspension, and a double tired rigid rear axle are typical 
features of modern coaches, (Reischl, 1995). 

At agricultura! tractors the rear axle is rigidly connected to the body. ln most cases the front axle 
can only perform a rotation around a longitudinal axis relative to tbe body. 
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Fig. 7 Modal Var11t1ona 

Enhanced tractor layouts are equipped wilh a suspended drivers cab, an elastically suspended 
engine. ln addition some tractors even have a suspended front axle, (Ri li, SaJg and Wilks, 1992). 

A model extension to tank vehicles is described in Rill , 1995. 

Kinematics 

Reference Frame 

The spatiaJ motions of the vehicle are described by the momentary position and orientation of 
reference frame B wilh respect to the road-fixed inertiaJ frame O. 

The position of frarne B is given by the position vector 

(I) 

Components of vector r os are denoted in lhe inertial frame O. ln (I) this is indicated by subscript 
O separated by a com ma. · 

The orientation of lhe frame axis are described by a rotation matrix. Three elementary rotations 
are put togelher. The sequence 

AoB=Ay Ap Aa 
yaw pitch rol/ 

results in 
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cos{Jcosr 

Aos= cos{Jsiny 

-sinfJ 

-cosaslnr 

+sina sin{J c os r 
cosacosr 

+sina sinfJsinr 
sinacos{J 

sina sinr 

+ c os a sin{J c os r 
-sinacosr 

+cosa sinfJsínr 
cosacosp 
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(3) 

Hence, the motion ofthe vehícle body is denoted by 6 generalized coordinates x, y, z, anda, 13, y. 
The velocity ofthe reference frame with respect to the inertia1 frame is given by 

(4) 

The velocity denoted in the inertia1 frame can be transformed to the reference frarne 

T . 
Vos.B = Aón ros.o (5) 

ln doing so the orthogonality ofthe rotation matrix 

ABo = Aõ~ =Ala (6) 

was already taken into consideration. 

The angular velocity of the reference frame with respect to the ínertia1 frame may be expressed 
directly in reference frarne B 

[
/ o 

w 08.8 = O cosa 
O -sina 

-sinfJ [afJr: l sinacosfJ 
cosacosfJ 

B 

The 6 co'!lponents ofvo,B,B and O>Q,B,B will now be chosen as generalized speeds. 

(7) 

First order kinematical differential equations connect generalized speeds with derivatives of 
generalized coordinates. From (5) and (7) one gets 

(8) 

and 

(9) 

Where the solution of (9) is given by 
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.Y=((l)oaz cosa+(l)oaysina)! cosp, 

ÍJ=- (l)oszsina + (l)oay cosa, 

à=(l)olb +r cosa. 

(lO) 

Singularities occur for cosi} ~ O, respectívely ~ -+ ±90°. ln normal driving conditions only the 
yaw angle y reaches large values. Roll and pitch angles a, (3 are bounded. 

The momentary state of the vehicle body, respectively the state of reference frarne S is fully 
characterized by 6 generalized coordinates x, y, z, a , (3, y and 6 generalized speeds vosx. vosy. 
VOSz, roosx, IDOSy. IDQSz· 

Relative Kinematics 

The equations ofmotion are generated in the body-fixed reference frame B. Tbe position and the 
orientatioo offrame S towards the inertial frame O is given by the positioo vector ros o. (1) and the 
rotation matrix A()s, (3). ' 

Hence, position and orientation of body i towards the inertial can be expressed as 

(li) 

and 

rOi, O= roB,O + AoB rBi,B (12) 

The angular velocities roos o and rosi s can be derived from the rotation matrizes Aos and A()j, 
Ri li, 1994. Hence, the angular velocity of body i with respect to the inertial frarne is given by 

and 

(l)()i,O = ())()8,0 + AoB (l)Bi,B 

The velocity of body i with respect to the reference frame follows from ( 12) 

Transforming (13) and (14) to the reference frame one gets 

OJo;.a =Ala ro; .o =Ala Toa.o +OJoa.a Xrs;.a +ra;.a 

vos.B 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Finally, the accelerations of body i towards the inertial frame O but denoted in reference frame B 
read as 

wo;.B =ÕJoB.B +w Bi.B +woB.B xwo;,B (17) 
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and 

(18) 
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If the state of reference frame B towards the inertial frame O, given by Aos, ros,o, c.oos,B, 

vos,B. and the derivatives v08.8 ,in08.8 are once detennined onJy the relative quantities 

( 19) 

are needed to calculate position, orientation, velocity, angular velocity and accelerations of each body 
towards the inertial frame. 

ln vehicle dynamics some complicated terms in lÍJ 81.8 and r81,8 can be neglected without 

loosing accurancy, Rill, 1994. 

Dynamics 

Jourdaln's Principie 

The equations of motion for lhe v eh i ele including steering system and drive train are generated 
using Jourdain's Principie. Given k rigid bodies it reads 

k 

.L)8vl;.8F;~ +&uhi.BMls)=O (20) 

Separating lhe forces and torques applied to body i into constraint forces and torques F/8 • Ml8 

and remaining terms F/8 • Mt8 the linear and angular momentum can be expressed as 

m·ao, B= Fl +F"s I , 1.8 I, 

Ts;.s ao;.8 = Ml8 + Mf.8 -<»0/.B x T.w.B <»o;.n 
i= J(l)k (21) 

Where mi denotes the mass of body i, and Tsi B is lhe tensor of inertia with respect to the center 
of gravity. The equations are denoted in reference frame B. 

The virtual velocities õvoi,B and the virtual angular velocities õc.ooi,B are arbitrary infmitesímal 
velocities of the system compatible to the constraínts. 

The generalízed coordinates and lhe generalized speeds necessary to define the state ofthe system 
are summarized in the vectors y and z. Then the virtual velocities and the virtual angular velocities 
can be expressed as 

lk01.8(y,z) 
Ovo;,s = & . 

J 

&vo; s(y.z) 
óa>o;,8 = ~ . · 

J 

j = l(l)nz (22) 
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where Oz denotes the number ofthe generalized speeds. 

Using (21) and (22), Eq. (20) reads as 

(23) 

Acceleration tenns not depending from derivatives of generalized speeds are collected in 
remaining accelerations 

R ~Oi .B(y,z) . 
0 o;.s=(l)on.nxvOJ.B+ ôyl YJ · 

R tko0; 8 (y.z} . 
ao;.n=(l)os.sx(l)o;.n+ ~1 Yi· 

(24) 

Dueto ÔZp *O one gets from (23) the equations of motion 

M(y)z=Q(y,z) (25) 

with the mass matrix 

M -""' 01,8 Oi,B + 01,8 T OJ.B 1c ~~r ~ tt.oT & } - LJ --m,-- ---~s·n---
pq i=/ i}z p ilzq iJz p I. âq 

(26) 

and the vector of the generalized forces and torques 

(27) 

Two sets of first order differential equations, the kinematical differential equations 

K(y)y=z (28) 

defining generalized speeds, and (25), fully characterize the dynamics of a multi body system. 
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Structure of the equations of motion 

The position vector ofthe vehicle is split into subvectors 

a 

YG= r . yv=[Y~AI].yH=[Y~AI].yL=(6).yA=!a1J 
y Y~- YH~ 

(29) 

z 

The angles a, !}, y and the coordinates x, y, z describe the position and orientation of the body 
fixed reference frame towards the inertial frame. The subsystems front and rear axle may J,ave n VA 
respectively nHA degrees of freedom. The steering motion is described by the steering gear input 
angle õ, and the torsional defonnation ofthe frame by the angle a2. 

The equations of motion can now be written down in the form 

[T 
o o o 

TG l ['G l E o o 

~~ g =i~ o E o 
o o E 
o o o 

'-,---J '--v--' 

(30) 

K y z 

and 

MGG MlJv Mt.H MlJL Mé,rl r~ MGv Mvv o Mh_ o zv Qv 
M(iH o MHH MJfL MJ,A ZH = QH 
MGL Mn MHL Mu 0 ZJ. QL 
MGA o MHA o MM ZA QA 

(31) 

M 

where the partition used for the position vector y holds also for the speed vector z and the vector Q of 
the generalized forces and torques. 

For dte motion of the reference frame non-trivial generalized speeds were defined. ln (30) this is 

expressed by ~ YG = zG . For the remaining coordinates trivial generalized speeds are used 

Yv =zv ·YH =zH·YL =zL·YA =zA · 

Corresponding with the model structure the motions of the front and rear rode are kinematically 
uncoupled. ln (31) this was already taken into consideration. 

Numerical Solution 

lmplicit Euler Formula 

Ifthe implicit Euler formula is applied to (30), (31) it results in 
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Kk+l (yk+l _ yk )=hzk+l, 

Mk+l (zk+l -zk }=hQk+l . 

where h is the step size. The superscripts k and k+ 1 denote quantities at time t and t+h. 

(32) 

A fully implicit solution is stable even for very large step sizes. But, in order to get a sufftcient 
scanning oftbe road profile tbe step size must be lirnited anyway h~h,ax. 

As the solution of (32) is very time consuming it is not a proper formula for real time 
applications. 

For tbe integratioo of vehicle dynamics equatioos il is possible to derive from (32) a partia! 
implicit Euler formula. This formula is characterized by minimized computer run time and sufficient 
stability conditions. Good experiences in lhe application of a partia! implicit Euler formula were also 
reported in Hahn, 1991. 

Partiallmplicit Euler Formula 

The equations of motion are written down in the body fixed reference frame. Duo to tbe use of 
non-trivial generalized speeds tbe elements ofthe mass matrix are nearly constant 

(33) 

With the exception of submatrix KGG ali elements of the kinematical matrix K are constant. The 
elements of submatrix K<JG are depending from a, p, y. These angles describe the orientation of the 
body fíxed reference frarne towards the inertial frarne. Due to the inertia of the vehicle they will 
change from step to step only a little if the step size is not too large 
ak+T -a.t <<J.fik+l_p.t «J.rk+'-rk <<I. 

Thus, in good approximation it bolds 

(34) 

Then the first equation in (32) is simplified to 

(35) 

The generalízed forces and torques are depending from generalized coordinates and generalized 
speeds, Q = Q(y,z). The implicit expression 

Qlc+l =Q{ylc+l ,zlc+l) 

is now approximated by 

Ql<+l ""ºk G G • 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 
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Oft+l ""QH(Yb·Y~ ,yt, +hzt,,y!.y~.zt.:4 .zt,.z!.z~) 

+ éQH (y~•l -(y~ +hz~) )+ éQH (z,+l _ z,) 
éJ!H àH 

where only significant tenns were taken into consideration. 

With (30) and (34) the first equation in (32) is approximated by 

y~+l - y~ =h{ xtc;) -/ z~+l 
y~•J - y~ = hzt•' 

y~+l - y~ = hz~+l 
y~+l-y~ =hzi+l 

Y k+l - yk - hzlc+J 
A A- A 

and with (33), (37) to ( 4 I) the second equation ín (32) results in 

lntroducing 

one gets 

MIE (zk+l -zk)=hQk 

Following the approximations in (37) to (41) the partia! derivatives are given by 

204 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 
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r~ 
o o o o 

éQv o o o 
âv 

éQ o o a;} H o o 
- = âH 
â a;] L o o o o 

âL 

(46) 

o o o o a;} A 

âÁ 

and 

o o o o o 
o éQv 

0'v 
o o o 

éQ o o éQH o o 
-= o/H cy éQL o o o o 

tYL 

(47) 

o o o o a;] A 

0>A 
Getting the new speeds 

zk+l =[zb+l .z~+l,z'fl' ,z1,+1,z~+l] (48) 

from (45) the new position subvectors yb+l .y~+l,y~+l,y!+l,y~+l follow from (42). 

Applications 

Drlvlng Simulator 

ln a driving simulator real time capacity is essential. 

The vehicle model is implemented on the Mercedes Benz Driving Simulator. lt is used to develop 
enhanced suspension systems for coaches. The contrai strategy and the design parameters for a fully 
active and a sem i-active suspension system are invesligated, tested, and optirnized. 

ln a very early design stage not only objective criterias such as wheel loads and body 
accelerations but also the subjective perceptions are available. 

Different k.inds of coach layouts can be studied. Environmental impacts, such as road roughness, 
slippy road, and wind gusts, can be taken into consideration. 

By the complexity of the model it is granted tbat the results are in good conformity to real vehicle 
behaviour. 

Just for a final test a prototype wiU be needed. Thus developping time and costs are reduced. 

Hardware-ln-the-Loop 

The model was modified by the company TESIS to meet ali iequirements given by the German 
automotive company AUDI. For instance, a module describing the elastokinematics of modem axles 
was supplemented, and an interface to ADAMS kinematical calculations was provided. 
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AUDI wants a hardware-in-the-loop test bench to improve develop, and adopt modem slip 
control systems to new cars. 

Field tests suffer from a lack of repeatability and are expensive and time consuming. Low friction 
tests are particularly difficult and limited to a few wecks in winter. 

ln a hardware-in-the-loop test road and vehicle are replaced by real time simulation, while the 
real electronic control unit and the real hydraulic systems are the sarne as in the vehicle. 

Due to a very small step size which was needed to communicate with the hardware a multi 
processor system from dSPACE was used to achieve real time capacity. 
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Abstract 
The objective of this paper is to present an identiflcation procedure which is based on the use of a stochastic 
linearization method wlth random coefficienls. The model is then defined as a multidimensional linear second
order dynamical system wilh rondem coefficients. An optimization procedure is developed to identify the 
parameters of lhe probabi/ity law of the random coefficients. The identljlcatlon procedure is described step by 
step. Fina/ly, an example Is presented and shows lhe interest of lhe method proposed 
Keywords: System ldentlj/cation, Stochastic Linearization, ldentiflcation Algorithm. 

lntroduction 
For linear multidimensional second-order dynam.ical systems (m.s-o.d.s.) with time independent 

coefficients (constant coefficients), modal identiflcation procedures are known and well developed. 
ln this paper, we are interested in the identification of weakly nonlinear m.s-o.d.s. with constant 
coefficients, using a linear model and a stationary random input. The main idea is to use an infinite 
farnily of linear models to represent the nonlinear dynamical system i.e., a linear m.s-o.d.s. with 
random coefficients. This means that the wealdy nonlinear m.s-o.d.s. is identified by a linear m.s
o.d.s. with uncertainties. Consequently, such an identification yields a linear model whose operator
valued frequeocy response function is a random stochastic process indexed by the frequency. The 
eigenfrequencies and associated eigenmodes are then deduced from the linearized representation 
which is identified (consequently, the eigenfrequeocies are random variables). 

Using broad-band stationary random excitation and constant coefficients of the model yields the 
classical Stochastic Linearization Method with Constant Coefficients (SLMCC). The SLMCC was 
introduced by Caughey in 1963 within the context of prediction methods. Many developments have 
been proposed in tbis area since this date and an excellent synopsis was made by Roberts and Spanos 
in 1990. An identification procedure based on SLMCC can be summariz.ed as shown in Fig. 1 and 
will be refered in this paper as Method 1. 

EXPERIMENTS IDENTIFICATION 

Fig. 1 Method 1 - ldentlftcatlon Proc:edunt Based on a Stochastle Llnearlutlon Method Wlth Constant 
Coefftelents (Sl.MCC) 

Presenteei at lhe Nlntll WOO<shop on Dynamlcs and Control- DYNCO. Rio de Janeiro, RJ - August 11-14. 1996. 
Technícal Edltors: Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hans lngo weber. 
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ln this field of identification procedures, it should be noted that difficulties arise due to the 
presence of the mass matrix which is unknown and which must be identified. Fillâtre (1992) 
developed a method for identif)'ing such an equivalent linear model in which mass, damping and 
stiffness matrices are constant and unknown. His approach is based on an extension ofKozin's works 
(1987, 1988) and can be considered as a method based on the SLMCC. Generally speaking, it is 
known that the SLMCC yields a very good approximation of the second-order (s-o.) statistical 
moments of the stationary response of second-order dynamical systems. Consequently. an 
identification method based on such a procedure yields an equivalent linear dynamical system which 
can restitute the second-order moments. Unfortunately, in some cases, although the second-order 
moments are correctly estimated, the matrix-valued spectral density function (s.d.f.) of the response 
may be erroneous. This difficulty was first shown by Miles for a one-dirnensional nonlinear 
dynamical system Miles (1989). For such nonlin~::ar dynamical systems, methods were proposed to 
calculate the power spectral density function of the stationary response without using Monte Cario 
numerical simulation (Miles ( 1989), Bouc (1994) and Soize (1991, 1994a). The matrix-valued 
spectral density function can generally not be calculated explicitly for multidimensional nonlinear 
dynamical systems, except for particular cases related to linear dynamical systems with random 
parametric excitations (see for instance Soize (1994b). Recently, Bellizzi and Bouc (1995b) proposed 
an interesting method for multidimensional systems in the context ofprediction methods. 

The Stochastic Linearization Method with Random Coefficients (SLMRC) Soize (1991, 1994a) 
is adapted to identification procedures and allows the identification to be improved with respect to 
the classical SLMCC. This fact was recently proved by Soize ( 1995) for one-degree-of-freedom 
nonlinear second-order dynamical systems. This method, based on a linear dynamical model with 
random coefficients, has just been extended by Le Fur ( 1995) for the identification of weakly 
nonlinear multidimensional second-order dynamical systems and the details of the method can be 
found in Soize and Le Fur (1997). An identification procedure based on SLMRC can be summarized 
as shown in Fig. 2 and will be refered in this paper as Method 2. lt should be noted that Method 2 
uses Method I. The purpose of this paper is to summarize a new approach developed by Soize and Le 
Fur ( 1997) for identifying weakly nonlinear multidimensional second-order dynamical systems based 
on the identification of a linear model with random coefficients. 

EXPERIMENTS IDENTIFICA TION 
Moclel ror 

ld.eatlficalioa 

ldaalific:adoa of tbc probability diltributioo 
..__.....,.. or tbe rudom ftuet. to mialmize lhe 

diltua betweaa tbc m.atris-valuecls. d. r. 
or output a: ud outpat mod 

Fig. 2 Method 2 • ldentlfteatlon Proeedure Baaed on 1 Stoeh .. tlç Llneartzatlon Method Wlth Random 
Coefftelenta (SLMRC) 

Construction of the Model with Random Coefficients 
We consider a weakly nonlinear dynamical system of dirnension n ~ I subjected to an externa! 

random excitation. This dynamical system is written as the following stochastic differential equation 
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( M) X(t} + (C) X(t) + ( K) X(t) + d( X{t)}= F(t) (1) 

in whicb matrices [M], [C) and [K] are positive defmite; function r from Rn into Rn is odd, 
continuous and nonlinear; excitation force F is a Gaussian, second-order, centered, stationary, mean
square continuous stochastic process indexed by R wilh values in Rn. The matrix-valued spectral 
density function of process F is written as 

(2) 

where [B] is a positive matrix and s is a positive-valued function defined on R having lhe required 
properties such lhat process F is physically realizable and approaches an ideal normalize~ narrow
band noise. 

Wilhin lhe context of an identification problem, it is assumed tbat stochastic differential equation 
( I) has a unique stationary, second-order, centered stochastic solution X having a matrix-valued 
spectral density funcrion [Sxl Furthennore, function (SxJ is assumed to be square integrable on R. 

Applying lhe identitication procedure developed by Fillãtre (1992) (based on a stochastic 
linearization melhod wilh constant coefficients) yields lhe following linear stochastic differential 
equation on Rn 

(3) 

in which F is lhe stochastic process used in Eq. (I) and matrices [ M c].[çc] and [fc] result from 

the identification procedure and are positive definite. 

We introduce lhe eigenmodes q> e R" and lhe associated eigenfrequencies ~ of the 

conservativo problem associated with Eq. (3), which are lhe solutions of the generalized eigenvalue 

proble~ JKc)~=~2 [Mc)~ . Let (~] be the (n x n) real matrix of the eigenmodes such that 

[~]jk - t~k L. 
We introduce modal coordinates Q sue h that X = ( ~ ]Q. Substituting this change of coordinates 

in Eq. (3) yields 

(4) 

where [ M 8 ]= [~f [ M c )[~J.[ç8 ]=[~f [çc )[~] and [K 8 ]=[ M 8 ](il
2 ] =[~t [fc ][~] are (n 

x n) real positive-definite matrices. Matrices and [ M 
8 
].[K

8
] and [:fi] are diagonal and [ç

8
] is a 

dense matrix in the general case. 

We associate wilh Eq. (4) the following stochastic differential equation wilh random coefficients 

(5) 
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where [A) is a random variable with values in the (n x n) real diagonal matrices. We introduce the 

vector A=(A1, .... A,) of its diagonal entries A; =[A)il. It is assumed that {A1, ... ,A,} are 

independent real-valued random variables. The probabiJjty law PA
1 

( dÂ.) of the real-valued random 

variable A 1 is defined by a probability density function p A; {À) on R with respect to d). : 

(6) 

in which for ali À e R, 

(7) 

Real function À. H WA, (À.) defined on R is such that 

(8) 

Equations (6)-(8) define a parametric family of probabilities where the unknown parameters 

a A, .PA, and À.~/) verify the conditions a A, >O.PA, >O.l+.Ã.\1)>0. Since P..t
1
(dÂ) is a 

probability, P A, (R)= I and consequently, the three parameters a ..t, • p ..t, and .Â.~J) are dependent. 

Calculating a A, as a function of p ..t, and À.~/) yields 

(9) 

Because of the independence of random variables {A 1, ... , A 11 } , the probability Jaw of the R n • 

valued random variable A is written as 

(lO) 

lt can be proved (Soize and Le Fur, 1997) that Eq. (S) has a unique second-order, centered, 
stationary solution Y which has a square integrable matrix-valued spectral density function given by 
the relation 

(11) 

in which P A is given by Eqs. ( 6)-( I O) and matrix [ Sy A ( OJ; À)] is such that 

(12) 
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(13) 

ldentification Procedure 
The identification procedure consists in calculating the parameters of probability law P A in order 

to minimize the "distance" between the matrix-valued spectral density function of the model 
responses and measured (experimental) responses. 

Let Q be the Rn -valued stationary stochastic process such that Q=(~r1 X in which X is the 

measured stationary stochastic process (experimental responses) and [~) are the estimated 

eigenmodes íntroduced ín Sectíon 2 . We then deduce that for ali real ro, the matrix-valued spectral 

densíty functíon [ SQ ( aJ)) of process Q can be written as 

(14) 

A;= I I Jp 11, , i e{l, ... ,n} (15) 

Let Ç =(Ç 1, .. .,Çn) be the vector ín R2n such that Ç =(A. Â.(l)) and I;;=( A;.,Nl) . Let D be the 

domain of Ç whicb is such that 

(16) 

ln order to indicate the dependence of P A and [Sy] in Ç, we rewrite these quantities as Pj and 

[s~) respectively. Since the measured and tbe model matrix-valued spectral density functions are 

square íntegrable, the followíng cost function can be used, 

(17) 

The ídentification procedure is defmed as the following optimization problem: find Ço io D such 
that 

H(f.o)=minH(f.) 
ÇeD 

(18) 
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lt should be noted that diagonal tenns [s ~ ] depend on ali the components of Ç due to the fact 
y 11 

that matrix [ f,] used in the calculation of (H 11 ( aJ; À)] is not diagonal. ln order to replace problem 

(18) by n independent optimi.zation problems in R2, elements lsHw)1, are approximated by 

( s ~; (m)), obtained by neglecting the extra-diagonal part in matrix Ç
1

] . It should be noted that this 

approximation (introduced only to simplify the optimization problem) is not used in the final 

calculation of matrix (4(m )j (See next section). Then, from Eqs. (2), (6)-(9) and (11)-(13), we 

deduce that for ali i in {I, ... , n} 

in which eu={(.~( [B](~JL . For each 

]O.+ oo[x]- l.+oo( c R1 such that 

in { l, ... ,n}, we defme the functional on 

(20) 

Consequently, the optimization problem on a subset of R2n defined by Eq. (18), is replaced by 
the o following optimization problems on a subset ofR2 

(21) 

Jt should be noted that each constraint optimization problem defined by Eq. (21) is not standard 
because J; is not a convex function. Consequently the following method has been used: 

Stepl : Determine a bounded subdomain C;=(A1.1,Al.í]x[À.V~.À.~!;J included in unbounded 

domain ] O,+ oo(x]- /, + oo [ such that Ct contains the solution (see (IS]), in order to limit the space 

of the research for a solution. 

Step 2: Use a global optimization algorithm on C; based on an adaptive random search ( Walter 
and Pronzato, 1994) which allows a first approximation l;i,a ofthe solution of (21) to be constructed. 

Step 3: Finally, use a local optimization method on C; based on the Gauss-Newton algorithm and 
initialized with l;i,a.. giving solution l;i,O ofproblem (21). 

Calculation of the Model Matrlx-valued Spectral Denslty Function 

Matrix-valued spectral densityfunction (Sv(aJ)] can be calculated for Ç =!;o where !;o results 

from the identification procedure (See previous section). Knowing (sv(aJ)] which is the identified 

model of measured matrix [sQ(w)] expressed in terms of modal coordinates,we deduce the 
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identifled model [Sz(m}] ofthe measured matrix [sx(m)) relative to the pbysical coordinates. We 

have the relation (Sz (tD)}= b~~{Sv (a>)][~f .Since matrix [ç
8

] is dense, tbe direct calculation of 

the model matrix-valued spectra1 density functiondefined by Eq. (11) requires calcu1ating a n-uple 

integral on R" for each m.This calculation can only be carried out by numerical integration. 

Consequently, it cannot be made for large values ofn (for instance when n is 10 or 20 (or more)).We 

therefore propose a construction of an approximation in Soize and Le Fur, ( 1997),which allows to 

calculate only simple integrais on R. 

Example 

For this example, an "experimental data base" is constructed using a Monte Cario numerical 

simulation in the time domain ofthe second-order nonlinear dynarnical system defined by Eq. (I) 

with n=5, where tbe nonlinear mapping r is defined by r( X(t))=([ K}11 X1(t)
3 

..... [ K]H X5(t)3
) witb 

& = 1875, where the frequency band of narrow-band proccss F is [14Hz, 28Hz] and where [K)_u are 

the diagonal terms of matrix [K) appearingin Eq. (1) . Matrices [M], [q and [K] were generated by 

the formulas ( M)=(SrT(M}[Sr'.(C)=(SrT(C)[Sr' and (K)=(SrT(k)[Sr', where 

[

0.208513 0.333334 
0.208513 - 0.333334 

[S)= 0.625543 0.577350 
0.625543 0.577350 
0.361158 -0.333334 

0.301512 0.447214 0.447214] 
0.3015/Z - 0.4472 14 0.4472/4 
0.522233 0.447214 0.0 
-0.522233 -0.447214 0.0 
- 0.522233 0.447214 0.774597 

and where [M) is the identity matrix (generalized masses equal to I ), (K] = [M] (Q]2 in which [O] is 

the diagonal matrix whose diagonal is 2n x (18.0, 20.0, 20.4, 22.0 , 23.0] and fmally, [q is a 
diagonal matrix whose diagonal is [4.5, 5.0. 5. 13, 5.5, 5.8). Digital signal processing on tbe time

simulated sample paths of the stationary response was applied to estimate the "measured" matrix

valued spectral density function (Sx(oo)) forro in the frequency band ofanalysis. 

Jt should be noted that some eigenfrequencies n1 of the underlying linear dynarnical system 

associated witb the nonlinear dynamical systern are close (20.0 Hz and 20.4 Hz). ln presence of 

nonlinearities, this kind of situation is generally recognized as a dillicult problem within the context 

of structural dynarnic identification. The procedure presented in Section 3 is used to identify thc 

pararneters Ç; of the model. Figure 3 is related to the comparisons betwecn the matrix-valued specttal 

density functions obtained by "experiments" and by identification of the model with constant 

coefficients. Figure 3 shows the comparison between (Sx Ju and (Sx)u for i in {1,2,3,4,5). These 

results correspond to those obtained by Fillâtre (1992). It should be noted that this first identification 

already yields a good identification (taking into account the intrinsic difficulties of the examplc 
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considered). but as mentioned in the first section, this kind of results can be improved using a more 

advanced model for idcntification (see below). 
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Figure 4 is related to the comparisons between the matrix-valued spectral density functions 

obtnined by "experiments" and by identification of the model with random coefficients for which the 

procedure was described in previous sections. Figure 4 shows the comparison between [ S x ];; and 

(SzL for i in { 1,2,3,4,5}. lt can be seen that the results obtained are much better than above. 

Complete results conceming this example are given in Soize and Le Fur ( 1997). 
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Conclusion 

218 

This work started from previous research oo modal identitication of weakly nonlinear 
multidimensional second-order dynamical systems (ba.sed on the use of the equivalent stochastic 
linearization with constant coefficients). ln some cases, this method has difficulty identifying the 
matrix-valued spectral density function ofthe stationary responses. ln the present worlc. we have used 
the previous work to identify the mean part of the model. ln order to improve the identiflcation of 
spectral quantities, we developed a method based on stochastic llnearization with random 
coefficients. This new identification procedure seerns to be very efficient and can be implemented 
easily. Tbe results show that this method yields better results than the previous one. Nevertheless, this 
method could be improved by introducing some statistical dependence between the components of 
the random coefficients expressed in the modal coordinates (or possibly by introducing extra
diagonal terms) in oder to model energetic exchanges between eigenmodes due to the weak 
nonlinearities. Jt should be noted that in thls last case, the optimlzation problem introduced in the 
method could not be split into severa! optimization problems with a smaller size. This being the case, 
the efficiency of such a procedure would have to be studied with great care. 
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A method for tracklng control oj mechanical systems uslng artificial neuralnetworlrs Is proposed. The proposed 
control law consists of a proportlonal and derlvatlw control actlon, and a two-layer feedforward neural 
network used for on-line appro:rimation of the nonflnear pari of the system dynamics. Tuning of thf' neural 
network's weights is formulated ln lerms of a constralned optimization problem and solved on-line using a 
projection method. lt 1!1 shown that lhe proposed control law yields cfosed-loop tracking error that tends 
asymptolicalfy to zero while the control effort is minimlzed. The resulling algorithm has a simple structure and 
requires a very modest computatlon efforl. Tht prob/em of tracking control.for a two-degree of freedom planar 
manipulator is used to demonstra/e lhe proposed method. 
Keywords: Contro/, Mechanlcal Systems. Neural Networks. 

lntroduction 

Feedback linearization is a basis for many approaches to trajectory tracking control ofmechanical 
systems sucb as robots [Lewis et ai. ( 1993); Spong and Vidyasagar ( 1989)]. Controllaws designed 
by these methods consist of a two parts: a part that cancels the nonlinear tenns in the plant dynamics 
rendering the nominal closed-loop system linear. and a part designed to satisfy stability and 
perfonnance requirements. Exact feedback linearization assumes exact knowledge of the system 
model that is. in most cases, not available. To alleviate this shortcoming two classes of control design 
approaches were proposed. The robust control dcsign approach that includes variable structure 
systems [Decarlo et ai. (1988); Utkin (1978)], passivity based controllers [Lewis et ai. (1993); Slotine 
and Li (1991)], Lyapunov-based control design [Chemousko (1996); Chemousko (1993); Corless 
(1993)]; and the adaptive control approach [Siotine and Li ( 1988)]. 

Neural networks controllers are viewed as belonging to the class of adaptive controllers. ln neural 
network-based control laws, the role of the neural network is to generate a command that 
compensates for the unccrtainties in the nonlinear dynamic model. The neural network operates in 
conjunction with a relatively simple controller, e.g. proportional+derivative, that is designed to 
cnsure convergence of the tracking error. The idea is to exploit the nonlinear mapping ability of the 
neural network [Narendra and Parthasarathy (1991); Narendra and Parthasarathy (1990)] and the 
property of neural network as universal approximator (Cybenk.o (1989)], in order to identify the 
parameters needed for the computatíon of the feedback control law. Many ex.isting neural networks
based controllers for mechanical systems suffer from important shortcomings as follows. From 
control design point of view lhe shortcomings include the fact that closed-loop perfonnance is not 
guaranteed, and that the magnitude ofthe control effort is not part ofthe design. The shortcomings of 
the neural network algorithms include the fact that there is no systematic approach to initialization of 
the neural network's weights, that the neural network's weights are adjusted off-line, and the high 
complexity of the network configuration. Recent studies addressed some of these issues, see for 
exarnple Lewis et al. (1995, 1996), and Sarangapani and Lewis {1990). However, the resulting neural 
network-based control laws possess complex structures and computationally íntensive leaming 
algorithms. Moreover, the important issue of limiting the magnitude of the control effort is not 
addressed in the derivation ofthe controllaw. 

ln this paper, a method for design of a neural network based approach to control mechanical 
systems that alleviates some of the shortcomings of ex.isting algorithms is presented. Thc 
configuration of the proposed neural network and the tuning algorithm are relatively simple and 
therefore can be perfonned on-line resulting in a genuine leaming feedback control law. lt is shown 

Presente<! at lhe Ninth Wor1<ahop on Dynamics and Conttol- OYNCO. Rio de Janeiro. RJ- August 11-14, 1996. 
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lhat the tracking error of the closed-loop system converges to zero is presence of uncertainties. 
Moreover lhe track.ing is achieved while lhe control effort is minimized. 

The papcr is organized as follows. ln Section "Problem Formulation", lhe problem of tracking 
control of mechanical systems is forrnulated. Fundamentais of neural network.s is presented in 
Section "Neural Networks" . The proposed control law is given in Section "Neural Network Based 
Controller" . ln Section "Example ... " the perforrnance of the proposed approach is demonstrated in a 
simulation example of a two-degree of freedom system. Concluding remarks are given in Section 
"Conclusions'' . 

Problem Formulation 

Dynamic Equations of Mechanlcal Systems 

The equations of motion of an n-degrees of freedom mechanical system are given by: 

M(q}ij+ V (q,q )+G(q)=Ü + u+ r, (I} 

whcrc q(t) E W E Rn is a vector of generalized coordinates, W is a boundcd region of the state space 
representing the workspace of the system. ü E Rn is a known reference input, 11 E Rn is a vector of 
generalizcd control forces, and td E Rn represcnts the disturbances acting on the system. 

The dynamic equations given in Eq. (I) have lhe following characteristics (see I Lewis et ai. 
( 1993)): 

1. The mass matrix M(q) is symmetric and positive defini te for ali q. 

2. M(q) is bounded from above and below as follows 

(2) 

3. The vector ofCoriolis and centripctal terrns V (q,q) satisfies the following inequality 

4. lt is always possible to find V ( q,q) sue h th11t V ( q,q )=V ( q.q )i[ and 

I . -
S=-;M-I ' (q.q) 

is skew symmetric. 

5. The gravity term G(q) is bounded as follows 

Jl G(qJJJ~g(q) 

Control Design Approach 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

rhe ohjcc1ive 1s to design a contrai u sue h that the state = = [ q q ( of the system in Eq. (I), 

tracks thc stalc of a model system =m =[qm t?w, (. where qn,(t) E Rn satisfics the equation 
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The goal is to achieve satisfactory tracking in presence of system's parameter uncertainties, and of 
disturbances bounded as follows 

(7) 

The proposed controllaw is based on the inverse dynamics approacb that consists ofthree parts 

(8) 

The term UJ is a linearizing control given by 

u, =M(qJiim+Vq+G(q) (9) 

The terrn u L consists of a linear Proportional + Derivative (PD) control logic 

( lO) 

where Kp , Kd e Rn><n are pos itive definite symmetríc matrices. Assuming perfect knowledge of 

system's parameters and no disturbances, the closed-loop system is given by 

(li) 

where e(t) = q(t) - qm(t) . Hence, in the ideal case, one can choose the PD controller parameters such 
that z ~ zm arbitrarily fast. However, in presence of model uncertainties and disturbances, the 
linearizing controller UJ cannot eliminate completely the nonlinear terrns. ln this cáse, the closed-loop 
system is described by nonlinear, forced equations as follows 

ê( t )+ Kdé(t)+ Kde(t)= x(e(t),é(t).t) ( 12) 

Obviously, asymptotic stability ofthese equations cannot be guaranteed. 

The approach taken in this study, is to design a control law of the forrn of Eq. (8) with the 
linearizing UJ term being approximated by a neural network. The ultimate goal is to obtain a genuine 
feedback control system in which ali computatíons are performed on-line. 

Neural Networks 

Notation and Deflnltions 

Forrn an engineering stand point, a neural network can be viewed as a computing machinc 
characterized by a parallel architecture, a similarity of neurons, and a set of adjustable weights. ln this 
papçr wc consíüer N-layer feedforward neural nctwork structure, in which the input and interrnediate 
signals are always propagated forward, as shown in Fig. I. A neural network is specified by its 
structure and a Iearning rule for thc adjustable weights. Wc consider neural networks composed of 
neurons described by 
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" Y; =a(s;) + u1 s1 = L: wiJxJ 
j • l 

(13) 

where a(s) : R -+ R is a nonconstant, bounded, and monotone increasing function of class ck called 
an activation function. Typical selections for a() is a sigmoid given by 

(14) 

For the network shown in Fig. I, n; (í = 1, ... , N) denotes the number of neurons in layer i, 

yO = x e R"o is the input vector to the network (no is the number of inputs to the network), 

/e R"i is the output of Jayer i, o i e R"' is defined in equation (14), yN e RnN is the output of 

the network, Wi e R"' xn1-1 is the weight matrix between Jayer i and layer i- 1, and ui e R"' is the 

bias vector of layer i. The output of each Iayer is given by 

i=l, ... . N 

1 
I 

w 

1 

Fig. 1 A FeedfoiWIIrd Neural Networ11 

Neural Network as Universal Approxlmator 
Considera two-layer neural network given by 

(IS) 

N 

( 16) 

The following theorem states that a two-Iayer feedforward neural network (N.N), with a 
sufficient number ofhidden units, with an activation function given in (14), and linear output units, is 
capable ofapproximating any continuous functionf: Rn -+Rm, to any desired accuracy. 
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Tbeorem 1 [Cybenko (1989)) Let a be any continuous activation function. Then given any 
continuous real valued fuoction ft-), on a compact subset s c: Rn and & > O, there exist vectors w J, ... , 
wn, a and 9 and a parametrized function G(·, w, a, 9) : --. R such that 

I G(.x , w, a , 8)- f (x) I< & forall.x Es 

N 

G(.x,w.a,8)= Lap(w).x+81) 
1-1 

w1 ER",a1 e R.81 E R,wc(wl•····wN), 

a=(a l·· ·· ·a N } ,8=(81, ... ,1} N) 

( 17) 

(18) 

This theorem can be interprete<! as implying that a failure of a function mapping by a muJti-layer 
network, is a result of an inadequate choice of parameters. or of an insufficient number of hidden 
nodes. 

Neural Network Based Controller 
A two-layer fcedforward N.N ofthe form 

r= Zu( Kx) + r0 (19) 

is used to approximate tbe linearizing tenn Uf in Eq. (9). Here r E R/1 denotes the network's output, 

x = [ ijm. q. q} E R Jn is the input that beloogs to a compact set, m- number of neurons in tbe hidden 

layer (m > 3n), a O e Rm denotes vector of sigmoid functions, K e Rmx3n and Z E Rnxm are the 

weights oftbe first and tbe second layers, respectivcly, and ro is a bias vector. 

Thc function to be approximatcd by thc neural network is given by (sce Eq. (9)) 

I= M (q)ij,. +Y(q.q)+G(q) (20) 

The approximation properties of the neural network Is such that 

I Zu( Kx) +r0 - ( M(q)ij., + V(q.q )+ G(q)) ~"" <& (21) 

Combining the neural oetwork control witb a PD controller, yields a closed-loop system giveo by 

M(q)ij +Y(q.q)+G(q)=r- KdB(e.e)+ rd (22) 

as sbown in Fig. 2. Here B(e,e)=q(t)-qlfl(t)+A.(q(t)-q,.(t))•e(t)+Ae where 

A=K;/KpeRIIJOI is a sym.metric positive defmitc matrix, i.e. we assume that Kd and Kp commutc. 

Note, tbat in most cases ooe chooses both Kd and Kp to be diagonal matrices and then the motion oo 

the manifold 8( e, e)= O is decoupled between the degrees of freedom. 
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Derivation of Control Law 

Define a Lyapunov function 

1 
E=-BTMB 

2 

Differentiation of (23) with respectto time yields 

222 

(23) 

(24) 

where v is the reference to the model system (see Eq. (6)). To ensure stability Lyapunov stability 
used and the negativity of E is ensured under the following conditions. Let !! and a be the 
minimum and maximum eigenvalues of A, respectively. Then using Eqs. (2)-(5), it can be shown that 
the domain of attraction is given by 

u 
Plallt 

Model 

Fig. 2 Cloaed-loop Conflguratton of lhe Propoeed Control Syatem 

Moreover, Jet P denote the minimum eigenvalue of Kd. then if 

and 'td =O, the state converges asymptotically to the mainfold B = O, if 

(25) 

(26) 
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(27) 

wbere d is detennined from initial conditions 

(28) 

lt can be shown that in ordcr to guarantcc convcrgencc to the mainfold B = O in finite time, witb 
'td ._ O, the following conditions nccd to be satisfied 

(29) 

(30) 

Tuning Algorithm 
Using a neural network given in Eq. (19) with ro"' O, the objective is to develop an on-linc 

tuning (leaming) algorithm for the weights of the two layers of the neural network, i. e. the elements 
of matrices K and Z. This is in contrast to many existing neural network-based control approaches 
that require off-line training.' 

Tuning of the First Layer 

Let K = Kk denote the value of K at time instant /c, and denote K~ e R3
n . i = I, ... m denote the 

rows of Kk. Then the matrix K is tuned as follows. 

(i) lnitialization step for k =O, let Ko = K•, where K• is an initial value of K. 

(ii) Tuning algorithm Let .tij, i = I, ... m be a set of predetennined constants, and let Ç > I. Then 
the tuning is perfonned according to 

Kl+I={ÇKll Kixll < Lii í=l, ... m,k= /, ... 

Kl otherwise 

(31) 

Tuning of the Second Layer 

Let Z = Zk denote the value of Z at time instant k.. The algorithm for updating Z is derived by 
solving the following constrained minimization problem is solved 

minlrk -Zk- Ju(Kk-JXk-1)- KdBk ~~ z 
subject to 

(32) 

(33) 

To solve the problem defmed in Eqs. (32) and (33) a discrete vcrsion of the gradient projection 
algorithm is employed [Fletcher ( 1987)). The resulting updating equations are as follows: 
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(í) For lc =O, let Zo = z•, where z• is an initial value of Z. 
(ii) Denote the region in which (33) holds by S. Then the updating of Zk is performed 

according to the following rule: 

otherwise 

ln addition to tbe advantage of being performed on-line, the algorithm has tbe following 
advantages: 

a. The weigbts of Z and K are bounded. 

b. As can be seen from the objective function given in Eq. (32), the control effort is minimized. 

c. By employing the gradient projection algorithm to solve the constrained minimization 
problem. the parameter drift problem that occurs in many other algorithms is eliminated. This 
is due to the fact that tbe optimizatíon method restricts the network weights to belong to a 
convex set 

d. Finally, large transient errors common to adaptive systems, are eliminated. 

Example: Tracking Control of a Two Degrees of Freedom System 
Considera model of a two degree of freedom system with rotational joints shown in Fig. 3. For 

this system we have 

M11 (q)=(m1 +m1 Jaf +m2aj +2m1a1a1 cos02 

M12(q)= M2J(q)=m2aJ +m2a1a2 cos82 

M22 (q)=m2aj 

It is assumed that the model system is given by 
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[
m1 ga1 cos81 ] 

G,(q,)= m .. ga • cosfJ 
1., l. l 

Thc parameters used for the simulation are: 

m1 =J 

MJ., =J 

The simulation was performed for system with no inputs (u=v=O). The neural network uscd 
here consisted of two layers with 30 nodes in the hidden Jayer and a sigmoid was used as an 
activation function. 

Simulation results are shown in Figs. 4-7. As can be observed, both plant outputs converge to the 
prescribed trajectory while keeping the control etTort bounded. lt can be also seen that lhere exists a 
residual trajectory inaccuracy which is due i o lhe erro r i o lhe approximation of lhe linearizing control 
term, UJ by lhe neural networK. This error can be reduced by increasiog the number of nodes at each 
layer. 

Fig. 3 A Two o.g,.... of FI"Mdom Syatem 

..•••• •. j ........... . ......... ···t·· 

... ... 

~0~--------~,----------~,o~--------~,. ...... 

Fig. 4 Slmua.tlon Study: Tl'lnaltnt Behavlor of 61(t) 
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Fig. 11 SlmulatJon Study: Tn~nalent Bahavlor of Oz(t) 
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«l ................ ; .... . ........... .. ; ... . ............ .. 

• ,(1) .................. ; • • ••• • •••••••• • ••• .; • ••• ••• • ••••••••• • 

·•2DoL------~-------:,o=------!,. 

Fig. I Slmulatlon Study: Control Effort U1(t) 
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.., . .... 

.., .. .. .. 
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Fig. 7 Slmulatlon Study: Control Effort uz(t) 
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Conclusions 
A neural nctwork-bascd mcthod for track.ing control of mechanical systcm was developcd. The 

controller consists of a proportional and dcrivative control action, and a neural nctwork employed to 
approximatc the lincarizing term of the controller. Tuning the neural network weights is perfonncd 
by solving a constrained convex optimization problem whose solution is well understood. lt is shown 
that thc control law causes the giveo system to follow a model trajectory without assuming 
knowledgc of the systcm's parameters, and in prcsence of disturbances. Thc resulting algorithm is 
very simple and requires a modest computing effort. The algorithm has the advantage of adjusting lhe 
weights on-linc. Thc proposed approach avoids problerns common to adaptive systems, such as 
parameter drift and largc crrors during traosient behavior. Finally, these tasks are achievc whilc 
minimizing the control cffort. 
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Abstract 
The dynamics of flexible systems. such as robot manipulators, meclumical chains or cables, is becoming 
increasingly important in engineering. The main question arí,Ting from the numerical modeling o/ large 
di$placements of multibody systems is an appropriate treatment for the large rotatlons. ln the present work an 
alternative approach is proposed leading to a time-s/epping numerical algorithm which achieve stable solutions 
combined wilh high precision. ln particular. in order to check lhe performance of lhe proposed approach, two 
e.r;amples having preserved constanls of the motion are presented. 
Keywords: Flexible Mechanical Systems, Multíbody System Dynamlcs. 

lntroduction 
Recently there has been a great interest in the study of nonlinear dynamics of structures and its 

applications to a wide variety of engineering problems: robotics, spacecraft dynamics and attitude 
control , vehicle dynamics, large structures vibrations. Indeed, there is a growing literature (see, for 
example, Borri et ai.. 1991 ; Hughes, 1986; Vu-Quoc and Si mo, 1988; and references therein). 

The present article is concemed with the mechanical behavior of multibody flexible systems. The 
name multibody stands as a general term that encompasses a wide range of systems such as: 
mechanisms, automobiles and trucks, robots, trains, space structures, antennas, satellites, the buman 
body, and others. ln a very broad sense, those systems are modeled as simply collection of bodies 
with a givcn connectíon configuration. The bodies ofthe system may be either rigid or flexible (often 
modeled as rods, plates or shells); and they may form closed or open loops. They are linked by means 
of connectíons like spherical or pin joints. 

The · importance of structural nexibility in multibody systems, as in the case of space 
manipulators, has been recognizcd by many researches. As a result, the subjects of modeling 
elasticity and formulating the goveming equations for dynamic simulation of these systems have 
been investigated extensively over the past years. Until recently, however, in order to encompass the 
flexibility in the modeling of multibody systems the assumption of small strains was adopted. This 
hypothesis leads to unrealistic approaches (Sharf, 1995, 1996) with serious drawbacks, like, for 
instance, the lack of geometric stiffening within rotational problems. That situation motivated severa! 
researches to develop new methodologies for dynamic analysis of flexible-body systems by 
accounting for large displacements and finite rotatíons. For example, Vu-Quoc and Si mo ( 1988), 
Geradian and Cardona ( 1989) and Downer et ai. ( 1992) proposed a formulation based on the fully 
non-linear or geometrically exact theory for rods. Those theories are known as consistent as they do 
not have any kind of kinematicaJ simplitication within thc context of one dimensional continuum. 

ln particular, the approach to the rotational degrees of freedom plays a crucial role in the 
modeling and nw11erical approximation using finite clemem method of rods and shells, which are 
often used as Jínks in multibody systems (see Vu-Quoc and Simo, 1988; Rochinha, 1990; and Le 
Tallec et ai., 1992). Thus, in order to better establish and assess the performance of some specific 
approach, the dynamics of a single rigid body is often used as prototype problem. From a numerical 
standpoint ii represents a signiticant test dueto íts high degree ofnonlinearityo 

Presented at lhe Ninth Workshop on Dynamics and Control · DYNCO, Rio de Janeiro, RJ- August 11°14. 1996. 
Technical Editors. Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hans lngo Weber. 
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The dynamic response assoclated with the rolal.ional degroes of freedom leads to an evolution 
problem in the rotation group, which can be parametrized in several different ways (Hughes, 1986). 
ln the present work, a variational formulation, closely related to that proposed by the Le Tallec et ai. 
(1992), based on the use of directors (Antman and Kenney, 1981) is presented. The use of Iagrange 
multipliers avoids some difficulties in obtaining the tangent operators inherents to numerical 
procedures and leads to a symmetrical operator as well. 

Thc objective of the present work is to develop a class of numerical algorithms dedicated to the 
simulation of the rotational nonlinear dynamics of multibody systems involving elastic or rigid Jinks. 
The elastic links are often modelled by means of a geometric exact one-dimensional rod's theory 
discussed in Le Tallec et aL (1992). ln this theory, the kinematics of the cross section is descrlbed 
using the sarne fnuneworlt adopted for the rotational motion of a rigid body. So, the nonlinear 
dynamics of rigid bodies is a key point in the modeling and simulation of multibody systems. A 
special attention is devoted to the oonservation of fundamental quantities associated to the motion, 
such, for instance. the total energy or the angular momentum. From the numerical standpoint, the 
conservation of energy by the integration algorithm is a manifestation of unconditional stability 
(Simo and Wong, 1994). 

It is also worthwhile to stress the importance of an accurated description of the nonlinear 
dynamics in the control synthesis of multibody systems. Very often, the resulting problems are not 
amenable to methods of Linear control theory, and they are not transformable into linear control 
problems in any meaningful way. Henoe, these are nonlinear oontrol problems that requirc 
fundamentally nonlinear approaches. ln particular, in the presence of conserved quantities, due tb 
symmetry properties of the motion, a nonholonomic nonlinear control problem may arise 
(Kolmanovsky and McClamroch, 1995). Thus, in order to better understand the behavior of a 
controled multibody system, a reliable numerical integrator, which inherits the sarne features of lhe 
original problem plays a crucial role. 

Mechanical Modellng 
ln the present section two nonlinear models are presenteei. The first deals with rigid links and the 

other with flexible links of a multibody system. The maio ideais to emphasize that both models share 
some common features in regard to the rotational degrees of freedom. 

Let 1 be the reference placement of a solid body, with partlcles labeled by X. So, the motion of 
lhe body is descrlbed by the mapping: 

(X.t) ~X (1) 

where 1 denotes the time, T represents the total time of observation and !lP is the ordinary 31>
Euclidean space. Throughout this paper, bold letters are used to deslgnate vectors. 

ln the case of rigid bodies, the position of each particle can be rewritten in the following form: 

J 

x(l)=r(l}+ LX1q(t) 

l • l 

(2) 

where r defines the position of the center of mass and dj are vector fields called directors (sce 
Antman and Kenney, 1981), forming at each instant 1 an orthonormal basis attached to the body. 
Within the rigid body litemture, the basís {di} is known as the body frame. 
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ln (2), r takes into account the translation of the body and the comparison arnong the directors 
and a fixed basis gives the rotation of lhe body. Tbus, the configuration of the body is defined by 6 
parameters forming the pair 

(3) 

where Õij represents the delta of kronecker. Consequently, one refers to R3 x K as the abstract 
configuration manifold ofthe rigid body. 

Remark: Indeed, the manifold K and the special group of rotations S0(3) can be identified by the 
isomorphism: 

(4) 

where A is a rotation belonging to S0(3) and Di are the directors in the reference placement, which, 
without lost a generality, can be taken coincident with lhe principal directions of inertia 

The velocities and accelerations fields in lhe present theory are 

v =r : a= v : Cl1 ; di 

where ; stands for the time derivative of f The first two fields are, respectively, lhe translational 
velocity and the translational acceleration. The olhers describe the velocity and acceleration of lhe 
angular motion andare related to angular velocity w and angular acceleration a ofthe body by means 
of: 

where 1\ denotes lhe ordinary vector product. 

Within lhe sarne context, a geometric exact nonlinear formulation for rods can be developed. The 
both presented models use the sarne approach for the description of tini te rotations (rotational degrees 
of freedom). Before introducing lhe formal modelling a conceptual overview of a rod is discussed. 
The rods, in which lhe independent variables are the arclenght S and the time t, is represented by a 
curve in space, with a right-handed orthonormal frarne of directors attached at each point along lhe 
curve. The curve describes lhe location of lhe centerline of the rod. The triad of directors describes 
lhe orientation of the material cross section of the rod. 

The kinematics of the rod is summarized in lhe following expression: 

1 

X(t)=r(S.r)+ Ixícft(S.t} ,_, (5) 

where r defmes he position oflhe center ofthe cross section and dj (i = I, 2} are orthonormal vector 
fields called directors defining, at each pair (S,t) , lhe plane of the cross section. Introducing a lhird 
director, dJ, perpendicular to lhe other two and, consequently, perpendicular to lhe cross section, lhe 
deformation of lhe rod, tlexure and torsion, is described by lhe relative orientation of lhe triad 
(Antman and Kenny, 1981 ). From lhis perspective, the set of admissible configurations, for a fixed t, 
ofa rod is defined by: 

Qr = {; := (r ,dt) : {0, L] -+ R3 X K and ; satisfying appropriated boundary conditionsj 
(6) 
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where O and L defines the extremities of the rod. 

Comparing the definitions contained in (3) and (6) it tums out the correspondence between the 
two models. 

Variational Principie: Equations of Motion 
ln the present work, the equations of motion of a rigid body will be obtained by means of the 

postulation of a variational principie, which is nothing but the Least Action Principie (see 
Meirovitch, 1970; and Borri et ai., 1991) in the present context. The extension of the proposed 
mathematical fonnulation for nonlinear rods is presented in Campos (1996). 

Based on the general fonnula of the kinetic energy of a continuum, an expression for the kinetic 
energy in the present modelling of rigid body is obtained using (2) 

3 

T= ltpiuic dS'= tr i p(v+ Ix,d.P dSJ= 
Í&/ 

J J J 

tr i.ov.vd.S'+ .(ri x; et..<t.a:s-+ JfiL:x,xA.it1dSJ 
l•l I•/ J•l 

where p denotes the mass density ofthe body. 

Using the well known definitions of inertia moments, the expression above is rephrased yielding 

where M is the total mass of the body and lij are the inertia moments. 

The potential energy associated to the externa! loads is given by 

V=- f .r - f1.d1 - f2 .d2 - f3.d3 (7) 

where the fj (i= I, 3) are implicitly defined by 

(8) 

and where m and r are, respectively, the total torque and the resultant force applied in the center of 
mass. 

So, from the Lagrangian L = T - V defined over R3 x K, the following variational principie 
associated with the Least Action Principie is obtained 

I
1 I] f]J - III+ 111 .. 
{ma.p - f .p]dt + {{ } d, .g1 + 
I I 2 
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- //1d1·92- //Jd3.g1- //Jd1·93- /1Jg2.d3}- J1Jd2·93} 

(9) 

wbere dK is the tangent space to K given by 

where {tJ.t21 c [O,T] 

Remark: Tbe variational Eq. (9) can be shown to be equivalent to the classical equatíons of rigid 
body dynarnics by using standard arguments of calculus of variation and choosing: Ri = U A dj. 

For numeral purposes, the fonn of(9) is rephrased by using Iagrange multipliers, yielding 

{ma.p- f.p}dt+ {{ 11 
li 

22 }ds·Kt + I2 í2 I -1 +I 

I I 2 

J J J 

-LL -tu{dHlJ +dj-111 }-Lfi.g1dt=O 

(lO) 

where Âij are the Iagrange multiptiers associated with the orthononnalíty of the dírectors and. 
consequently, to the rigid body condition. 

Numerical Algorithm 
The translational part of the variational problem (10) can be approx.imated by means of any 

standard integrator as, for exarnple, the Newmark algorithm, which details will not be included here. 
Tbe rotational part is equivalent to a non-tinear evolution problem on S0(3), whicb eotails some 
difficultíes (see Geradin and Cardona, 1989). So, ío the present work it is proposed the foUowiog 
evolution algorithm in connection with the Newton method: 

Let (t,, t,.+t) c (O. r) be a typical interval where: (O. r)= U ,:"..olt, ,t,+J} . 
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Lct Lll = t ,1+ 1 -111 be the time stcp. 

Assume that at ln the following initial data are known: 

fd · , d ·) E K+R 9 
'• '• 

The objective is to ohtain an approximat10n 

to thl! actual soluti(ln ( d ;(t,).d;(t,+1 }.Àil(l,+.t!j-j). The main steps of the algorithm are 

summansed bclow. 

Step O. lnitialization for time slep in [t0 .1n+ 1 ). 

• Define a predictor for directors and velocities: 

. o . 
d. =- d; .... , " 

Step I. Computt: the Lagrange multipliers Â.11~. 1 
I 

(i- O .... ,N-1) by solvmg 

I {d' g - d g l .i 1,..1 ' 1 .... , 1, ' 1, I 

J 

_!_ lll{ ' À.,. {{d~,+l gJ· +dj' .g; } 2 ~ "•·~ .... , , ... lf+l 

i. i= I ' 

) 

- Ltr L f;"+'/ f;, .g; =O 

I=) 
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. . lu - 111 +111 111 -111 +/JJ I 111 -lJJ+Iu I th 
for a convement ch01ce of &i· Where I A = 

1 
, I 8 = 2 • c- 1 . n e 

above expression, the directors are taken coincident with the principal directions of inertia. 

Step 2. Compute residual ~+/ of the above equation and check convergence 

• Computation of Rj,+ 1 by choosing g1 = U A df . 
••I 

234 

• Check for convergence: /FII ~+III~ tolerance then begin a new time step (n+ 1 ~ n; goto 

Step 0). ELSE continue 

Step 3. Compute the tangent matrix K~+ 1 and solve for the rotation increment g1 = rJ A d1 e K 

• Computation of K~+l 

Ki 1 =l_[li I~ ~) 
n+ .:11 o o lc 

• Computation of U solving the linear system 

I '- I 
Kn+l V-~+1 

Step 4. Update the configuration and the velocity for a given increment Ôt 

• 

• d!+/ =Ai+I(..l...O"di -d· ) 
1 n N " ' • 

where ProjSQ(3) is a projection into K, adopted here as exponential transform (see Simo and Wong, 

1994 or Hughes, 1986) and if,:-I =expO. with exp denoting the exponential operator. lndeed if,:-1 
plays the role of a transport between the tangent spaces to the configurations assumed at ln and tn+ 1 

(iteration i+ 1). ln the above expressions the subscripts n+ 1 were omitted. 

Step 5. Begin a new iteration; i+ I ~i; goto Step2. 

Numerical Simulatlons 
ln this section, two representative numerical simulations are presented in order to iltustrate the 

performance of the proposed algorithm. The both situations, which are also examined by Simo and 
Wong (1991) and Park and Chiou (1993), are choosen dueto the presence of conserved quantities 
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during the motion. ln fact, the reproduction of this conservation behavior by lhe numerical algorithm 
is considered a demonstration of stability and accuracy. ·The key idea is to treat problems in which the 
reliability ofthe proposed numerical modelling can be assessed even in the long time dynamics. 

ln the first simulation, it is considered the motion of a symmetrical top with total mass M in a 
uniform gravitational field -g e3. The vector e3 belongs to an inertiaJ frame (e i}. The sarne numerical 
values of Simo and Wong (1991) were adopted: Mg = 20, I = I, IJJ = 122 = 5, and !33 = I. The 
parameter I denotes the distance between the botfom of the top and its center of gravity. The 
following initial conditions are also adopted: 

Figures 1-4 shows the numerical results obtained for time step tlt = 0.001. The total energy 
remains constant during the observed period as well as the component of the spatial angular 
momentum in the direction e3, hJ. Both facts demonstrate the stability and accuracy of the proposed 
formulation in the present example as this conservation behavior is to be expected. Figure 4 presents 
the nutation and precession of the top about its fixed contact point. For the present example (see 
Simo and Wong, 1991), one has the following relations for the angular frequencies of nutation wn 
and precession wp: 

and 

For the choosen numericaJ parameters these relations Jead to value wn = 10.0 and wp ""0.4. ln thc 
present numerical simulation wn = 9.9999 and wp == 0.4000 were obtained. 

I 

, .. 
----------·-

·-
·-L----------------.. 
tML---~-------------~-----._--~ 

• • ti 

.. 
J 
I . 
I 

-c-~ 

--·· __ ,. __ ., 

• 

Flg.1 Kln.UC and Tobll Energy Fig. 2 SplltJII Angular Momantum 

.. 

The numerical solution obtained with tlt = 0.001 will be considered a good approximation to tho 
true solution, whicb is not known, in order to assess the main features of the proposed nurnerical 
scherne. ln figures 5, 6 and 7 the numerical solution using tlt ~ 0.04 (40 times the fiist one) is 
depicted. A constant oscillation is exhjbited by the total energy, although it does not represent a 
signal of nurnericaJ instability as it is minute and constant in the long period of observation. lt is aJso 
important to observe the preservation of the component h3 of the Spatial Angular Momenrum. The 
values obtained for the angular velocities of nutation and precesion are, respectively, Wn = 9.5460 
and wp - 0.4190. 
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The second numerical experiment deals with the unstable rotational motion about the 
intermediate moment of inertia of a rigid body. This simulation is performed according to the three 
following load steps: (i) At time 1 = O a constant torque is applied to the body at rest in lhe direction 
coincident with the intermediate moment of inertia; (ii) At time 1 = t•, the torque is removed and 
another one is applied to the body for a short duration equal to the time step tit; (iii) Finally, the rigid 
body undergoes a torque free motion. The situation is summarized in the torque history given below: 

05.t5.t• 
t• 5.t :Sr• + Llt 

l>t.+Lit 

where A 1 and A2 are constants given by: A 1 = 20 and A2 =Jl.f-. The another parameters used in the 
simulations are: ,• = 2.0- 61, IIJ = 5, 122 = lO and /33 = I. *lthough those inertia moments do not 
correspond to a real rigid body, as the sum of two of them, namely: IJJ and IJJ, is not greater than 
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the third one, they were taken to make oomparisons with the results presented in Simo and Wong 
(1991) and Parle. and Chiou (1993). 

The body begins at rest, thus initial velocities ~ zero. As the result force acting oo the body is 
zero during the motioo, the center of mass stays at rest Hence, this is a pure rotational situation in 
which the angular momentum and the total energy are oonserved after the instant 1• + AI. 

Two distincts time steps were choosen for the numerical experiments, namely: 0.1 and 0.0 1. The 
solution obtained using the second time step will be taken as a reference and it is summarized in Figs. 
8-11. The first three, ldnetic energy, the norm of angular momentum and the spatial angular 
momentum, demonstrate the good conservation capabilities of the proposed algorithm. ln the last 
one, Fig. 11 , the convected angular velocity (see Si mo and Wong, 1991) is depicted. 
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The results obtained using the tJJ = 0.1 are presented in figures 12-15. ln the present modelling, 
although the applied moment introduced above remains constant during the intervals [O,t•) and 
[t•,t• +tJJ], for this case tbe applied load depends on the assumed configuration dueto the defmition 
8. This fact explains the discrepancy observed between the results using the two different time steps. 
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Indecd, !li .. 0.1 implies in rather large values of incremental rotations and leads to inaccurate results. 
Nevertheless, the energy and angular momentum are still conserved . 
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A variational formulation to the rigid's body problem was presented in order to provide a robust 
formulation, which not only afford a general unified approach, but also is very convenient from the 
numerical standpoint. 

The main question in dealing with large rotations is circumvented by the use of Iagrange 
muJtipliers, which wiU imply in the augmentation ofthe number ofdegrees offreedom. By the way, 
this can be avoid in numerical applications using a similar scheme to that used in Rochinha (1990) 
IJlld Le Tallec et ai. ( 1992), where the Iagrange multipliers are computed with a little computational 
effort 
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Finally, a similar approach can be used in the case of flexible Jinlcs like rods. A first attempt is 
presented in Campos ( 1996). So. the present framework seems to be very convenient to be used in the 
modelling offlexible multibody systems. 
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Abstract 
The problem of designmg contrais for dynamic sys1ems under input dislurbance Is consldered. We conslder rwo 
possible chnrac1eriu11ions ofthe inpul disrurbanct: (/)ii i.r bounded by a crisp number. or {2) it is bounded by o 
fuzzy number The contrai design is purely delermlnislic. HoWI!ver. lhe resulting syslem performance is 
interpreled dtjferently, depending on rhe hound mformotion. 11 may be deterministic or fuzry (i.e.. with o 
spectrum of possible outcome). 
Keywords: Uncertoin Syslems, Fuzzy Set Theory. 

lntroduction 
Sincc the inception of fuzzy theory (Zadeh, I 965). the progress in this area has been mainly 

focusing on the use of fuzzy reasoning for control, estimation, decision making, etc. Fuzzy reasoning 
(Ou bois and Prade. 1991 ab) is indispensable in thc sense that sue h form of reasoning is more aligned 
with human nature. Furtbermore. the information it is based upon (i.e., fuzzy propositions) is hardly 
of any use to other reasoning mechanism. 

On the other hand, as another potcntial application. fuzzy theory is also a valid tool for describing 
uncenainty. Exploring uncertainty and determining wh.at is known has been one major task in many 
scientific disciplines. Once the known ponion is clearly identified. human beings may, for exarnple, 
dcvclop some (e.g., physical) laws which govem various phenomena. 

As thc othcr si de of thc effort, when the known ponion can not be completely isolated from the 
unknown, one may take a more "phenomenological" approach to describe what is known arnong th.e 
whole. 

As a very successful endeavor, the probabilisric approach takes the frequency of occurrence point 
of vicw. By this. we mean one may consider an event (such as ''head up" in tlipping a coin) and then 
decides how often it occurs. As a typical example, while one does not know the exact outcome of 
each flip (hencc an uncertainty), one knows (or at least assumes subjectivcly) that the frequency of 
occurrence of head up, as the number of flip approaches iofinity, approaches 0.5 (or in short, the 
probability of head up is 0.5). 

The fu=-.)1 approach. on lhe other hand, takes the exrent of occurrence point of view. Consider thc 
full occurrence be indexed by I. one inquires to which extent (which is indexed from O to I) an event 
occurs. As an exarnple, given that any person with age 75 or higher is old (i.e., the full occurrence of 
the event "old"), a person with age 67 may be indcxed by 0.5, as the extent ofbeing "old". 

As a side note, despite that many mernbcrship functions, which are used to suggest the index, in 
fuzzy theory are acquired somchow subjectively (see, e.g .. Chapter 10, Klir and Yuan, 1995), one 
should distinguish fuzzy theory from subjective probability (see, e.g., Kahneman et ai., 1982). Whi te 
lhe I ater assumes the probability distribution subjectively, its intention of describing lhe frequency of 
occurrence remains. More discussions on the difTerence (or, as an attack angle, the indifference) 
between fuzzy theory and probability theory can be found in, e.g., IEEE, I 994. 

ln this work, we shall attempt to incorporate the fuzzy description of uncertainty into a robust 
control design frarnework. The objective is to explore funher descriptions of system perfonnance 
should more information ofthe uncenainty (in the fuzzy sense) is provided. The basic framework we 
present is first illustrated by the use of a scalar system. it is then extended to multi-dimensional case. 

Presented at lhe Nlnlh Workshop on Dynamics and Control- DYNCO, Río de Janeiro. RJ- August 11-14. 1996. 
Technlcal Editors. Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hans lngo Weber. 
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Preliminaries 

The following is a brief summary of some basic terms in fuzzy set theory (Wang, I 996). 

Universe of discourse . The universe of discourse U is a collection of elements which contain 
those that are of concem. 

Fuzzy set. A fuzzy set D in a unjverse of discourse U is characterized by a membership funct.ion 
f..1 0 ( x) that takes value in the interval [0. 1] for ali :r in U. 

Crisp set. A special case offuzzy setas f..ll)(x)= l for ali x in U. 

Normal fuzzy set. A fuzzy set D in U is normal if there is at lcast one element :r in U such that 
p 0 ( x)=I . 

Convex fuzzy set. A fuzzy set D in U is convex if 

( I ) 

for ali x J. x 2 in U and ali À e (0. 1]. 

ã -cut. An a -cut of a fuzzy set D is a crisp set Da where 

(2) 

ã -t- -cut. Ana+ -cut of a fuzzy set D is a crisp set Da+ where 

(3) 

Support. The support of a fuzzy set D is DO+· 

Fuzzy number. Let G be a fuzzy set in R, the real number. G is called a fuzzy nurnber if: (i) G is 
normal, (ii) G is convex, (iii) the support of G is bounded, (i v) ali a-cuts are closed intervals in R. 

Throughout. we shall always assume that the uni verse of discourse of a fuzzy number to be its 0-
cut. 

Union. The uni o o of two fuzzy sets D 1 and D2 in U is a fuzzy set D 1 u D2 with 

(4) 

Decomposition theorem. Define a fuzzy set Da in U with the mcmbership function 

f.l iJa =ai Aa (x) where I Aa (x) = 1 i/ x E Da and I ~.Jx)=O if X EU- A0 . Then the fuzzy 

set D is obtained as 

(5) 

where u is the union ofthe fuzzy sets. The union is taken pair-wisely. 

Possibility. Given a fuz.zy set D and the proposition "x is in D", the possibility distribution 
associated with x = u, denote by nx(u), is dcfined to be numerically equal to the grade of membership 
of u in D; that is, 
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1rx(u)=p0 (u) 

for ali u e U. ln other words, given that x is in D, the possibility that x = u is JJ[)(u) . 

(6) 

There are two kinds of interpretation of "belong to" in this paper. An element may belong to a 
fuzzy set to a certain degree (bence such a "belong to" is in afozzy sense). However, as an exception, 
whenever we say an element belongs to a (crisp) interval ofthe real number, it is always meant in the 
classica/ sense. 

ScalarCase 
Consider the following class of scalar systems 

i(t )=ax( t ) +bu(t)+ v, (7) 

where te R is the "time" (or more precisely, the independent variable), x(t) e R is the state, u(t) e R 
is the control, v e R is the (constant) input disturbance. Furthermore, a and b are constants. The input 
disturbance and lnltlal condition are unknown. Howcvcr, we consider the following two possible 
characterizations. 

Assumpüon l(a). v is unk:nown but bounded. There exists a known constant V (?:.0) such that 

(8) 

Remark. This is often described as the worst case description. Only the m4Ximum possíble bound 
of v is known. 

Assumpüon l(b). xo is bowukd. There exists a known constant TJ(:i!: O) such that 

(9) 

Assumption l(a). v is a fozzy disturbance. There exists a lcnown fuzzy number V such that v is rn 
V with J.&V(v). The uni verse of discourse of V is its 0-cut. 

Assumption l(b ). xo is a fozzy initial condition. Tbere exists a lcnown fuzzy number X such that 
xo is in X with J.&x{.xo). The universe of discourse of X is its 0-cut. 

Remark. Assumption 2 provides more infonnation regarding the possible bound: Tbc bound is 
close to a value Ç whicb is sucb that ,uJI(Ç) - l. The degree of closeness is described by tbe 
membership function. 

We now consider tbe controlu to be 

u(t)=-lcx(t) (10) 

where k is a constant such that ã : =a-bk < O. Then the solution of the ( closed-loop) system is 

given by, for allt ;t? t(), 

x(t) = eã(t - t,) X o + Jeã(r-r) vdf' 

• 
= eã(t-toJ Xo + ~ ( eiift-to J - !)v 

a 
( 11) 
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Note that (eiif t-to)- 1)1 ã ~O for aJI t :!! to since ã <0. lf v and xo are descnbed by 

Assumption I, then we have, based on (11), 

(12) 

where 

{13) 

(14) 

Notis;e that ll1 (t) > O and fl2(t) ~O for aJI t:!! to. This enables us to conclude, for any prescribed 
'.!. > -V I ã and any initiaJ condition with 'I] > 4_, there is a fmite time T( 1],4) with 

(15) 

such that 1x(t)1 ~ '.!. for aJI I~ tg + T(q,~. This perfonnance is caJied the uniform ultirnatc 
boundedness (Chen and Leitmann, 1987). We summarize the performance as follows. 

Lemma I . Coosider the system (7) under the control (lO). Subjcct to Assumption 1, tbe state .x(O 
is unifonnly ultimately bounded. 

Remark. Since one can choose /c to make ã to be arllitrarily negative. tJ.., the size of the region 

which .x(t) will eventuaJiy enter, can be made arbitrarily smaJI. However, for any tJ.., with 
I x( t) I ~ 4 , it does not further indicate whlch area inside this region .x(t) may reside. This is a worst 

case analysis only. 

We now coosider that further information of v and xo are known so that they can be cast into 
Assumption 2. 

Since V is fuzzy set, for each a E [0,1), its a-cut corresponds to a (crisp) interval f'l.a·vai 
Similarly, the a-cut of X is a (crisp) intervaJ { !oa•xoa). 

By fuzzy arithmetics (Wang. 1996), for each a E [0, I] , we consider, in view of the right band 
s i de of (l i ), the ( crisp) intervaJ 

{16) 

That (li) holds for aJI t ~to enables us to draw the following two intcrpretations of the result. 
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The result may be interpreted by tbe use of possíbílity theory (Zadeh, 1978) as follows. At time t, 
for given a e [0.1), there corresponds to a region Da which is closed and bounded. The region Da 
can be considere<! an a-cut of a membership function ~.D(x) e [O, I). This is through the use of the 
decomposition theorc:m. This in tum defines a fuzzy set D, which is in fact also a fuzzy number, 
whose uni verse of discourse is Do. Given that x(t) e D, the possibility of x = l;. at time t is then equal 
to ~.D(l;.). 

An altemative interpretation is via the use of confidence index as follows: Consider lhe fuzzy set 

D as mentioned above. For each a, lhe confidenoe index is defined to be l -a. For given a E [0, I], 

the value of x at time 1 lies in lhe internal [p1(t)!tJa+P1(t)y_a.P1(t)x0a+P1(tfoa 1 {this is 

interpreted in the classical sense) is assured by the conftdence index 1-a . For example, as a= O, lhe 

interval is in fact the uni verse of discourse of the fuzzy set D. The confidence index that x is in this 

interval is l . ln other words, lhat x lying wilhin this interval is assured. ln the special case lhat the 

confidence index of x in an interval is equal to I for allt ~to. lhe state x is called uniformly bounded 

(Chen and Leitmann, I 987). 

Our purpose, from the contrai point of view, is to prescribe a region in which the state will Jie. 

This prompts lhe following analysis. We first prescribe an interval { <la,daJ, a E [0,1), anda fmite 

j time T The problem is to choose the contrai gain k sue h lhat 

(17) 

(lhis is interpreted in the classical sense) for ali a e [0,1) and 1 :<?to+ T. 

We shall proceed as follows. First, based on ( 17), one intends to h ave, for ali t ~ 10 + T 

( 18) 

This means that 

( 19) 

Second, one also intends to have, for ali 1 ~ t0 + T. 

õfr - ro J- I ( õ(r-soJ l}- d e Xoa + -::- e - v a :S a (20) 
a 

o r 

- -
Õ(I-IQ)(- V a) d- V a e Xoa +-::- :S a+-::-

a a 
(2 1) 

We first outline the following two results. 
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Theorem 1. Consider tbe system (7) under the contrai (I 0). Subject to Assumption 2, tbere exists 
a k with ã < O such that the following four cases hold. 

(i) lf !(}a +~a I ã?.O.rl.a +~a I aSO, then x(t)?. rl.a for ali I~ lo +I where I is any 

non-negative constant, a E (0,1). 

(ii) lf rl.a+~a I ãS.!(Ja+~a I ã<O, then x(l) ~ rl.a for al i t ~ t0 +I where T is any 

non-negative constant, a E (0.1). 

(iii) lf !.oa +~a I ã <rl.a +~a I ã <0, then x(l} ~ rl.a for ali I~ 10 +I where 

(22) 

a E (0,1) 

(iv) For any other cases of !oa +~a I ã and rl.a +~a I ã, there does not exista I~ O such 

that x(l} ~ rl.a for ali I ?.10 +I. a E {0,1}. 

Remar k. Cases (i) and (ii) are trivial cases. The result in case (iii) can be used in a constructive 
way: By prescribing [ rl.a ,da }, and T , one finds a suitable lc., which is in fact non-unique, to 
achieve the task. Case (iv) shows the limTt ofthe control design. 

T beorem 2. Consider the system (7) under the contrai ( I 0). Subject to Assumption 2. there exists 
a k with ã < O such that the following four cases hold. 

(i) lf Xoa +V a /ãSO,da +V a I ã~O. then ~(t) :!>da for ali I~ 10 + f where f is any non

negative constant, a E [0.1) . 

(ii)Ifda+ValãSx0a+valã>O. then x(I)Sda forall 1~10 +T where T isanynon· 

negative constant, a E [0.1) . 

(iii) lf x0a +vaI ã>da +v a I Õ>O, then x(t) S da for ali I :2: 10 + T where 

[ 
- .. J - 1 da+ ~ r= sup -::-ln a 

aE{O.II a ioa + ""; 
(23) 

a e (0.1] 

(iv) For any other cases of Xoa +v0 I ã and da +v a I ã, there does not exista T :2: O such 

that x(1):2:da forall t?.I0 +T,a e[O.I} . 

Similar comrnents as the last remark can be made on this theorem. Finally, we can summarize thc 
results as following. 
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Lemmal. Consider the system (7) under the control (lO) with ã <O and subject to Assumption 

2. Consider the prescribed intervaJ {<.!..a, da ] for eacb a E (0,1] and the resulting membership 

function IJ.D(x) for the fuzzy number D. For given a e [0,1), the value of x at any time t ~ t0 + f. 
wbere 

(24) 

lies in the interval is assured by the confidence index l-a.. 

Remark. The result renders unifonn boundcdness and unifonn ultimate boundedness (Chen and 
Leitrnann, 1987) a special case (as a = 0). 

Remark. An interpretation using the possibility theory can also be drawn. 

Multi-dimensional Case 
The previous analysis considered two possible ways of cbaracterizing the input disturbance. Tbe 

first is that the input disturbance is bounded and the (crisp) bound is known. The second is that the 
input disturbance is within a fuzzy set ln practice, it is in fact more desirable to combine these two 
characterizations. This will be treated in this section. We also consider tlte multi-dimensional case. 
Consider the foUowing uncertain system 

x(t)= Ax(t)+ B(u(t )+v(t)). x(to)=Xo (25) 

where t E R, x(t) E RD is the state, u(t) E Rm is the control, v(t) E Rm is the (unknown) time
varying input disturbance, A, B are constant matrices. The function vO is Lebesgue measurable. The 
foUowing assumption are made. 

Assumption 3. The pair (A,B) is stabilizable. 

Assumptlon 4. There is a (not necessarily known) scalar v~ O such that 

maxllv(t)ll S v 
teR 

(26) 

The scp.!ar v is ln a fuzzy number N which is prescribed by a membership function 
f.JN(v) ElOJl 

Remark. Assumption 4 is, in its essence, a fuzzy description of the knowledge of the possible 
bound of v(t) . This can be viewed as a combination of Assumptions I and 2 but for multi
dimensional case. 

The task is to choose the control u such that the state belongs to a region around x = O after a 
fmite time and remains there thereafter. 

First choose a gain matrix K sucb that A:= A- BK is Hurwitz. Tbis is feasible if (A,B) is 

stabilizable. For any n x n matrix Q > O, one solves for the unique solution P > O, wbich is an n x n 

matrix, from the following Lyapunov equation 

(27) 

We propose the control u as follow: 
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u(t)=- Kx(t)- yBT Px(t) (28) 

wbere y > O is a scalar and is to be specified later. 

Tbeorem 4. Consider the system (25) subject to Assumptions 3 and 4. Suppose that the control 

(28) is applied. Consider a prescribed interval [ O,da ) for each [a e 0.1 ). This is chosen such that 

the resulting fuzzy set, which is obtained via the decomposition theorem, can be a fuzzy number. 

Then there exists a y > O and a finite time r~ 0 such that the value of 11 x(t) 11 at any time 

t ~10 +r lies in the interval [ O,da ) is assured by the confidence index I -a. 

Proof We prove this via the Lyapunov minimax approach (Corless, 1993; Leitrnann, 1993). 
Consider the Lyapunov function candidate 

V(x)=xT Px (29) 

For any admissible v(·), its time derivative along the trajectory of the controlled system of (25) is 
given by (arguments are sometimes omitted when no confusions are likely to arise) 

V =2xT P[Ax+B(-Kx- yBT Px)+ Bv) 

=xT(PA + ÃT P)x-2yjj BT Px jj1 
+2xT PBv (30) 

By the use ofthe Lyapunov equation (29) and since 

(31) 

(32) 

By the Rayleigh's principie (Franklin, 1968), 

(33) 

and hence 

(34) 

Furthermore, 
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-d BT Pxl1 +vi BT Pxl ~ ~ =:6 
4y 

Witb tbese back into (32), we have 

Hence V is negative defini te for all 11 x 11 such that 
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(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

J:l~ Chen and Leitmann ( 1987), tbe systern is unifonnly ultimatcly bounded in the sense that with 
~ Xo li~ r, 

llx(t)~ S d foral l t ~ 10 +T 

with any 

(38) 

and a corresponding finite time 

(39) 

(40) 

where 

(41) 

The performance stated in tbe tbeorern lhen follows. 

Remark. For simplicity, w~ do not consider the fuzziness regardiog the bound of initial 
condition in this theorem. Hence 11 x0 11 ~ r is stated in the classical sense. 
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Remark. The proof in fact also suggests a way to select y: For the prescribed da > O (this is the 

designer's discretion), one chooses any tia< da and the corresponding õ according to (37). The y is 

theu selc:ctcd via (35) for ali a e [0,1 ). ln a sense, the choice of y is similar to some other work ( e.g., 

Bannisb et ai., 1983). However, the interpretation of the perforrnance (via the confidence index) 

includes the previous perforrnance (i.e., uniforrn ultimate boundedness) as a special case. This is 

mainly dueto that more information ofthe disturbance bound is used. 

Remark. Both the disturbance bound characterization and the perforrnance are described in a 
fuzzy sense. This renders some early work. whicb described them via the worst case scenario, a 
special case. 

Remark. Tbe current fuzzy description are very much aligned with pnlctice. The input 
disturbance bound is often obtained via experimental data and analyz.ed by t:be engineer. One may 
judge tbe bound to be, for instance, "close to" a (crisp) value or "very close to" a (crisp) value. These 
are standard fuzzy (linguistic) terms. The perforrnance is also often judged by the engineer depending 
on one's need: One may choose a (crisp) set point and intend to have the perforrnance to be "close to" 
or "very close to" it, after a ftnite time. ln addition, t:be engineer may also impose a hard bound on tbe 
performance, which must be met (bence this corresponds to uniforrn ultimate boundedness). These 
can be ali addressed by the current framework. 

Concluslons 

The incorporation of uncertainty, wbich is described in a fuzzy sense, into a robust control 
framework is introduced. This is belleved to tbe first attempt for such a merge. Previously the control 
design was only based on the maximum possible bound of uncertainty. The system perfonnance was 
described in a worst case scenario. The current extension into fuzzy domain enables one to draw 
further information of the systems perforrnance should further inforrnation of the uncertainty is 
available. As to the prescription of the desirable performance, it is often the designer's discretion. 
Since in practice it is in fact more realistic to prescribe the perforrnance in a fuzzy sense (such as 
"close", "very close"), the current framework fits in well with both the need (the performance) and 
the given (uncertainty). 
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Abstract 
An efficient and numerlcally stoble method to determine ali tire Lyapunov clraracteri.Jt/c exponenu of a 
dynamica/ system is presented. The method is compored wilh lcnown method3 in lemu of e.f!lciency, and tire 
accuracy and stabillty ofthe methods are tested by numerlcal experlments. 
Kqwords: Nonlinear Dynamlcal Systems, Lyapunov Exponents, Househoúhr Factorizolion. 

lntroduction 
The Lyapunov characteristic exponents (LCE's) are importBnt for the understanding of the 

dynamics of nonlinear dynamical systems. A solid analytical basis for the computation of thc LCE's 
was given by Benettin et ai. ( 1980) in their two part papcr. Bcncttin ct al. ( 1978) are the flfSt to 
proposc a Gram-Schrnidt orthogonalization type procedurc to compute the LCE's. 

Gcist et al. ( 1990) madc a through comparison of severa! mcthods for computing LCE's and also 
prcsented thc main ideas published in thc prcvious decade (Shimada and Nagashima ( 1979), Benettin 
et al. (1980), Wolfet al. (198S), Eackrnann and Ruelle (1985). For additional more reccnt rcferences 
sce Bama and Tsuda (1993), and Dicci and Van Vlcck (199S). 

For discrcte systems, thc computation of the LCE's involves the factorization of a matrix into the 
product of an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R (a QR·factorization). This 
factorization can be obtaiued by using the Gram-Schrnidt (GS) orthogonalization, the Modified OS 
(MGS) orthogonahzation or the Householder orthogonal factorization (HQR). Among thcsc mcthods, 
the GS is known to be nurncrically unstable. since the orthogonal matrix Q may deviate greatly from 
orthogonality due to accumuJation of roundotf errors. This is why MOS is prcfcrrcd, sce Parker and 
Chua (1989), Dieci and Van Vlcck (199S). On the other hand, the HQR mcthod is lcnown to be 
backward stablc, see Wilki.nson (1965). 

For an n by n matrix the asymptotic (for largc n) cost ofMGS (or GS) factorization is 2n3 flops 
(a flop is a floating point addition or multiplication. Oolub and Van Loan (1993), while the HQR· 
factorization requircs 4J3n3 flops to compute the upper triangular R, and an additional 2n3 tlops if 
also the orthogonal Q is required. ln computing the LCE's onc also needs to multiply each of the Q 
matrices (computed by the QR-factorization) by the coosecutive matrix reprcscntation of the tangent 
map. Thc usual use ofthe HQR mcthod (sce Gcist et al. (1990) in the factorization and multiplication 
of Q with the tangent map is computationalJy more expensivc than thc MGS mcthod. ln this paper wc 
show how to organize computation of the LCE's using HQR-factorization in such a manner that 
computational savings are oblllined over the MGS based method. 

The efficiency of the different mcthods is addrcssed in the paper. The accuracy of the mcthods is 
also illustrated by the use of num cri cal experiments. 

~ 1t 1M Nlnth Wtwbhop on [)ynatrla and Control· DYNCO, Rio de Janeiro, RJ • Auguat 11-14, 1996. 
Tectmicatl Edltort: ~de Toledo Fleury and Hant logo Wflbef. 
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Computation of LCE's using the QR-factorization 

ln smooth dynamical systems, we usually deal with maps of the fonn xl = Tfx {bere x often 

belongs to a suitable compact connected manifold M, and the map is from a (finite) n-iiimensional 

space to an n-dimensional space) with T1 =To T'- 1
• The parameter t denotes a nonnegative integer 

or a real number. The sequence of tangent maps crr; is obtained through iterations by considering 

dr;= dTr x odT;-'. We shall consider the matrix representation of these operators in the standard 

bases (in fact, any orthononnal basis set would be sufficient). The LCE's can then be obtained from 

the QR-factorization of the product of the matrix representations of these tangent maps which are 

detennined at the appropriate points x of M. For brevity we shall denote the matrix representation of 

the tangent map (evaluated at the appropriate point x ofthe manifold) corresponding to 1 = i by J;. To 

detennine an approximation to ali the LCE's, one then needs the QR-factorization of the matrix 

product Jnrlm-1 ... JJ. This decomposition can be done sequentially as fo llows. Starting with Qo "" I, 
wc have, 

qr[J,J,_1 . . . J1] =qr(J,J,_1 ... J2( J1Qo)]=qr[J,,J,_1 .. . J3(J2Q1 }][ R1] 

=qr( J,J,_1 ... (JJQ2 }][ R2R1 )= ... = 
=qr [J,J,._1 ... ( J1(1 _1 )][RI-/Rf-1··· R2R1 )= .. . = 

(I) 

=Q,.(R, ... R1 Ri) =Q,R 

Here we sequentially use thc QR-factorization, and qr[.) denotes the QR-factorization process. 

Starting with Jj, at each stcp i in the above sequence, wc perfonn a premultiplication 8; = J;Q;-J 

followcd by a QR-factorization of 81 = J;Qi-1 = Q;R;. i = / , 2, ... , m. The matrix R is thc product of 

the matrices Rm ... R2R 1 obtained in this sequential manncr. Furthennore, each of thc diagonal 

elements of R, is simply the product of the corresponding diagonal elements of ali thc R,-'s. 
I ,, 

Hence, approximations to the n LCE's are then obtained as: X._ = m ,~/nl R; ( k, k) 1· k = I, 2, ... , n. 

The computation can be presented as: 

Algorithm for computing ali thc LCE's of a dynamical systcm 

lnitialization 

lnitialize Q to be thc n by n ldentity Matrix 

lnitialize LCEvector to be a zero n-vector 

for i= /to m_iterations 

end 

8=J;Q 

Compute the QR factorization of 8 (QR = B) 

LCEvector = LCEvector + log(diag~Rj}) 

LCEvector = LCEvectorlm_iterations. 
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The approximate values of lhe n LCE's after m_ilerations are then given by the components of 
lhe n-vector denoted LCEvector. Here the successive maps J; at eacb iteration are assumed to be 
known. 

There are severa! ways of computing lhe QR-factorization (which is required at each step f) 
indicated in the loop above, the comrnonest ones being the Gram-Schmidt QR (GS), thc modiiied 
Grarn-Schmidt (MGS), and thc Householder QR (HQR). The choice of melhod must be based upon 
factors such as accuracy ofthc procedure, storage requirements and simplicity of implcmentations. lf 
lhe aim is ease of implementation, one could makc use of computing environments which have built
in QR-factoriz.ations. For example, MATLAB has a rel iable and efficient QR-factorization using 
Householder reflectors. 

Thc Householder QR-factorization is known to be backward stable (Wilkinson, 1965) (with 
regard to roundotf errors). Yct its direct application is (asymptotically, for large n) computational ly 
more expensive than the GS (or lhe MGS) approach. However, efficiencies in the Householder based 
QR-factorization in terms of both computation and storage can bc achieved because: ( I ) we need to 
compute and store only the diagonal entries of thc matrix R. and (2) the reflector (Householdcr} 
matrices which constitute Q can be sequentially assembled resulting in considerable efficiencies in 
the computation of the action of Q on the succeeding map J;+ I· ln what fo llows we show that by 
modifications of thc standard Householder QR-factorization we obtain a method that while being 
more computationally efficient that the GS or the MGS approaches seems also more stable with 
regard to roundotf errors. 

Householder QR-based (HQRB) Algorithm for the Computation of 
LCE's 

Consider the QR-factorization of the above mentioned algorithm at lhe iteration index i. Thc 
Householder QR factorization works along the following lines (for details sce Dahlquist and BjOrck 
( 1997). Given an n by n matrix B, one sequentially determines the matrices 

(2) 

The Householder reOector matrices H(s) have the structurc 

(3) 

where the first (s - I) elements of the o-vector wfs) are ali zero. The matrix R of the QR factorization 
of B is lhen obtained as 

and thc matrix Q is given by 

Q= H0) H ( l ) ... H (n- 1) (4) 

We note lhat this factorization is rcquired to be done at each iteration í described in the 
aforementioned algorithm. At the next iteration (with index i + I ) the matrix B is replaced by the 
matrix (we suppress the subscript in J;+ 1 and write J for simplicity) 
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JQ= ( Jlf{l)ff(l) ... ff( s)) ff(s• IJ . .. ff{ll- 1) 

= J f>J H (S+IJ ... H f n-IJ 

We now make two important observations: 
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(5) 

1.} The LCE's are obtained only through lhe determination of the diagonal elements of the R; , i 
= I , 2 . .... m in equation (I) and thcrcforc one needs to judiciously compute the elements in each of 
these upper triangular matrices; storage of only lhe diagonal elements is called for. Using equation 
(2) wilh s = I, we get a matrix ofthe fom1: 

[
® • ... *] 

82 = H' B' = O ® ... ® 
o ® .. . ® 

(6) 

Only the first element in the first column of Bl needs to be computed, since the rest of the 
elements are zero. Also in lhe first row, the only element that is needed is the first elemenl (this is the 
tirst diagonal element of R). This is because the othcr elements denoted with • have no influence in 
the computalion of thc rest of the diagonal elements of R. A similar pattem is observed when we 
apply the rest of the reflectors, as in equation (2). 

2.) The action of the premultiplication of Q by J is given by equation (5) so that one does not 
need to compute Q explicitly. The matrix product j(s) JJ(s'f I) can be written as 

J (S) ff (>•l)=[ x (s) yfiH)][l, O ] 
Z(n -s) J (n -.•) 0 H-

li- > 
(7) 

where the matrix x(s) is s , the matrix y(n-s) is s by (n-s), the matrix z(n-s) is (n-s) by s J(n-s) is (n-s) 
by (n-s). This simplifies to 

(8} 

Thus the tirst s columns of the matrix remain unchanged after the multiplication, and therefore do 
not need to be computed. The pseudo-code using the Householder based method for computing the 
LCE's having an n by n tangent map can bc expresscd as followsl. 

Pseudo-Code of the Householder QR Based Method (HQRB) for the Computation ofall LCE's 

lnitiali::aJions. 

lnitíalíz.c J to bc thc first tangent map 

I A computer code implementing the pseudo code can be ohtained from thc authors. 
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lnitialize Jplus I to be lhe next tangent map 

lnitialize LCEvector to be a zero vector 

for i = 1 to m_iterations 

QR-Factorization Part 

for k = I to n -I 

Computation of the reflectors 
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The k-th reflector is stored in the k-th column of J. The diagonal elcments of R are stored in the 
vector r . The computations are as follows: 

sigma= 

gamma =sigma( sigma+ I J { k. k )I) 
r(kj=-sígn( J (k, k))sigma 

J (k. k)= J (k.k) - r(k) 

Computation ofreflectors with J 

for j = k + I to n 

" 
beta= ri J(s.k)J(s,j))/ gamma) 

s a k 

for s = k + I to n 

end (s) 

end (J) 

J(s j) = J(sJ) - J(s.k) beta 

Computation ofaction of Jplusl on O 

for}= 1 to n 

" 
beta= riJplusl(j,s)J(s.k))l gamma 

end (J) 

end {k) 

:t• lc 

for s = k to n 

Jplus I (j.s) = J plus 1 (j.s) - J(s.k) beta 

end (s) 
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r(n) = J(n.n) 

Set J = Jplus I 

Set Jpluslto be the next tangent map 

For q =I to n 

I.CEvector(q) = LCEvector(q) + log{~( q ~) 

end (q) 

end (i) 

I.CEvector = LCEvector I m_iterations 

Computational Efficiency Comparíson 
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Each iteration in the computation of the LCE's involves one QR-factorization followed by the 
action of multiplying the succeeding tangent map by the orthogonal matrix Q, thus an operation 
count for each of these two steps would give a measure of efficiency of the method used. We follow 
the GS and MGS algorithms given by Golub and Van Loan (1993), and the HQR as given by 
Dahlquist and Bjõrck (1997). The HQR presented computes R and Q cxplicitly, but in the 
computation of Q the explicit product of the reflector matrices (as in equation ( 4)) is avoided, see also 
Geist (1990). The HQRB algorithm is the one described in this paper. 

The main difference in efficiency of the various methods comes from the way the QR
factorization part of the method is perfonned. The operation count for the action of multiplying the 
succeeding tangent map by the orthogonal matrix Q is roughly the sarne for al i methods. The ratios of 
the asymptotic constant (for large n) in the operation count for the QR-factorization and for the action 
of multiplying the succeeding tangent map by the orthogonal matrix Q are 6 : 8 : 5 for the GS (and 
MGS), HQR, and HQRB, respectively. This means that for. large enough values of n, the savings by 
using the HQRB versus the MGS (the more efficient of the remaining methods) in the number of 
operations are more than 10% (up to about 16% asymptotically). For small values of n, a similar 
ordering of the methods based on the operation count is observed. Figure I shows the number of 
operations versus system size for the various methods for n < 10. 

8000 

I: .... 
o 

I 3000 

2000 

1000 

o 
2 3 4 s e 1 8 10 

MIU1x Size 

Fig. 1 Number of Operatfons veraua Matrút Slze for the GS, MGS, HQR and HQRB 
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Accuracy Comparlson 
The following constant map is used to compare the accuracy of the GS, the MGS and the HQRB 

methods. 

/JO+llp o o 
10 

100+11/J,J o o A= 10 J0-11 ~ JJ ~ /0~; 
(110+ 1/p)p 

10 
o o 

-p2 o o o 

Map A is a perturbation of the transpose of the com~anion matrix corresponding to the 
characteristic polynomial with rootS: 10, I, J.l., and p//O. The ~ terrn in the (2,1) entry of the matrix 
A was deleted, so that the matri.x could be represente<! with no roundotf error. 

The errors X;_,.- - X;...., as a function of the parameter J.l., in the computation of the four 

LCE's at the end of 1000 iterations are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. The exact LCE's were computed 

using I 00-digit floating-point arithmetic utilizlng MAPLE, and lhe resuhs were then truncated to 16 

digits, ali other computations were perforrned using MATLAB within the IEEE floaling point 

standard. i. e., with a machine precision of about 2.2 x I o-16. Figure 2a compares HQRB and GS, and 

we observe that for small values of 1-1. ll < I o· 7, the performance of GS deteriorates significantly in 

computing the smallest LCE (the LCE's are ordered as XJ > Xz > X3 > X4). Over the sarne range of 

ll the HQRB remains stable. Figure 2b compares HQRB and MGS, here again the largest error occurs 

in the computation of the smallest LCE using MOS. However the magnitude of this error is 

negligible when compared to the error obtained from using GS. 

5~--------------~~--------------~ 

1 

• • • •• I 

.. 
•• 
tI 

• 
• • 
• 
• •.,. • ./ E"or in z. for GS 

. . 
• . . 

• • • 
10 • 

' · o~-----r--------~-----------------4 
'-....., Error in otlur LCE's for GS and HQRB 

X computed XU(JC/ •- ti Fig. 2a Error 1 - ; veraus 1.1 u•lng HQRB and GS for MapA A • ..,r 1,000 Itera on• 
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. .r" Error iii X, for MGS .. 
o I 

Error iii z 1 for MGS and HQRB 

~ 
. ' 

3 •• 
' . 

. 5 .. 
J 2 

Error in.z,for HQRB 

E'mJr in X2 for MGS and HQRB 

-1L-----------~_.--~------------------~ 10• to·' 10• 
LI 

X computed xt!XOCI • 
Fig. 2b Error ; - ; ve"us 11 uslng HQRB and MGS for MapA after 1,000 lterations 

As a measure of accuracy of lhe methods, we can use lhe absolute value of the determinant of 

Qm. as a measure of lhe error in orthogonality in the form Cm =!l-I Det(Qm)l · Departure of Cm 

from zero would then be an indication of Jack of orthogonalíty. Other measures of error are treatcd in 

von Bremen et aJ. (1997). Figure 3 shows cm for mapA after 1,000 iterations. GS has the largest 

erro r in orthogonality. presenting an abrupt change Mound J1 = I o-7. ln Figure 2a we can also see that 

lhe error in the smaJiest LCE starts to grow significantly for ).1 < I0-7. This may be explained with the 

fact that as J1 gets close to JQ-7 we reach the point where fi( I+ ).12) = I, and the accumulation of 

roundoff errors becomes large. 
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Fig. 3 • Error cm veraua 11 for GS, MGS and HQRB, for MapA after 1,000 tteratlona 
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Conclusions 
ln this paper wc have provided a computationally efficient and robust algorithm for computing 

thc LCE's of a dynamical system. We base ou r approach on the recognition that (I) approximations 
to lhe LCE's can be obtained in a direct manncr from the diagonal elements ofthe R matrix in the QR 
factoriz.ation of lhe tangent map, and (2) t11at such a factorization can be efficiently done through a 
modification in the use of lhe Householder QR algorithm. The approach proposed here for 
detcrmining LCE's is shown to be computationally superior to the GS, MGS, and far superior to 
standard HQR melhods. ln addition. thc numerical experiments reported here show lhat the algorilhm 
is more stable wilh respect to roundoff errors than bolh the OS and the MGS algorithms. 
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Abstract 
ln this pa~r non-linear. lllfstable. SISO and MIMO mechanicol systems are considered. Among three case 
studies. the flrst one consists of a lightly damped jlexible beam hinged at one end and magnetica/ly levltated at 
the other end; the second system con.rlsts of a magnetically supported rotor, which acts as a water pump in a 
water llmnel; the third system consists of o magnetical/y levitated vehic/e protorype. Due to the unstable 
characteristic, severa/ aspects related to dosed loop experimental identijication of each system are discussed. 
Atralytícal and/or ex~rlmental models are obta/ned for e a eh system. 
Keywords: Mechanlculldentijication, Unstable Systems, Unknown Parameters. 

lntroduction 
Mechanical systems that use magnetic bearings are frequently employed in many situations 

related to rotating machines. robotics and more recently for lcvitared transport systems (Sinha, 1987}. 
This paper is concemcd with the identification of three unstable mechanical systcms which employ 
magnetic bearings. Tbe electromagnet systems adopted are inherently unstable, which introduces 
additional difficulties for any experiment. 

The first system is the simplest one in the sense that it is inherently SISO. lt consists of a lightly 
damped tlexible beam hinged at one end and magnetically levitated at the other end. Thc sccond 
system consists of a magnctically supported rotor, which acts as a water pump in a water tunnel for 
hydrodynamic tests; the supporting system for the rotor avoids thus the introduction of turbulence in 
the water flow. ln this case study, resonance frequencies are not relevant, and although it is a MIMO 
system. thc idcntification procedure could bc carried out as in the prcvious SISO case; the specific 
characteristics of the rotor resulted in a 5 input-5 output modeL particularly suitable for thc design of 
5 indc:pendenl controllers. Finally, thc: third system, a magnctically levitated vehicle prototype, is 
considered as an inherently MIMO systcm: in this case, resonance frequencies are prescnt, and too 
high order models are obtained if some approximations are not taken into account. This system has 4 
inputs and 4 outputs. 

The paper is outlined as follows : firstly a brief description of cach system is presented. The 
idenrification procedures and experimental results are then prescnted for each systcm. The last scction 
contains general comments and conclusion~ . 

Description of the Systems 

Oescription of the Beam System 

Thc flexiblt: beam considercd in this section constitutes a rcscarch set up developed for the 
investigation of differcnt control design techniques when thc resonance frcquency of the system 
varies. A schcmatic diagram of this system is shown i o Fig. I. 

Presented at lhe Ninth Workshop on Dynamics and Control- DYNCO. Rio de Janeiro. RJ -Auguslt1 -14, 1996. 
Technical Editora: Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hans lngo Weber. 
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I Microcompaler 1 v, - [ 
Power 
Circuit 

Fig. 1 Schematlc Dlagram of lhe Magnetlcally Levltated Fltxlble Beam 

ln this figure, m 1 is a mass of steel through which the magnetic circuit of lhe electromagnet is 
closed. The mass m2 represents a varying load in the middle of the beam, i represents the electrical 
current, ZJ and zz represent the gap ofthe electromagnet and the deflection ofthe beam, respectively. 
The movement of tbe beam is only in the vertical plane. ln order to keep the beam levitated, the gap 
zt of the electromagnet must be controlled. The dimensions of the flexible beam are shown in Table 
I. 

Table 1 Dimensiona of lhe Flexlble Beam 

Lengtb 
Width 

Thickness 

1.28 m 
5.08cm 
6.35 mm 

lt is worth to mention some points on the choice of the steady state gap for the electromagnet. 
Figure 2 sbows a scbemalic diagram of the designed electromagnet. 

( 

Flg. 2 Electromegnet Scheme 
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For this type of electromagnet, thc attraction force is given by: 

where: 

i(t): input electrical current, 

Zl(l): output air gap, 

1. _ p 0acN 1 

"'1 - : constanr. 
2 

(I) 

Loosely speaking, the choice of lhe steady state gap is directly related to the opposite 
requirements of energy consumption and levitation system robustness. ln tenns of energy 
consumption, it is interesting to set the gap as small as possible, in order to gel smaller current 
intensity for levitation. However, for very small gaps, magnetic core saturation may occur, increasing 
the coil inductance, and leading thus to slow control action; hence, from the point of view of the 
levitation system robustness, bigher gaps are more suitable. lo this work, the nominal gap was set as 
Zo = 5mm. This cboice is also function of the total mass of the system and electromagnet 
dimensions. lo Table 2 some design data for the electromagnet are presented. 

Nominal air gap 
Steady state current 
Dirnensions 
Number oftums 
Air permeability 

Description of the Rotor System 

Zo=5 mm 
•o =o.7 A 
a=3 cm c = 6cm 
N=1300 
IAO = 4pJ0·7 (H/m) 

This section describes a magnet ically supported rotor, which acts as a water pump in a closed 
circuit water tunnel. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the rotor and its supporting bearings. The 
purpose of such system is to avoid vibrations through the water flow, which degrades the quality of 
hydrodynamic tests. 

The rotor consists of a 60 cm diameter ring with the propeller in its center; the complete system 
mass is 75 Kg. The set up is mounted to operate in the vertical plane. The magnetic supporting 
system consists of 6 electromagnets to levitate and stabilize the ring in the radial plane 
(electromagnets 7 to 12), and 6 electromagnets to stabilíze the rotor in the axial direction 
(electromagnets I to 6). 

The electromagnets operate in pairs: I • 4, 2 • 5, 3 • 6 in the axial axis and I O • 11 ín the 
hori2ontaJ axis; the only exception is the vertical axis in which the electromagnets 7, 8 and 9 operate 
with the electromagnet 12, in order to compensate the gravity actíon. We have thus 5 points to be 
controlled; a position sensor is placed at each point. 
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7,8,9,10,11.12: R•di•l bHringa 

Description of the Vehicle System 

The constructed system consists of a magnetically levitated velticle prototype. The levitation is 
achieved by attraction forces developed by four electromagnets which were positioned in each 
extremity of the vehicle as shown in Fig. 4. Thtre are also four gap sensors to measure lhe gaps of 
these electromagnets. 

43cm 

/./ 
/ 1, 2, 3, 4: electromagnets 

Fig. 4 Sçhem.Uc Dlag,.m of lhe Vehlele Prototype 

Since lhe magnetic forces in this case are always attraction forces, an elevated way was also 
constructed. A vehicle frontal view in levitation state is presented in Fig. 5. The vehicle levitation is 
achieved lhrough the control of the gaps :l_l, j = I, 2, 3, 4. 
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Fig. 5 Vehicle Frontal View 
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The vehicle has six degrees of freedom which correspond to the three translation motions (x, y, z) 
and to the three rotation motions ($, 8, TJ). The vehicle will have independent lift, guide and 
propulsion systems, but only the levitation system (control of z. ~ and 8) has been considered in this 
paper. ln order to control the guide system (y e TJ), it would bc necessary to add four lateral 
electromagnets and to control the respective gaps. 

Thc vehicle was constructed with aluminum plates. The guideways. through which the. magnetic 
!lux !lows. were constructed with iron bars of small thickness. Laminatcd guideways would be an 
altemativc choice in order to reduce eddy currents which produce drag and repulsive forces. Drag 
forces causes power loss and repulsive forces reduce the lift forces (Sinha, 1984). However, iron bars 
werc employc:d in order to simulatc such problems that will be certa.inly present in any real system. 
Tablc 3 presents some prototype data. 

Table 3 Prototype Data 

Length 
Width 
lleight 
Mass 
Supply Voltage 
Levitation power 

Electromagnets for Levitation 

70cm 
60cm 
43 cm 
Mv=97.6 kg 
55 V DC 
377W 

The prototype studied in this work has indcpendent electromagnets to li(\ and to guide the 
vehicle. This kind of construction provides controllers with simpler structures and improves the 
reliability of the system (Sinha. I 984). The levitation electromagnets have an "E" shape as in the 
beam system (Fig. 2), and its design data are also those ofTable 2, except the steady state current, lo. 
which is equal to 1.71A. 
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ldentification of the Systems 
ln lhis section identification proccdures and results for each system described before are 

presented. The common charactcristics of the three systems are the fact lhat the)' are non-linear and 
open loop unstable. On the olher hand, they present particular featurcs from the point of vicw of 
control design. As it wi ll be scen, the tlexible beam is an inherently S ISO system: in spite of the fàct 
lhat the rotor is a MIMO system. its particular mcchanical characteristics allow the employment of 5 
independent controllers, i.c .. the plant behaves in fact as a set of SISO decoupled systems: finally, lhe 
vehide prototype will be treated as a MIMO system. Although lhe unstable characteristic leads to 
s1milar identification experimcnts, the SISOIMTMO behavior imposcs spccific data treatment. 

ln thc lhree cases the system to be identified includes the powcr circuit, the electromagnet, lhe 
plant and lhe sensor. Dueto open loop instability. experimental models can bc obtained only through 
closed loop expenments. The tirst step in lhe identification procedure was always lhe adjustrncnt of 
simple SISO lead-lag controllers in order to stabiliz.e the system. ln the case of the beam. such 
preliminary design consists of the design of a single one input - one output controller; for the rotor 
and the vehicle 5 and 4 independent SISO controllers, rcspectively, hnvc to be designed. Some details 
on the controller designs are prescnted in Binar, Sales, Lucchesi and Lima, 1995. 

Ali the experiments are hased on the injection of sinusoidal signals in the closcd loop. An ·'HP 
3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer" was employed to inject the sinusoidal signal, and to compute the 
desired frequency responses as it will bc described in the sequei. The noise prcscnce was permanently 
monitored and for ali practical considerations it could be disregardcd. 

ldentification of the Beam System 

ln order to get some insight into the physics of this system, a simple mathematical modcl. which 
can bc synthesized in two nonlinear cquations relating lhe involved forces, is prcsentcd below - see 
Fujita, Matsumura and Shimizu.. 1990 for more details: 

where 

M - mb~am +m 
b --2- 1 

m= mb~am +m, 
2 

(2) 

kt • constant proportional to the air permitivity and dependent of the eleclromagnet 
dimensions. 

a, p -constants that reprcsent forces due to the deflection of lhe beam. 

k1 ( :, ) 
1

- attraction force produced by lhe electromagneL 

i - ekctric current. 
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g - gravity. 
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The linearization of Eq.(2) produces, in addition to the resonant mode (potes in ±80 j). two real 

potes (±70) , one stable and one unstable, as shown in Eq.(4). This transfer function includes also 

one stable pole in -250, which reflects the power circuit dynan1ic effects and the inductance of the 
electromagnet (Eq.3). Jt is assumed that: 

l(s) kb 
--=---"-- (3) 

where Ye is the input of the power circuiL 

This term was estimated experimentally and incorporated in the final transfer function (Eq.4). 
Since many of the involved constants in Eq.(2) are not easily computed with precision, the obtained 
transfer function must be taken just as a rough approximation, which will be used for the first 
controller design. 

_Z1_(._çJ= _______ J_6_90~(_s_+_76~J~)~(s_-_7_6~j~) ____ __ 
V~ (s) (s + 250){s + 70)(s-70){s + 80j){s- 80j) 

(4) 

The preliminary stabilizing controller allows to go on the experiments. ln this case, lhe block 
djagram that represents lhe stabilized closed loop system for the identification experiments is shown 
in Fig. 6. 

r ... ~. 
~ 

13 
' } , 

..,. Controller -~±J 4 Plant 1-2--- z 

- - --f+'i. 
'~:i 

1 q (noise) 

Fig. 6 Cloaed loop Block Dtagram 

Sinusoidal signals of suitable frequencies are injected in point 3. The signa.ls in points I and 2 are 
then measured and their Fourier transfonns computed, resulting thus the corresponding frequency 
response. The injected frequency signal ranges from I o-1 Hz to 1 o2 Hz. 

1t is assumed that m2 may vary in its position and mass; this assumption leads to specific 
difficulties since it produces changes in the resonance frequencies. As control specification, it is 
considered that only the first resonancc frequcncy should bc "controlled", in the sense that it will be 
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lhe only onc included in the controller bandwidth; in addition. the controller should stabili.ze robustly 
the plant. These facts have direct implications in the final identified mathematical model. 

After measuremcnts are taken. lhe magnitude and phase plots of Z l Uw)IV e(jw) may be obtained. 
Nine situalions are considered accordance to lhe position dm and the v alue of the mass m2, as shown 
in Tablc 4 (Lhe entries of the table reprcscnl lhe model numbers associated 10 the measurements when 
the corrcsponding dm and m2 are considcrcd). Thus. as an exarnple, model number 5 corresponds to 
m2= l.SOkg and dm=0.7Jrn. 

Table 4 Variatlons of m2 and dm 

dm(m) 

ffi2 (kg) 0.565 0.710 0.850 
1.25 I 2 3 
1.50 4 5 6 
1.75 7 8 9 

Thcn. for each data set a curve fit was carried out. ln order to fit suitably ali data set. a lransfer 
function with 16 z.eros and 17 poles was adopted, resulting thus 9 transfer functions. Table 5 presents 
the polcs and zeros of lhe model number 5. 

Table 5 Polea and Zeroa of the Model Number 5 

Zeros (Hz) 
-7250080 
+6.99363 
-{).02875 ± 5.38535. j 
+0.02845 ± 34.23650. j 
+0.55359 ±57 .12440. j 
-1.26296 ± 65.78970 . j 
-0.16784±94.87340· j 
+0.13702±99.90610- j 
-33.82840± 102.46800· j 

Gain = -1.09 

Poles (Hz) 
-1.55922 
-1.29456 
+8.47039 
-0.05321 ± 6.02771 · j 
-{).19195±34.01600· j 
-1.41261± 65.62790· j 
-{).15000 ± 94.83800. j 
-0.65930 ± 54.1 8950. j 
+0.14164±99.88560· j 
-25.22210± 11755200· j 

A simple validation procedure for each transfer function can be obtained through the computation 
of lhe controller Kmeas (jw): 

. Gmear(Jw)- T,,.uJ Jw) 
Km•aJ JW} = . . 

Tmea./ JW JGnrtaJ JW) 
(5) 

where GmeasUw) represents the measured open loop fTequency response from point I to point 2. and 
T measGw) represents the measured closed loop frequency response. The designed controller KGw), 
which is obviously known, should be equal to KmcasGw) computed from F.q.(5). Figure 7 shows this 
comparison for the model number 5. The differences are due to difficulties to measure precisely the 
resonance frequencies (5Hz, 30Hz and 55 Hz. approximately). 

The model number 5 (m2=1.Skg and d=0.710m). for which the values of ''dm" and "mf 
correspond to central values for the admissible variations, was adopted as the nominal ooe. 
According to the control s~ifications. the controller should be robust for variations as in Table 4. 
Clearly, the order of the fitted nominal transfer function is too high (16 /.Cros and 17 poles) for 
control purposes. With this fact in mind, a model reduction algorithm was applied to this nominal 
transfer function. 
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Fig. 7 Comparlson Betw.en Kmeas<Jw) and K(Jw). 

Firstly, it can be observed that if it is desired that lhe model represents 3 resonance frequencies, 
then the least necessary degree for lhe denominator of the transfer functioo is 9, six of them 
representing the resonances. Similarly. if it is desired to model 2 resonance frequencies lhe least 
degree is 7, and to model 1 resonance frequency the least degree is 5. A malhematical model of order 
3 is not ablc to represent any resonance frequency. Allhough this model of arder 3 represents just lhe 
rigid mode of the bearn and the electromagnet dynamic, it was chosen for contrai design. Ln order to 
justify this result, let 's focus our attention on the modeling uncertainties, by computing the 
quantities: 

1.1 A ( jw)J = JGOw)- G N (jwJI 

and 

where 

IJA(jw) and IJM(jw) represent additive and multiplicative uncertainties, respectively; 

GN (jw) represents the nominal model after order reduction to 3 poles, (Fig.8), and 5 poles, 
(Fig.9); 

G(jw) representseach one ofthe models (I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 in Table 4) oforder 17. 
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Thus, from Table 4 the respective uncertainties are obtained : 

• 8 uncenainty curves of the type IL1A(jw Jl with respect to GN(jw) of a rder 3; 

• 8 unceõtainty curves ofthe type jL1 A ( jw A with respect to GN(iw) of arder 5; 

• 8 uncertainty curves ofthe type IL1 M( jw Jl with respect to GN(iw) of arder 3; 

• 8 uncertainty curves ofthe type jL1 M ( jw Jl with respect to GN(iw) of arder 5. 

ln Figures (8) and (9) some of these plots are shown. 
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Fig. 8 Multlpllc:atlve Uncertalntfes wlth Respect to GN of Order 3. 
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Fig. 9 Multlplleatfve Uncertalntlee wlth Respect to GN of Order 5. 
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It is interesting to note that the superior contour for the uncertainty curves are vcry similar in both 
figures, above 5 H.L {similar results werc obtained from the additive uncertainty plots). This is a 
consequente of the resonance frequency variation when m2 and dm vary. l lence. from the point of 
view of uncertainty modeling both transfer functions, of ordcr 5 and 3, are equivalent. for simplicity 
the third order model is recommended for future control design. Equations {6) and (7) present below 
the transfer functions of order 5 and 3. respectively. 

and 

GN(s) = - 7.!9(s- 408.56)(s + 4/2.90)(s-0.18 ± 33.83j) 
(s + 97.97 )(s + 81.340)(s - 53.22)(s + 3.34 ± 37.87 j) 

G () 
_ -7.19(s- 408.56)(s+ 412.90) 

N S -
( s + 107.77 )(s + 89.47 )(s- 53.22) 

ldentification of the Rotor System 

(6) 

(7) 

For cach pai r of electromagnets a simple mathematical model can be derived from the schematic 
diagram of Fig. 10. whcre a pair of elcctromagnets applies forces F+ and F· to the mass, Mr, placed 
between thcm. 

Fig. 10 A Patr of Electromagnets. 

ln th is case, 

F = K (l+ól/ 
+ m (x-áx/ 

F = K (1-ó!/ 
- m(/+ól/ 
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and 

F. ! M . 5X = F - F = K [(I + ól / - (I - ó! / l 
' r + - m (x - óx/ (x+óx/ 

The state space nonlinear equations resultas: 

LI 

XJ=dx 

Xj =X) 

i = Km [ (I + ól / _ (I- ól / l 
1 

M, (x-óx/ (x+óx/ 

and the linearized corresponding equations present two eigenvalues: 

Àu = ± I~ Km J 
M,x 

similar to the beam case. 

Following this procedure, the complete model was derived by considering eacb pair of 
electromagnet independently. ln fact. lhe mechanical characteristics of the rotor suggested that there 
should have weak couplings betwecn distinct pairs of electromagnets; this was experimentally 
confirrned as it wiiJ be seen in the sequei. 

The parameter values for the rotor system are presented in Table 6. 

Table 6 Para meter Valut1 for the Rotor Syatem 

Mr 
Ka (D, E and I electromagnets constants) 
Kr (X and Y axis electromagnets constants) 
Gap 

75 kg 
1.5xJ0-4 NmtA2 
1.78xJ0-4 Nm2JA2 
0,015 mm 

Tbe linear dynamjc equations, in the case ofthe horizontal axis, are: 

u~J = [2.8~101 b]{;J+[ /2]-u 
y= (o.2-I01 o]-[;J 

(8) 

where x1 = óx , x2 = & , u = ó/, and the output matrix represents the position sensor gain (V/m). 
The equilibrium point is around I = I A. 

As in the analytical modeling, the experimental measurements were taken independently for each 
bearing pai r. ln this case, the experimental procedure follows exactly that one of the beam system. 

From Figure 9 it can be noted that the experimental measurements are close to lhe analytical 
model (Eq.8), confinning so the weak couplings in the system. Note that, differently from the beam 
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case, the power circuit and the inductance dynamic effects were neglected in Eq. 8, witbout 
introducing significant errors. 

~+20r---~--r-~~~~--~--~~~~~----, 

O r=~=~T: :$: ~:aa~' ~ai~i~~: ~m:ode:l! ····l···f·· ··j·Fj············ 

-20 · ..... : .. ~.:.: ........... . 

-40 

~0~-----~_._.~~~----------._~~~~~-----~ 

+100~--~~~~~~y---~--~~~~y---

degrees 

Fig. 11 Horizontal Axla Bode Plots for tfle Aluilytleal end Experirntntll Mod.tt 

ldentification of the Vehlcle 
Although an analytical model could be developed as in Jayawant, Sinha, Wbeeler, Whorlow and 

Willsher, 1976, in this section only the experimental identification proctdure and the corresponding 
results for the vehicle prototype are presented. The point that makes this case different from the 
above considered systems is the multivariable characteristic. As it will be seen, this fact may lead to 
very high order models, and some special care must be taken. 

As in the rotor case, the first step consists in the design of four independent stabili.zing controllers 
kjGc(s) (i=1. 2, 3, 4), irnplemented as in Fig. 12. 

v1 z1. 

l'z Vz Zz 

,., v~ 
G(s) 

z~ 

'· v. z. 

Flg. 12 Syst.rn Block Dllgrsrn 

The second step consists in the measurement of the closed loop frequency response. A sinusoidal 
signal, d J, is injected as in Fig. 12 and the 4 systern outp.uts, ZJ , 22, ZJ and 1.4. are acquired. The 
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sarne procedure is repeated separately for the remaining inputs d2, d3 and d4, and thus I 6 closed loop 
frequency responses are obtained. 

Tbe sarne number of inputs and outputs allows some simple operations in order to get an 
experimental model, i.e.: 

"' z.,(jw}=( l +G( jw}K( jw)F1G(jw)d(jw) (9) 

o r 

.d 

z,.( jw)=G,.1 ( jw)d(jw) (tO) 

and hence 

(li ) 

for every w such that (I - K(jw)Omru w)) is invertible, 

ln the above equations K(jw) = GcGw) diag(kl k2 k3 k4), kj (i= I, 2, 3, 4) constant, and 

[

dJfjw)] 
d( . ) ~ d1(jw) 

JW dJ(jw) 
d,tfjw) 

Clearly, the computation of Eq. (I!) can be easily performed ín the numerical case, i.e., the gain 
and the phase of G(jw) can be computed for each w. On the other hand, if a curve fit is performed for 
each experimental frequency response in Omt(jw), then an analytical expression can be obtained for 
G(jw). However, in thís last case too long expressions may occur. This fact can be illustrated for a 
system with the sarne number of inputs and outputs, as follows. Let: 

f. : number of inputs o r outputs of the system; 
p: degree ofthe denominator ofOc(s); 
a : degree ofthe common denominator ofGrnt(s); 

t. 
G(jw)= G0 (jw): open loop frequency response computed numerically through Eq. (li); 

/l 

G(s) = G8 (s): open loop transfer function matrix computed analytically through Eq. ( I I). 
If there is not any zero-poJe cancellatíon, the common denominator degree, V , of the transfer 

function matrix 0 8(s) is given by: 

v= ( p+C7)l 

ln this case, the minimal state space realization (Kaílath, I 980) for G8(s) is given by the 
McMillan degree, y, which in the consjdered problem results as: 

r = e v = r p + (j )t1 (12) 

Using a controller Gc(s) with p=6, Eq.( 12) results as: 

r= (6 + (j) · 41 = 96 + 16 . (j (13) 
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Equation (13) shows that even for small values of a, the number of open loop states results high, 
which leads naturally to the application of order reduction algorithms. On the other hand, mechanícal 
models with rcsonances are frequently iii conditioned, and under these conditions convergence of 
order reduction algorithms may fail. Fortunately, as a consequence ofthe geometrical and mechanical 
symmetries of the vehicle, the 16 identified closed loop frequency responses are very similar; this 
allowed the approximation shown in the sequei. 

ln thís sense. each one ofthe 16 closed loop frequency responses were approximated by the sarne 
transfer function with degree 4, producing a transfer function matrix Gmrts) with common 
denominator with degree 4 (o=4). Figure (14) shows a typical frequency response, which relates the 
input d1 to the output z1, G11101(s), for the experimental identification and for the adjusted transfer 
function with degree 4. The rigid body movement of the vehicle in 12rad/s was the main 
characteristic which was taken into account in this approximation. This curve fit produces, thus, an 
open loop model, G,(s), with 160 states (see Eq. 13). 

~---------------------T--------------------~ 

--- - - - --~ 

w (rodla) 

w (rodla) 

Fig. 13 Fr.quency RnpoMn of G..,,(Jw) for ttle Exptrlrntntalldentlfle.tlon end for the ipproxlmat.d transfer 
functlon wtth degree 4. 

Using Eq. (li), the computation ofthe numerical model G.,Qw) and ofthe analytical model G,(s) 
produced the singular values presented in Fig. 14. ln order to validate the model G, (s) with 160 
states, step disturbances d,. dl> d1 and d• were app1ied simultaneously to the real and simu1ated closed 
loop system. Fig. 15 shows the corresponding time responses. 

Although tbe results in Figs. 14 and 15 may be satisfactory, the identified model G,(s) with 160 
sta1es is considered a high order model for control desígn, for example. An order reduction algorithm, 
based on Schur method, was then applied. lt is worth to mention that many algorithms were tested, 
and that due to numerical problerns, convergence was achíeved only when the state space equations 
were writtcn using Gílbert's realization (Kailath, 1980). The model of 160 states, G,(s), was, thus, 
reduced to a model of 16 states. Thc singular values for the complete and the reduced ord.cr model 
resu1ted very similar, as shown in Fig. 16. 
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16 •tatu 1-l 160 stalu(.) 

------~--~ 
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Fig. t6 Singular Valuea of the Model G.Uw) Wlth 16 and 160 Statn. 
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Equations (14) and (15) present the identified closed Joop transfer function matrix, Gmt<s), with 
common denominator of degree 4 and thc controllcr transfcr function matrix, K(s), rcspcclively. 

[ 

1.000 0308 
0.2/8 1.665 

G,.f(s) =- 0.390 1.191 
0.9/6 0.391 

[

0.2775 

K(s)=- g 
o 

0.2667 
o 
o 

0395 
/.004 
1221 
0.374 

o 
o 

02503 
o 

0285 . 0.0256( s + 1.6285)( s + 10.2255 ){s- 248.5757 )(s + 683.o728) 1.259] 

~:~~~ (s+ 2.0718± /0.5878j )(s+ 22.0294 ± 2.6509 j) 

( 14) 

g ]· (s+0.84)(S+ /03.27)(s+ 1?62..!_)(s±7f!00.00l.._(_s+7834.97) 
O s(s + 368.42)(s+ 340.30 ±I i8.65j){s+ 7196.12± 347 33j) 

0.2394 

( 15) 

Control Design and lmplementation Considerations 
ln this scction some bricf comments on control design and implementation are presented. As 

observed in the "Identification of lhe Systems" section, the first step in the identification procedure 
was the adjustment of simple SISO lead-lag controllers to stabilize lhe plant. For the bcam and lhe 
vehicle systerns, digital controllers to run a sampling frequency of 3 kHz werc ernployed; the rotor 
controller was analogic. 

The final rnodel obtained for the flexible beam was used for H2, 1--1.,. and HiH.., controller design 
purposes. The main results are presented in (Bittar, Sales, Lucchesí and Lima. 1995). The final model 
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model obtained for the rotor was used for an analogic H00 controller design. The main results are 
presented in (Porsch, 1996). ln the case of lhe vehicle prototype, the final MJMO system has been lhe 
subject of research of l-12 and 1-100 digital controller designs. Robustness and performance are the 
main characteristics to be investigatcd. 

Concluding Remarks 
ln this paper identification case studies for non-linear unstable SISO and MIMO mechanical 

systems werc considered. Thc unst.able characteristic imposes lhat any identification experiment 
should bc carried out in a closed loop configuration. 

ln tbe first case study, a flexible beam, emphasis was given to tbe modeling uncertainty 
characterization, and lhe final model , potentially for contrai design, eonsisted of a lhird order model. 
The system h as one input and one output. and thc conclusion followed as a direct consequence of the 
variatíon of the resonance frequency of the beam. An interesting point to bc noted is that, although 
the resonancc frequency is not modeled in the suggested model, such model is suitable for contrai 
dcsign even if it is dcsired that the controller actuates in this frequency range. lt seems tbat some 
other approach, e .g., 1-1-synthesis, should be used in arder to take into account the effect of the 
varying resonance. 

ln the second case study, a magnetically supported rotor. a simple mathematical model was 
analytícally derived. The simplicity of the model relies on lhe fact that couplings arnong bearings 
were neglected. The analytical model was compared with experimental frequency responses and very 
good results were obtained, confirming so the low coupling assumed. 

ln the third case study, a magnetically levitated vehicle prototype, an experimental model was 
obLained. Special emphasis was dedicated to lhe characterization of the multivariable behavior of the 
plant. The first experimental model resulted a high arder one, and order reduction algorithms had to 
be employed. ln order to get convergence of these algoritltms, Gilbert's state space realization 
developed a dccisive role due to iii numerical conditioning of lhe model. The final 16 states model 
was validated lhrough its singular values and time responses. 
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Abstract 
Li~ar dynamlcal systems are considered whlch are de:scrlbed by ordinary dljferentlal equations. We assume 
that lhe matrix oj the system Is uncertain or subject lo disturbances, and only lhe bounds on each elemenl of lhe 
matrix are known. We obtain outu ellip.soldal estimate.s on reachable seiS oj the system and deduce equations 
tk:scrtbing the tvolution oj the approximatíng ellip:soid:s. An example is pre:senled The paper extends the 
approach oj prev/ou:s papers (Chemou:sko, 1980, 1982, /994) where the case of addltfve dí:sturbances wa:s 
constdered to the more complicated case oj mrlltipllcatlve disturbances. 11re obtai~d results make it possib/e to 
evaluate di:sturbances caused by uncertaln or perturbed parameters oj dynamlcal systems (e.g., stiffness, 
dampingjactors, feedback c~fficients. electrica/, parameters, etc.). 
Keywords: Dynomical System, Reachoble Set, U~rtain Parameters, State E:stimation. 

lntroductlon 
Dynamical systems with unknown, uncertain or perturbed parameters arise in many applications. 

lt is important to obtain bounds on reachable sets of such systems, in other words, bounds on ali 
possible motions of these systems. ln this paper we consider linear systems of ordinary differential 
equations with uncertain matrices whose elements are bounded both from below and above. Such 
systems serve as models for various mechanical, electrical, and other systems whose parameters are 
not known precisely or can vary in an uncertain way (for example. stiffness and damping factors in 
mechanicaJ systems, electrical resistanee, capacity, and inductivity, feedback coefficients, etc.). We 
shall obtain outcr ellipsoidal estimatcs on reachable sets and use the method of cllipsoids (see 
Schweppe, 1973, Kurzhanski, 1977, Chcmousko, 1980, 1982. 1994). Ellipsoidal cstimates have a 
number of advantages such as rather simple and explicit forro of approximation, smooth boundaries, 
invariance with respect to linear transformations, etc. 

Nomenclatura 
A = matrix of linear L, = Lagrange's tunctlons x,, auxillary designatlons 

transfonnatlon L, x2 
8 z vector of the center of M .. lnitlat set y = auxlliary vector 

an elllpsoid m "' number of nonzero ~ y, = its components 
8, = its components n • order of the system • 

Y1 = bounds on y1 b vector of translation p = root of the algebraic 
b, • bounds ot uncertalntles equation 6 = small lncrement ot time 

C(t) = matrlx of the linear o. = matrices of approxi- e = radlus of the clrcle 

system o,. ting elllpsoids À, Lagrange's multipllers 

Co. = known and unknown 02 ..t,.~ 

c, parta ofC o, elements of matrix a Àt = eigenvalues 

d = auxiliary vector q • auxiliary scalar quantlty ~I = auxllíary numbers 

c, .. elements of C, (('= n-dlmensionat space v = number of índices for 

D(t, s. M) = reachable set r, .. semiaxes of an which r1= O 
E • elllpsoid elllpsoid u, = signs of c. 
f(t) • glven function s inltiallnstant of tíme r intermediate instant of 

G = diagonal matrlx t .. time time 
H = auxillary deslgnatlon T • transposition of a ~ = auxllíary vector 
I = unit matrix matrix n = set of ali possible x2 

)( c vector of state 

Preaented atlhe:Ninlh Worbhop on ;:., .... mica and Control- OYNCO, Rio de Janeiro, RJ- August11-14, 1996. 
Tectanical Editora~ .Agenor de Toledo Fleury and Hana tngo Weber. 
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Throughout. we use lhe following denotation for an n-dimensional ellipsoid 

E(a,Q)={ x:(Q-1(x-a),(x-a)) ~ I} ( I ) 

Here a is ao-dimensional center of the ellipsoid, Q is a positive definite n x n-matrix, and the 
brackets (, , .) denote lhe scalar product of vectors. Note that the ellipsoid ( 1) degenerates into a point 
x =a as Q-+ O. 

Statement of the Problem 
Consider a linear system of ordinary differential equations 

x=C(t)x+ f(t) (2) 

Here, x is an o-dimensional vector of state variables, t is time, C is an n X n-matrix, f is a given ,_ 
dimensional vector fuoction of time. We assume that the matrix C(t) consists of two parts: the known 
part C0 ( t) and unknown part C1 ( t) which represents uncertainties and disturbances, so that 

C(t) = C0 (t )+ Cdt) (3) 

The elements c jk ( t) of the matrix C1 (I) satisfy the following inequalities 

(4) 

where b jft. ( f ) are given nonnegative functions. 

Equations (2) - ( 4) hold for t ~ s where s is the initial instant of time. The initial state x(s) can 

be unknown, and only the set M containing this state is given. Thus, we have the following initial 

condition 

x(s) EM, (5) 

The set endpoints :t(t) of ali state trajectories x() of the system (2) under the imposed conditlons 
(3) • (5) is called the reachable set ofthe system and denoted by D(t, s, M). Tbus, we have 

x( t ) E D(t,s, M ) (6) 

for ali t ~ s and ali for possible solutions of (2). The reachable set has the following evolutionary 
property 

D(t,s, M )= D(t, r,D(r,s.M)) (7) 

where 't is any instant such that r e ( s, t) . 
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We shall look for outer ellipsoid approximetion of reachable set. ln other words, we are to find 
the n-dimensional vector a(t) and n x n-matrix Q(t) (as functions of time I) such that the following 
inclusion 

D(t,s, M) c E(a(t).Q(t)). t;::: s (8) 

holds for ali I :::::: s . 

Of course, this problem has an infinite number of solutions: any ellipsoid containing the obtained 
solution E( a( I), Q( 1 )) is also e solution of our problem. 1t is natural to minimize some measure of 

approximating ellipsoids, e.g .. their volume or the sum of squared semiaxes. This approach was 
developed in papers (Chemousko, 1980, 1982, 1994) dealing mostly with additive disturbances. 
Here, we do not obtain optimal approxirnating ellipsoids but use some optimal operations with 
ellipsoids so that our approximations for multiplicative disturbances can be called suboptimal. 

Transformations of Ellipsoids 

Suppose we have obtained thc approximating ellipsoid E (a( t ), Q( t )) satisfying the inclusion 

(7) for some instant t <:::. s . so that 

x(t) E E(a(t),Q{t)) (9) 

Let us find tbe approximating ellipsoid for the instant t +LI where LI ;::: O is a small increment 

oftime. 

h follows from Eqs. (2) and (3) that 

x 1 =(! + LIC0 (1J]x(t)+ 4f(t), x 1 =11C/t)x(t) (lO) 

where I is a unit n x n-matrix. According to ( 10), to obtain the ellirsoid E(a(t+11),Q(t+11)) 

containing the vector x( I + LI), it is sufficient to perform the following three operations: 

I. Obtain an ellipsoid containing the vector x 1; 

2. Obtain an ellipsoid containing tbe vector x1; 

3. Obtain an ellipsoid containing the sum x1 +x1 . 

Let us consider these operations separately. 
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The first operation is reduced to the affine trensforrnation of an ellipsoid. lf some n-dimensional 
vector :x satisfies lhe inclusion x s E( a, Q). then 

Ax+b E E( Aa+b. AQAT) (li) 

Herc A is an arbitrary nonsingular n x n-matrix, b is an o-vector, and T denotes lhe transposed 
matrix . Applying lhe relationship ( li) to the vector x 1 from (1 0), we obtain 

a1 =[1 +L1C0(t) )a(t)+ 4f(t) 

Q1 =[ 1 + L1C0 (t J)Q(t )[1 + L1C"f (t )] ( 12) 

Consider now the socond operation. Denote by n the set of ali possible vectors x2 given by ( 10) 
wherc x(t) satisfies the inclusion (9) and the elements of the matrix C J(l) obey the constraints (4). lt 
can be proveo that, in general, the set O is not convcx. but ít is starlike wilh respect to the origin of 
coordinates and symmetrical with respect to ali coordinate hyperplancs. To fiod an ellipsoid 
containing the set O, let us first obtain a rectangular parallelepiped containing O. Denote 

x1 =L1y, y=CJ(t)x(t). x(t)=a(t )+Ç ( 13) 

Using ( 4), (9), and ( 13), we obtaio the following estimates 

s f b1.la..t l+maxmax l(c.i.ç)l 
k : / C) /( " 

( 14) 

Here, d. is the n-vector with the components c-~c, /c = I . .... n. We omit here the argument t and 
denote by subscripts the respective components of'vectors. The maxima in (14) should be taken with 
respect to Cjk and Ç sat1sfying the constraints (4) and Ç, e E(O, Q), rcspcctively. To find lhe second 
maximum m ( 14 ), we com pose Lagrange's function 

and set its gradient with respect to Ç, equal to zero 

( 15) 

Here, À is Lagrange's multiplier. From ( 15) we get 

(16) 
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Substituting (16) into the condition (Q-1Ç,Ç), we obtain the equality (Qcj,cj )=4J.? and 

detennine À..= ± ( 1 I 2) ( Qcj. cj )yj . lnserting this expression for 1.. into ( 16 ), we get 

(17) 

We substitute Ç from (17) into (d, Ç) and find he second maximum in (14) 

( )

yj 
maxl(~ . ç)j=(Qd.~)= L QfKhpcjp 
~ p.q• l 

(18) 

Now, according to ( 14 ), we are to maxim!ze .the expression ( 18) with re.spect to Cjk subjcct to the 
inequalities (4). Since the quadratic fonn (Qd. d) is a convex function of d, the destred maximum is 
attained atone ofthe apices ofthe parallelepiped defined by the inequalities (4). We have 

ciJ = bijuij • ui} = ±1, i,j=l, ... ,n (19) 

Taking into account the relationships ( 14}, (18), and ( 19), we obtain 

(20) 

Here the maximum is taken o ver ali a ij = ± I; i, j ... I, ... , n. 

Remark 1. To calculate the max.imum in (20), we are to search through 2m-/ variants 
corresponding _to vari?~s signs of Oij. Here, m is_ the number of nonzero el_ements bij, and the 
exponent m-1 tS condtttoned by the tãct that the S1multaneõus change of ali stgns of O"ij does not 
change the sum in (20) to be maximized; hence, the sign of one of O"ij can be chosen arliitrarily. ln 
the general case, we have m = nl, but, in many applications, disturbances and uncertainties are 
present only in a límited number of elements of the matrix C in (2), and m is small. 

Remuk 2. Let bjk = O for some j and ali k = I, ... , n. Then, by virtue of (20), we obtain y j =O , 

and the set O lies in the hyperplane Yj = O. This case occurs, if some rows of the matrix C in (2) do 
not contain uncertainties. 

Remark 3. Let only one element of the matrix C in (2) is uncert.ain, i.e., b;k = O except bjp > O. 
Here, the expression (20) is reduced to explicit fonnulas 

(21) 

Let us now find an ellipsoid containing the rectangular parallelepiped (20). Since the axes of the 
parallelepiped coincide with the coordinate axes, we take the approximating ellipsoid as follows 

(22) 

The lengths r} of the semiaxes are chosen so that the ellipsoid (22) contains the parallelepiped 
(20). We have 
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n -}( .)1 I r· y - = I 
}•I I J 

(23) 

We also require that the volume of the ellipsoid (22) (which is proportiona.l to the product of ali 
rj) should be minimal under the condition (23). Let us compose Lagrange's function corresponding to 
lhis conditional extremai problem 

" n 
L1 = Tir1 +l1 z>1-1(y;)1 

j • l j • l 

where ÀI is Lagrangc's multiplier. Setting the derivatives of LJ with respect to r; equal to zero, we 
get 

Substituting this expression for rj into (23), we obtain À2 = n. Thus, we have 

r =n~y~ 1·-1 n J }' - , .. .. (24) 

lf bjk = O for so111e j and ali k = I , ... ,n, this result can be improved. ln this case, acoording to 
Remar(( 2, we have y1 =O . Let the number of índices} such that bjk = O for ali k = l , ... ,n, is equal to 
v, o :S v n. Then the sei n lies in a (n- v)-dimensionaJ hyperplane, and it is natural to approximate n 
by a (n - v)-dimensional ellipsoid lying in the sarne hyperplane and having minimal (n - v)· 
dimensional volume. lnstead of (24) we obtain 

(25) 

Now we can present the result of the second operation mentioned at the beginning of Section 
"Tran.sformation of Ellipsoids". i.e ., the estima te on the vector X2 from ( 13), as follows 

x1 c E(O,Q1 ), (26) 

Here, the symbol diag ( } denotes the diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements rj, j = 1, ... ,n . 

Now we are to find an ellipsoid E(a{t+~).Q(t+~)) containing the sum x(t + ~) = XJ + x2 

from (10). Here, XJ and x2 belong the ellipsoids giveo by (12) and (26), respectively. Hence, the 
resulting ellipsoid must satisfy the inclusion E(a(t + ~). Q(t + ~)) :::> E(a1 , Q1 ) +E(a1 ,Q2 ) where 

a2 = O. We shall minimize the volume of the resulting ellipsoid. To this cnd, we use the formulas for 
the ellipsoid of the minimal volume oontaining the sum of two given ellipsoids (Cbemousko, 1980, 
1982, 1994) 

(27) 
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Q(t + .1}=( p - J + /)Q1 +(p+ I)Q1 

Here, p > O is a unique positive root of lhe algebraic equation 

n I n 
I--=--
t-Jp+Â-1 p(p+l) 

Here, À] ~O, i = I, .... n, are lhe roots ofthe characteristic equation 

Each root is counted according to its multiplicíty. 

(28) 

(29) 

Differential Equations for the Evolution of Approximating Ellipsoids 
Substituting a 1 from (12) and a2 ""' O into lhe first formula (27), we obtain 

a(t + .1)=[1 + .1C0 (1)]a(t)+ 4f(t) 

As t:. -+ O, this equation tums into the differential equation for the function a(t) 

á = C0 (t)a + f(t) (30) 

Now we substitute QJ from ( 12) and Q2 from (26) into lhe second formula (27). We get 

Q(t + .1)=( p - J + l){Q(t)+ .1 [C0 (t)Q(t)+ Q{t )C~ (t) 

+0( Li )}+(p+ I)LfG 
(31) 
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Let as evaluate the root p of equation (28). lnserting Q 1 and Q2 from the respective formulas ( 12) 
and (26) into Eq. (29), we obtain 

det[Q(t)+O( .1)-d A.G ]=o (32) 

The roots Àj of cquation (32) for small ó. can be presented as follows 

j=l, ... ,n (33) 

where ~j are new unknowns. Here and below, dots denote terms of higher orders in ó.. Substituting 
(33) into (32), we obtain tbe following equation for PJ 

det [Q- J (t)- PJ I ]=o (34) 
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Sínce the matrix Q is positive definíte and lhe matríx G is nonnegative definíte, Eq. (34) has n 
nonnegativc roots ~i (eacb root is counted aocordíng to its multíplicity). Let us seek lhe unique root p 
of Eq. (28) ín the form 

ri - 1 p=<J q + ... (35) 

Substituting expansions (33) and (35) into Eq. (28) and expanding its both sides into series in À 
weobtain 

d IJ.lj(l+ ... ) = ndq1 (1+ ... ) 
/;/ 

Thus, wc: have 

//( , )Yz q=n-71 LIJ · 
/ c / ./ 

(36) 

The sum of ali roots of lhe characteristic equation (34) is equal to lhe trace of lhe matrix Q-lo. 
Hencc. we obtaín frorn (36) 

(37) 

lnserting (35) into Eq. (3 1) and omittang terms of order 62, we obtain after transformations 

Q(t +LI)= Q(l) +LI [C0 (1 JQ(t)+Q(t)C'{ (t)] 

+ LlqQ( t ) + Llq- 1G(t )+ . .. 

As 6 ~ O, this cquation bccomes lhe differential equation for lhe matrix Q(l) 

Q= C11 (t )Q + Q( t )C{ ( t) + qQ+q- 1 G (38) 

Thc obtained equations (30) and (38) together with the relationships (26) for G, (25) for '} (20) 

for y;, and (37) for q forma system of differential equations for lhe vector a(t) symrnetrical positive 

definite matrix Q(t). To obtain initial conditions, we should find an ellipsoid E(ao, Q()) containing 
the initial set M from (5) (E( a(). Q()) ;:) M) and take 

a(s)=a0 • Q(s)=Qo (39) 

The obtained results are summarized in the following theorem. 
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Tbeorem. The ellipsoid E(a(t), Q(t)). whose parameters a(t) and Q(t) satisfy the differential 

equations (30) and (38) (together with the relationsbips (26) for G, (25) for r;. (20) for y;, and {37) 

for q) under the initial conditions (39), satisfies the inclusions (8) for t ;? s and (9) for ali admissible 
x(t). 

Remark 4. The linear system (30) for a(t) can be integrated independently of the nonlinear 
system (38) for Q(t), whereas the latter system depends on a(t) through the matrix G, see (26), (25), 
(20). 

Remnk 5. The obtained approximating ellipsoids bave the evolutionary property similar to the 
property (7) ofreachable sets. Narnely, we have 

E(a{t),Q( t)) :::> D(t. r,E(a(r)),Q(r))). s sr SI 

This property directly follows from lhe procedure described above: the approximating ellipsoid at 
each instanl of time is obtained directly from the ellipsoid for the prcccding in~tant. 

Remark 6. The nonlinear system (38) for the matrix Q resembles lhe similar S)'stcm for the case 
of additive disturbances (Chernousko, 1980, 1982, 1994). The diffcrence lies in the expression for 
the matrix G which depends oo a and contains the operation ofmaximization. see (20). 

Remark 7. As ii was already mentioned in Remarks I - 3. the operation of maximiz.ation in (20) 
can be often considerably simplified. 

Example 
Lct us consider the following two-dimensional S)' stem (n = 2) 

1 c(t) 1 $ b (40) 

where c(t) is an uncertain disturbance and b is a positive coostant. lf c(t) is a pcrioúic function, then 
the system (40) describes the parametrically excited linear oscillator. ln our case. thcrc is only one 
nonzero element c 21 of the matrix c 1, and the formulas (21) hold with j = 2. p = I. On the strength of 
(26), (25), (21). we have v= I and 

Co =[ ~1 b]. (41 ) 

ln ou r case, the system (30) becomes 

(44) 

We calculate q from (37) and compose ú1e system (38), taking into account the rclationships (41 ). 
Thus we obtain 

Qll =2QI1 +qQu. 

(43) 
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Let the initial set M at t =O be a c i rele with the radius E and the centre at the origin of coordinates 
in the x JX} plane. Then, we have 

(44) 

The system (42) under the initial conditions (44) has the trivial solution aJ = a; = O. Then the 
system (43) becomes 

(45) 

Note that the right-hand sides of Eqs. ( 45) are homogeneous functions Qlj, and the equations are 
invariant with respect to the transformation Qij ~ ).Qlj with the pararneter À.. Hcnce, without loss of 
generality, we can set t = I in (44). 

Results of nurnerical solution of the initial v alue problem (45), (44) with b = 0.8 are presented in 
Fig. I. Knowing the functions a = O and Qij(t), we can estimate ali possible solutions of the system 
( 40) under ali admissiblc disturbances c(t) on the strength of (9). 

a a,(t) 

s~--~----4---~~--~----4---~ 

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

Fig. 1 nme Hla1ory of OIJ 
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Conclusion 
290 

The estimates presented in the paper make it possible to evaluate the influence of parametric 
uncertainties and disturbances in linear dynamical systems. 
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Abstract 
T'lre nonlinear dynamic optimízotion problem (NDOP) r(:rO.{IO, T}) on the time lnlerval {to, T} jrom the initia/ 
state :rO is consldered. lf the NDOP is mu/tlcriterial or game-theoretlc, tltere uists a rlch variety of optima/ity 
principies each one consisling jrom a sei of optimal decislons. Denote one such optimality principie in 
fTxo.{to. T]) by M(xo.[t().1]). For a given optimlll decislon iii (XO,{t().1]) E M (:r().[t().1]) lei x (1) be lhe 
co"espondlng oprima/ trajectory. Conskkr NDOP subproblems along i {t)fT X (t).{t, T}). I E.{l(). T]. Let 
M( x (t). {t, T]) be tlu! corresponding optlmality principie. Denote by iii (i (l}.[t, T]) lhe trace of optimal 
declsion iii (x().{l(). T]) ln subproblem fT X (t).{t. T}}. T'lre optlmality principie is cal/ed time-conslslenl 1/ for 
every m (x().[IO. T]) E M (xo.ft(). T}) tlu! trace iii (i (1), {1, T]) E M (X (t).[t. T]) Most of lhe classical 
oplimality principies Í1l NDOP fTxO,{tO.T]) (as Shown in (Petrosjan, 1993; Petrosjan and Ze1Wvich, 1996)} are 
time Í11Conslstent. T'lre "agreeable soluuon" (Kaitala and Pohjola, 1988) as an optimality princlp1e in NDOP is 
considered íts tíme-conslstency invesllgated and tlu! regularization procedure whích guarantees the time
consistency of the regularized optimality principie proposed. 
Keywords: Agreeable Solution, Nash Equilibria, Pareio Optimality, Time-Consistency. 

I ntrod uctlon 

Consider a two-person non-zero-sum differential game F(xo.{t(). T]). where the duration T- to of 
the game is fixed but in our case may take also infinite value. 

The motion equations are 

(I) 

The payoff of player i is given by: 

T 

K1(x0 [t0 , T).uJ{-).uJ{-))= J e-P(t - to Jg1(x(t),u1(t),u1(t)}dt, g 1 ~ O. i= 1.2 (2) 

lo 

where Ç is the discount rate. We assume that the state trajectory is uniquely defined on I E [t0 , T] 
by the initial conditions x(tQ) = xo and by the strategy pair u() = (u j( ).u2()). 

lf the players agree to cooperate, then they play the open-loop strategy pair 
u• (t)=(uj ( t ). uj(t )) which generates a Pareto·optimal (PO) payoff vector 

T 

..t1(x0 (t0 , r])= K1(x0(t0 ,T] ,uj(t ), uj(t))= Je-p(1- 1o) g1(x•(t). uj(t ),uj(t} )dt. i= 1.2 

lo 

(3) 

Presented at lhe Ninth V\lor1(ahc)p on Dynamics and Control · OYNCO, Rio de Janeiro, RJ - August 11-14, 1996. 
Technical Editora: Agenor de Toledo Fleury lnd Hans lngo Weber. 
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Denote by x • (t) the corresponding state trajectory generated as the unique solution of the 
differential equation: 

x(t )= /( x(t),uj ( t ). uj(t)). 

lf the player do not cooperate, then many options are available for the computation of the 

disagreement poinl (DP). Indeed, one can assume that the players irnplement open-loop maximin 

strategies, or one of Nash equilibria (Nash, 1950) in feedback or open-loop strategies, if it exists. 

Denote by üO = (ui{-). Uz o). the chosen disagreement pai r of strategies. Let X ( t) be the 

disagreement state trajectory resulting from implementing the disagreement strategy pair 

u{·) =(üJ{-). uJ{-)} . Denote by 

1' 

w;(xo( to, r])= Je-p(l-lo)g;(:i'i (t),iij (I ).üJ(t) }tt, i= /,2 (4} 

the payoff of player í, i= 1, 2 obtained for the chosen disagreement strategies. 

We restrict our analysis only to those Pareto payolfs that satisfy (global) individual rationality 
condition, called in the sequei admissible Pareto payoffs, that is 

Consider the farnily of subgames T(x • (t).{lo. r]) along the cooperative Pareto-optimal trajectory 

x • (1). 1 ~: {to. r]. As in T(xo. (t).{t(). T]) we introduce the cooperative and disagreement solutions in 

subgames T(x•(t).{to.TJ). From Bellman's optimality principie .it follows that the pair of open-loop 

contrais u(r) - (uJ(rJ,u2(r)). r~t. which coincide with u"(rJ=(u;(r),u;(r)) on time interval 

{1, T], fonns a cooperative solution in T(x • (t}.{to. r}) (Bellmann, 1957). Corresponding payoffs are 

given by 

T 

Ã;(x•(r).[ t0 • ri)= Je-p(r-l} g;(.r"( r),ui( r), ui( r))a'r. í = 1.2 (5) 

Denote by w;(x•(t),{t.r]) the noncooperative payoff of player i. i = / ,2 in the subgame 
T(x • (t).[t, r]). These payoffs are computed with the initial condition x(t) = x • (t) and by inserting the 
appropriate pair of strategies (maximin, a feedback or an open:loop Nash) in (4) starting from t. 

lf the players cooperate from the starting date until the end of the game, then each player will get 
bis (total) Pareto-optimal payoff given by (3). Recall that we have restricted admissible Pareto 
payoffs to thosc satisfying (global) individual rationality. Thls restriction does oot guarantee that 
individual rationality property will be satisfied at any intennediate date. lndeed, it may happen that at 
a certain t, 1 E {to. T], one player may fmd it advantageous to switch to h is noncooperative strategy. 

The Time Consistency Problem 
ln this section we construct an allocation mechanism of the Pareto payoffs that insure time 

consistency or individual rationality at any 1, 1 E {to. r] of the cooperative solution. 
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Definition 1. The function fJ;(t) is called a Payoff Distribution Procedure (PDP) if it satisfies 

r 
Je-p(l-loJpJ(t)dt =Ã.1(x0 .(t0 , r]). i= 1.2 (6) 

I~ 

Definition 2. An admissible Pareto-optimal solution is called time consistent if there exist a POP 
pair fi(t) = (PJ(t), P2(1)) such that: 

T 

Je- p(r-toJPJ{t')dt' ~ e-p(t-toJ w1(x• (t). [t ,TJ). 1=1,2 

Proposition I . An admissible Pareto-optimal solution is time consistent. if: 

(i) The functions w1(x•(t),[t,TJ). i=l.2 are differentiable; 

(7) 

(ii) There exist a nonnegative function ry;(t). t E [t(). T]. such that the following conditions are 
satistied: 

T 

À;(xo.(to. r])- w,(xo .[lo. r])= Je-p(t- le)q,(t)dt, i= 1.2 (8) 

Then pj(t) from (7) can be computed by formula 

(9) 

Proof. Define the function ;;(r) by 

T 

Je-p(r-toJp1(1)d1 = ; 1(t) , t e(t0.rJ. 1=1.2 (lO) 

From (6) it is easy to see that ;(t()) = Ã.;(xo.[t(). r]). Further, from {6)-{7) it is apparent that 

Inequality (7) can be written equivalently 

{li) 

lntroduce a nonnegative function ljlj{t) satisfying 

;,(t )-\V;(t )=e-p(l- lo)w;(x•(t).[t. r]), /c 1.2 (12) 
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Suppose v;;(t) can be constructed such that 

T 

VIJ(t)= Je-p(r-ro )17,(r)dr, 11;(t)~O. i=/,2 re[t.r] 

From (12) and (8) we have the following initial condition 

Differentiating ( 12) leads to 

P,(t)=pw;(x•(t).[t.rD-:, w1(x .(t).(t.T])+771(r) . i=l.2 

which proves the proposition. 

(13) 

( 15) 

We now construct the function f7;(1), that satisfy (8). in the finite and infinite horizon cases. 

Tf r is tini te, then we take 

(16) 

which obviously satisfies (8). 

Ifthe game horizon is infinite, then we take 

(17) 

which obviously satisfies (8}. 

294 

Although the PDP defined guarantees that each player will get exactly his total Pareto-optimal 
outcome earned for the whole game, it does not insure that P;(r) is nonnegative at each instant of 
time. ln some economic applications it may be undcsirable, if for instance borrowing money is not 
feasible, that P;(t) is negative on some time interval. ln the following proposition it is shown that 
under some cooditions we can construct a PDP insuring that fi;(t) is nonnegative at any 1. 

Tt follows from (9) that the nonnegativity of fi;(t} is satisfied if 

Corollary I. lf lhe discount factor p = O, then lhe condition (9) may be rewritten in a more 

simple form 

P1(t)='11(r)-wí(x•(t).r-r). i=/.2 

Coro lla ry 2. If the discount factor p = O. the condilion of the existenc-e of an agreeable solution 

with nonnegative PDP fi;(t) in lhe case of differcntiab1e w,.(x • (t). r· t) has lhe form 
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w;(x.(t). r - r) !> O, t e(t0 ,T] í=/,2 

Cotlsider now as a cooperative solution such an open-loop strategy pair ü(t)=(ü1(t),ü21(t)) and 

corresponding trajectory x(l) . which maximize the sum ofplayers payoffs, then we have 

} ] 

L K1 (x 11 • r -10 ; ü1(t), ü1(t)}= max L K1(x0 • r -10 ; u1(t), u2(t))= v(x0 , T- t0 ) 
1~ / Uf .U} 1• / 

( 18) 

in !T.TI) T- t()). and 

2 ] 
L K, (x(t). r- t: ü1 (t), üz(r)) = max L K1 (x(t}, r - r; u1(r), u1 (t}) = v(x( t), r -t) 
•=I UJ ,II] 1=1 

( 19) 

ln lhe: subgames r(x(t ). r- I) on the optimal trajectory i( r), ( E {to. T] . Suppose that the payoffs 

an: transfcrable. lhen dcvide the total cooperative payoff v(x11 , T- t0 }. according to the Nash 

hargau1mg solution (Haurie, 1976: Nash. 1950) we get in the game r(x0 , r - 10 ) 

and in the subgarnes corresponding ly 

2 
- v(x(t),r - r) -.Lw;(x(t),r-r) 
A,(x(t).r-r)=w,(i(t).T-t)+ ·;' , i = l .2 (21) 

Definition 3. Suppose /1(1) = ({JJ(t),fJ2(t)) is an PDP in the sense that 

T 

Je-prt - to 1 fi,(t )dt = ~; (x0 , T -t0 ) . i= / ,2 (22) 

'• 
then PDP {J(tJ is called time consistent i f the following condition is satisfied 

1' 

~;(x11 • T - 10 )= Je-P<r-toJ {3;( r )dr +e-P<t-toJI1(x(t) . T -t) (23) 

'• 
The following proposition is similar to propos ition I . 

Proposition 2. lf the functions v(x(t }. T- t ) , w1 (x(t ), T - t ). i= 1, 2 are differentiable then the 

time-consistent PDP /J(t) exists (t e (t0 , r]} 
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Proof. Differentiating (23) with respect to t we get 

o r 

fJdt )= p:i1(x(t). T -t )-:ií(x(t), T- ,) 

Using (21) we get from (25) 

{J,(t )=~{~ w1(x(t), T-I )+V(x(t). T-I)- w1 _1(x(t), T -1 )J
- [ wi(x(I),T -t)+v'(x(t), T- t )- wj_1(x(t}, T -1 )]} 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Corollary 4. If the discount factor Ç = O, the fonnula (28) can be rewritten in a simple fonn 

PdtJ =-~ [ ~(x(t), T-I)+ v'(x(t), T -1)- wj_1(x(1), T -t)] (27) 

Definition 4. The PDP {J(t) is called strictly time-consistent if in (22}, (23) we have an additional 
condition {J(t) ~0. 

Using (27) we get the strictly time-consistency conditions for the case p = O 

v'(x(I),T-t)+wf(x(t).T-t) ~ wí_1(x(t) .T-t). t e[t0 ,Tl i = /,2 (28) 

Regularization 
Definition 5. Let the set A c Rm be given. The vector a E A is called weakly Pareto-optimal 

(WPO) ín A, ifthere does not exist vector a' E A, such that a'> a. 

We shall denote in this section by P(xo. T- t()) the set of ali WPO controls ín Irxo, T- t()), and by 
X(xo. T- tQ) the set of ali corresponding trajectories in Irxo. T- tQ). 

Let 
Here we propose a regularization procedure for a weakly Pareto-optimal solution in Irxo. T- t()). 

be a weakly Pareto-optlmal (WPO) payoffvector corresponding to some WPOS ü(t)=(üAt).ü2(t}) 
in r(x0 , T - 10 ) . 

Suppose x(t) e X(x0 , T- t0 ) . Denote by P(x(t), T -10 ) the set of ali WPO controls in the 

subgarne r(x{t), T -10 ) and by X(x( t), T -10 ) the corresponding set of ali WPO trajectories in 

r(x(t), T- t0 ) . 

Let 8= {6> 1 ,8 1, .... 8k , ... }.Bk , e [10, T] be an infinite sequence such that 

ek s e A+ I• lc = 1, .... I .... . Introduce the following controls 
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tE {tq,8J). 
t e [81.81). 

if the sequence 8 is infinite, or does not converge, and 

ü1(t) e P(xo.T-to). 
ü1( t ) e P(i'(e1).T-81). 

ii(t) e P(i(e).T-8). 

1 e [10 ,81). 

1 e [81.82), 

t e {8,T). 

(29) 

(30) 

where e= lime •. ln (29), (30) i'(t) e X(xo.T-1o).x2(t) E x(x'(el).r-e,) ..... 
k-+oo 

xk (t) ex(.x•-1 (e*_1 ). r- ek-J). ... i(8)= lim .x(et ). i(t) ex(.x(e). r- e) . 
k-+oo 

Denote by x(t) lhe trajectory corresponding to u(t)=(ü1(1),ü1(1)). 

For each fixed sequence é) defme the set of ali possible control pairs ü(t) =(u1(t).ü2 (t)) , 

Pe (X o. T- t0}. ofthe fonn (29), (30). 

Let P(x0 . T - 10)=U Ps(x0 , T- t0 }. and i(x0. T-t0 } the set ofall corresponding trajectories. 
9 

Thus for each ü(1) eP(x0 . T-t0 ) there exista monotone increasing sequence e= {e.~:} such that 

U(t) is WPO in subgame r(x(8k).T-8.~:) for te!8.~: .8k+J} and u(t) is WPO in 

r(x(8), r-e) for te(8.T) ifE>isalimitor{e.} . 

Definition 5. The set P(x0 . T- t0 ) is called the set of regularized weak Pareto-optimal controls 

(RWPO). Each u(t) eP(x0 ,T- t0 ) is called RWPO control. The state trajectory corresponding to 

u(t) eP(x0 , T-t0 } is called RWPO trajectory. The set ofall RWPO trajectories in r(x0.T-10) 

is denote by i(x0 , T -10). 

It is obvious that P(x0.T- 10) => P(x0 ,T- 10 ) and i(x0,T-t0 ) :::> X(x0 .T-1o) . consider 

e.g. the case when the sequence e consists from one point r. 
Definitíon 6. A RWPO control u(t)=(íi1(1),u2(t)} e P(x0 , T-t0 ) is called an agreeable 

solutionof r(x0.T-t0 ) ífforallt e(t0 , Tj 

r 
Je-p{r-tJg1(x( r);ü1( r).ü2( r)}dr :2: w1(x(1). T - 1) (31) 

for i= 1, 2. 
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Remark. Definition 6 is a special case of Definition 2 if one in Definition 2 instead of a PO 

trajectory x(t) considers a RWPO trajectory x(t), and P;(t)=e-p{l-t,Jg1(x(t);u1(t),u2(t)) (which 

is always nonnegative). 

Suppose lhat lhe di.sagreement payoffs w{x0 ,T-t0 )=(w,(x0 .r-t0 ),w2(x0 .T- to)} 

correspond to a Nash equilibrium in r(x0 ,r-t0 ) . Denote the Nash equilibrium by 

Propositlon J . lf the disagreement payoffs correspond to some Nash equilibrium u{-) in 

r(x0 , T - 10 } and functions gj(x,uJ.ul} 5: M are uniformly bounded, lhen lhere always exists an 

agreeable solution of r(x0 , T - I 0 ) . 

Proof. Suppose lhe u{·) generates a pair of WPO payoffs. Then the state trajectory x(t) 
corresponding to u(-) is WPO and lhe open-loop controls ~(x(l))= íi;(t), i = I , 2 will belong to 

P(.xo. r- to) and hence to P(xo . r - to). But along the Nash equilibrium trajectory we have 

T 

Je-p(r-tJg;(x( r):ii1( r),u2( r))dr = w;(x(t). r - t) (32) 

for ali i = 1,2 1 e [t0 ,T). This means that the WPO open-loop strategy pair ii(t)=(ü1(r).u2(t)} is 

an agreeable solution of r( x0 • T -t 0 ) . 

Suppose now lhat u(t)=(uAt),u2(t)) is not WPO. Then there exist WPO control pair 

ü1(t) =(ü/(t) ,üj(t)) such lhat lhe payoffs when using ü 1(t) strictly dominate lhe Nash payoffs, 

i. e. 

T 

Je-p(t-,,Jg;(xl(t);üf(t).üj(t)pt > wl(.x0,T- t). i=l.l (33) 

'• 
There may exist many WPO conuols ü1 (I) satisfying (33 ). 

Denote by x 1 (t), ~/(r). ~j (t) the WPO trajectory and corresponding controls for which 

= mar jmin[Í~·p(t-••lg;{i'(t); iij(t),iij(t}}m-w;(x0 , T - 10)]] >O · 
i'• {iJ(l).iJ(l))El'(.r..T-Io) I 

10 

lf also lhe following condition is satisfied, t e [lo. r] 
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T 

Je- p( r- to)g1(f'( r):~/( r).~J( r))dr ~ w1(x'( r). r- r) (34) 

i= I. 2, 

lhen ;;'(t)=(;;/(t),;;J(t)} is an agreeable solution. 

Suppose on the contnuy that (34) does not h<Vd for ali t. Since the function on bolh sides of (34) 
are continuous in I, lhere exists an instant éJ I E li o, T] whicb is lhe first time at which 

T 

Je-p( r-8,} g1(i'( r):~/( r).~j( r))dr = w1(i(81 ). T -81) 

8 , 

o r 

T 

Je- p(r-8 ,)g2(i'( r):~/( r).~J( r)}tr = w1(i(e1 ),T -81) (35) 

8, 

Since WPO solution is time consistent (see (6)) lhe payoff vector 

is WPO in subgame r(i( 8 1 ). r -10) . Jf in lhe sarne time lhe pai r of payQffs in Nash equilibrium in 

subgame r( i( e 1 ) . r- t0) ~i( e 1 ) . r - lo) constitutc a WPO payoff pair, then by lhe definition the 

open-loop control ü{t)=(u1(1) ,ü1(t}). defined by 

~ () {il;(t), 1 e [t0 ,e, J 
U; I= u;(x(t))=íi;(t), I e [éJ1,T). 
i = 1,2, 

where ~(1) isWPOin r(.x0 .T-10) and. ii{-) isNashequilibriumin r(i(e).r-e) isaRWPO. 

For u(t) and lhe corresponding trajectory .i(t) the following conditions are satisfied, I e r lo. rJ . 

1' 

Je- p( r-to) gi(.i( r):ú1 (r). u1( r) )dr~ w1(.i(1 ). T-I). i= 1.2 

which means that U( t) is agreeable solution. 
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lf w(i 1 ( 9 1 ). T - @ 1) is not a WPO payoff pai r, then there cxist a W 1'0 contrai in 

r(i 1(8). T- 81 ). u2(t) = (u/(t), uj(t)) sue h that thefollowing inequality holds 

T 

Je-p(r -e,)g1 (~1(t).~l(r).~f(t))dt <!: w;{i l(e,).r-e1). i=/.2 (36) 

e, 

(hcrc x2(é>t) =.i'(e1)). 
There may exist many WPO contrais ii 1 

( t) satisfying (36 ). 

Denote by .i1(t). U/(t). u/(t) lhe WPO trajectory and corresponding controls for which 

= max lmin [ Je-P(r-r.) g1(x1(t):ü/(t).üJ(t))dt - w1(x 1(e, }. T-e 1 )li > O. 
ii'= {ii/(r).iij(t)} ~ 1 

9 
c P(i' (91).T- 9 1) 

1 

[falso thc following condition is satisfied for I E [ (9 I• T] 

T 

Je-p( r-1o) g, (x1( r):~/( r).~l( r)}:tr <!: w;(i2(t). T -t ). i= 1.2 (37) 

then u2(t) isanagreeablcsolutionin r(x'(et).r-e,) and 

is an agreeable solution in r(xo.T- lo). since u(t) E P(xo. T - to) by construction. 

Suppose on the contrary that (37) does not hold for allt. Since the functions on both sides of (37) 
are continuous thcre cxist an instant @2 E [@ I• Tj which is the first time at which 

T 

Je-p( r-e~ )g1(i1( r):U'/( r).U'l( r)}:tr = w;(xz(e1 ). T- @ 2), 

e} 

o r 

r 
Je-p( r-e 1l g1(~z( r); ~l{ r).~!( r)}:tr = w1(i1(81 ).r -81 ). 

8 1 
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lfnow 1i1(82).T- 81 ) is a WPO payoffpair. then by thc definition the open-loop controls 

ü(r) =(ri1(t).U2(t)) , detined by 

l
~'(t). 

ü,(t)= ii/(t). 
iif(x(r))= ü,(t) 

f E [1tJ•t9i] , 

' E [e,.e1 J. 
r e [e1 . rJ. 

where ~ 1 (r) isWPOin r(x0 ,T-t(/).~2(t) is WPOin r(x'(<91).T- f)1) .u() isNashequilibrium 

in r(i( 6l 1 ). T- e1) is a RWPO and Lhe following conditions are satisfied t e (t 0. T), 

1' 

Je-p(r-tolg,(;(r):ú1(r).ú1 (r))dr~ wi(.f(t).T- t). i=/.2 1 E[t11 .Tj . 

which means that ü( t) is agreeable solution. 

lf 1i( e1 ) . T - 8 2 ) is nota WPO payoff pai r then we proceed in thc sarne way as we have done 

at moment @ 1 • Continuing this prOééSS we may have the following possibilities: 

T 

Je-P( r-61,_!) g1(_ik - t (r): ff/' -r (r). ffl -' (r) )dr = w1(.i* -r (e k- t ). T-e k-l ). (38) 

e._, 
o r 

1' 

Je-p( r-61,_,) g1(.i• - I ( r):ff/ - 1 ( r).ffJ-1 ( r))dr = w1(x" -t( e._,). T -81<-t ). 

s._, 
(39) 

the payoff vector in Nash equilibrium in subgame 

rfi• -1(e._,). T -81<- 1 )( wr(.i•-1(81< -1 ). T - ek-1). wz(i•-1(ek -l ). T- ek-1 )) is WPO. 

2) Continuing our construction we ncver come to the case I) and in the sarne time the sequence 

e= { ek} h as no limit points (which means that if T < oo the sequence e will consist only from a 

linite number of points). 

3) Continuing our construction we never come to the case I) and in the sarne time the sequence 

e={ek} hasalimitpoint lim@.-:fJ . . _..., 

I! can be easily seen that in the case I) the pair ofcontrols ü(t) =(u1(t).u1(t)) 
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úi(t} =l:~~~(· .. ) ...... ... 
111 I , 

u;(x(t))= u;(t) 
i=/,2 

I e(é>k -1·é)k- d · 

I efé>k- l·T/ 

is a needed agreeable R WPO 

~1(1) eP(x0 , T- 10 ) •...• ~1(1) eP(i1- 1. T - 8 1_ 1) ... I= l ..... k , 

r(.~•- 1 (et - t ). r -ek-1) . 

ln t11c case 2) the control pair 

'17/ (t). 1 e[t0 ,ei). 

,;,(I)= #,Ã· (~f .......... ~ .. ~ .(8~-~-~·:e. 
1
. 

i=/.2 
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in r(x0 • T - t0 ) . Here 

and is Nash equilibrium in 

(40) 

IS a needed agreeable RWP.O in r (xll. T - lo) . Here 

;it (t) e P(x11 , T - 111 ) .... ,i7k(t) e P(f k- 1 . (e,~-_ 1 )). T-e,~-_1, ... 

The case 3) is more complicated. lt ca.r1 be shown in this case 

that w(x(e). T- e)=( w,(x(e). T-e). w1(x( e). T-e)) is always WPO. And thus t11c control pai r 

u;(t )= ~· (1 ). 

u; (x(t))=u;(t) t e[e,T) 

is a needed RWPO in G(x0 , T -t0 ). Proposition is proved. 
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ln thls article the notlon of G J-independence oftwo sequences has been formulated in the terms of their joint 
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For describing the independence of two sequences which are not necessarily statistically stable 
thc notion of G t-independence was proposed in the monograph of lvanenko and Labkovsky, 1990. 
This notion uses essentially the loss-function I(.,.), where 1(.,.) is some real bounded function. 

For convenience we cite here the definition of G J·independence: 

Let X and Y be arbitrary non-empty sets, and e = xN. U = yN - sets of ali possible sequertces of 
thcir elements. 

Definition. We will say, thal lhe sequences {B,}(B, E XV, E N} and 

{ u, }(u, E )' '11'" E N) are G j-independence o r they are in lhe relation G I c v X e (i. e. 

({u,}.{e,})eG1 or {e,} eG1(1u,})> if and only if for any & > O we can show the finite 

subdivisions 

X= I xi . Y= L>í. JxJ=Eo+E1 
iel )61 

of the sets X. Y, and I x J onto non-crossing subsets when the following conditions are satisfied: 

11. sup ll(xt ·YJ )-l(x1·Y2)1 <&'1t(i,j)eEt 
x1.x1 eX, 
Yt·Y1EY1 

'ltie/, jeJ 
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The notion of G J-independence is of great importance in the solving the task of minimization the 
average losses under condition of indifferent uncertainty. 

Wheo we say about the average losses under condition of indifferent uncertainty, we mean the 
next situation: the uncertainty is begotten by the fact that the value of some parameter e, talcing 
values in the given sei e. isn't known. There are also given the set of possible decisions u and the 
loss function 1 (O,u) which detennines the loss when lhe decision is u E U and we know the value of 
parameter 9 e e. We consider the sequence of independent choices {u,J, and it is supposed that the 
appropriate sequence of v alues of the parameter 9 - {911} does not depend on the decisions being 
made. The task consists in the minimization of average losses upon the wbole infmite sequence of 
choices. 

The general mathematical apparatus for describing statistical regularity of, so called, sampling 
directedness was elaborated in the work of lvanenko and Labkovsky, 1990 (for more details see 
I vanenko and Labkovsky, 1990, p. 50). Any usual sequence can be regarded as a particular fonn of 
some sampling directedness. This apparatus was applied to elaborate the general decision theory 
which includes as a particular case the theory of stochastic (bayesian) decision and the theory of 
minimax decision. But the connection between the property of G J-independence of two sequences 
and their joint statistical regularíty wasn't established. 

Let's introduce some notions: 

Let PF(X) be the family of ali finitely additive probability distributions on the set of ali subsets of 
thc set X, i.e. · 

PF(X)= {P e(2x -+[0.1)}: p{X)= I. 

p{AUB)=p(A)+p{BIA) V' A, Bç;;; X} 

Let M(X) be the Banach space of ali real bounded functions on X. r(X) - the • -wealc topology in 
PF(X). generated by the system ofvicinities 

u;,J,_J.(p)={p' E PF(X) :I pf,-p)d <&,\fi E /.n}. n e N, &>O,IJ.IJ, ... Jn E M(X). 

and pf = f f(x)p{dr) (in a natural sense of the integral over the finitely additive measure; for 
X 

more details see Dunford and Schwartz, 1958). 

Let's designate by P(X) the union of al~m.on.-empty closed in the sense of topology r(X) subsets of 
the set PF(X). · 

With every sequence {x~ r; xN wc ~iii a..~iate the set P({x,J) of lhe limit (in the sense of 
r( X)) points ofthe sequence \ Px"'; n e N J where 

( I ) 

From the compactness of the topological space (PF(X), r(X)) follows that lhe set P({xrJ) is non· 
empty, and besides this fact, it is obviously that P((x,J) is closed; hence P({x,J) E P(X). We will call 
the set P({x,J) the statistical regularity of lhe sequence {x,J. 
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Theorem I. The sequences (On) and {un) are GJ·Índependent ifand only iftheir joinl suuistical 

regularity P({O,J.{un)) (i .e. lhe slatistical regularity of the double sequence {(e, .u,.)}:.,, ) has the 

property: for any & > O we can show the tini te subdivisions 

X= L X; . Y=L Y, .Ix J =Eo+E1 

iel JE.I 

of sets X, Y, and I x J onto non-crossing subsets when the following conditions are satisfied: 

C I. sup ll(x1,y1)- l(x1 .y1) I< E: V (i,J) E E1 
;rf ,;rl eX; 
Yf .y)eY; 

C2. For Vp0 e P ({B,}.{u,}) and for 'V(i.J) el xJ : 

Po(X; X Y; ) - Po (X; X r)x Po(x X Y; )=0 

C3.For'Vp0 eP ({e,}.{u,}): L Po(X;xr1)<s 
(1.1) eE0 

Proof. Let's prove "ir' assertion ofthe theorem. 

Let the sequences {On} and (un) be GJ·independent. Let's show thal in th is case the conditions 
ofthe theorem are fulfilled. 

Let's fix some & > O and the corresponding subdivisions {X;);d, {YJ}j~J. Eo . EJ. Then the 
condition C I of the theorem coincides with thc condition li of the defimnon of G 1-independence. 
Let':; fix arbitrary subsets X; and Y_j from the subdivisions of sets X and Y respeclively. And lct PO E 

P({Bn). (un)). 

We designate the scquencc {CnfX;. Yj)}. 

(2) 

According to (12) 

(3) 

By the definition of the statistical regularity PO is a limit point of the sequence {pn) in lhe 
topological space (PF(X x Y). r(Xx Y)) . 
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.Therefore subdirectedness g(g: T-+ PF( X x >')) ofthe sequence {p,J exists that 

limg, = Po 
T 

(4) 

(S) 

r . 
i.e. g, ~ p0 m lhe topological space (PF(X x Y) . r(X x Y)}. According to thc definiüon of 

subdirectedness 3 h: T -+ N that g1 = Ph(t) and t:fno é N 3tn E T : t>' t :<?to h(t) :<? n(). 

U(p';j follows from (5) for any vicinity U(p(J) of point PO 3 tu(Po) e T that for I ~ tu(Po). g, E 

Let lc.xofmj be the indicator function of the set C x D. í.e. 

I ( ) - {1, if (i) E c X D: 
Cxo m - O, otherwise. (6) 

Let's rcgard the vicinity Uj5 1 1 (Po). From (5) follows that for "i/ ô ~ O 3 tó e T that 
1j • "J • ,-, .r.v • xJ,t'J 

i.e. (7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(lO) 

where g,(AxB)= JIA:ca(w}dg,. 
Xrt' 

Let's regard the sequence of vicinities Ufl"' 1 1 (Po} 1"". According to (5), tfm 
q ' JIJ • r;xy · xs,1 ltf• 
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Let H'" = { nl n EN. n = h(t) t ~ t m . t E r} . We defme the subsequence of natural numbers 

{Nkl. 

N1=min\nln EN and n E H'}. 
N1 =min nln EN, n e 111

, and n > n1}. 

·~~·~ ~·i~Ff~··~·~:·~·~·;,k: · and n > "•- /}• 

The next assertions are true: 

P:'.., PN, (X, x YJ )= Po (X; . Y1 ). 

fim PN (X; x Y)=p0 (X; .Y). 
k -+"> t 

1!:',.,PN1 (X X YJ )= Po (X, }j ). 

And then 

IIII 

/\s far as {cN,} is a subscquence of (C.v} and becausc of (3), we have 

Po(x, X YJ )- Po( X, X r).x Po( X X tj )=0. Thus we prove C2. 

To prove CJ. dcsignate { D N } • 

Then condition 13 of G J-independence wc can express as 

limsup D.v <c ,. .... .., 

(13) 

(14) 

Just as we do, proving C2, we can use the finiteness of Eo and pick out the subsequence {p/J of 
the sequcnce {p/J that 

But from the other hand L PN, (X; x tj )= D,..., , and therefore 
(i.J)E.f.'o 
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( 15) 

So we proved that ) _ p0(x1 x }~ )<c . 
~~-~Eo 

To prove "only if assertion of the theorem, assume that the conditions of the theorem are 
satisfied. We have to show that the sequences {9n} and {un} are G J-independent. 

Let's fix arbitrary E > O and corresponding subdivisions of X. Y. and I x J. 

Condition C I coincide with I I. Let's show that C2 ::::> I I. We will prove from contnuy, Assume 
that 3 X; and Y; that 

(16) 

Then 3 a~ O that for some subsequente of natural numbers {Nk} 

( 17) 

The sequence of measures {P N, } has some limit point PO (because of compactness of (PF(X). 

í(X))). hencepo E P({8,J.{u1J). The measure PO satisfies the condition C2 for W; and Y/ 

we 

Just as in the first part of our proof we can pitk out the subsequente {p N~c } "' that 
m me / 

~~PN,,. (x;x>J)=Po( X1 x Y;). 

fim PN (X1 xY)=p0(X1xY), 
Jft~OO '• 

fim PN (x x r1)= Po (x x r1). 
m-+oo 1• 

Then 

remember that CN =pN (X1 xY1-)-PN (X1 xY)xpN (xxr,.)>. 
t. •• .... '• 

but 

lim CNk = a :F- O by our assumption. 
m-+ao m 

So we obtain the contradittion which proves that our assumplion is not true. Thus from C2 ::::> 12. 

We can prove that 13 follows from C3 justas we prove C2 ::::> 12. 
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The previous theorem makes possible for us to consider the task of making decision under 
indifferent uncertainty in lhe light of general decision theory (see lvanenko and Labkovsky, 1990). lt 
is obviously as well that the too! of statistical regularity is very useful for the studying mass events 
which are not necessarily statistically stable. 

Unfortunately, generally the structure of the statistical regularity is very complicated. But it tums 
out that one can build the statistical regularity of the sequence which takes values from the finite set 
(i. e. the set has finite quantity of elements). 

LetXbe the set which consists offinite quantity ofelements, i.e. X = {.xJ, x2 . ... , .x,J. Let {9n} . 

Theorem l . A fmitely-additive measure p E PF(X) belongs to P({B,}) ifand only ifthe sequence 

of measures {PN}[PN(A)= ~ tlA(B1} for 'V AE2X) contains tbe subsequence{pN1 } that 

lim PN.t(A) = p{A)\f AE2x . 
k-+"' 

Proof. To prove the "if' assertion of our theorem we should consider the subsequence of the 

vicinities {v.t(P)}.V.t(P)={p' E PF(X) lPf-p:fl < f \fj E {lA{aJ):A e2x}} . Justas 

in the first part of the proof of the Theorem I it can be shown that exists PN.t E v.(p) v k EN. 

Therefore f im PN" (A)= p{ A) for 'V A e2x . ........ 
Let's proof honly if' assertion of the theorem. Suppose that for some 

p E PF(X) : fim PN.(A}=p(A) for 'V Ae2x . It is obvious that any bounded function 
k-+a:> • 

f X -+R can be represented in the following form 

I () {/,if{i)=.x; 
x, {i) = O, otherwise. 

'" 
pf -== J! dp= j(..t,lx1 +À2lx1 + ... +À,.lx,.}dp= L À.; x p(xl} (18) 

X X 1~ 1 

.. 
Justas in (18) PNJ= ~..t, x PN,(.x,) . 
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According to lhe conditions of lhe theorem /!:'.,PN• (x1)= p{x1) V X; eX, therefore 

p N k f-+ pf when k -+ao, i. e. p is a limit point of the subsequence { p Nt } . This means that p is 

alimitpointof{PN},i.e. p E P({Bn}) · 

The proved theorem allows us to build the statisticaJ regularity of { x N } when the set X consists 

of not many elements. ln this case we can pick out from {p N} ali subsequences that for any of them 

Md for MY A e2x the limit /!!!, p Nt {A) do exists. lt follows from the theorem that the set 

P( {Bn}) coincide with the set of measures which are the limits of these subsequences. 

Example 

Let's regard the following sequence which takes values from the set X= {0,/}: 

0101001100001111000000001 I li I li 1000000000000000011 I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 0 0 0 O O ...... and so on; 

lhe rui e of construction of this sequence: 

the sequence consists of the seríes of zeros and ones; seríes of ones follows series of zeros; the length 
of series of ones is equal to the length of the previous series of zeros; every next series of zeros has 
the length that is equal to common length of ali previous series of zeros; the first series is a series of 
zeros which consists from one element. 

Jt is easy to see that Lhe frequency of "O" ( Pn({ o}) . frequency of (O}) when n ~ ClO is in the 

next limits: 

!... ~ Pn({o)) s:. !.. , 
2 3 

and for lhe frequency of" I" we have Pn({ 1}) = 1- Pn( O). 

The sequence of lhe frequency of "O" ( { p11 ( 0)}) h as such limit points: 

, ({o})= 2'" +k 1 ({o})= 2"' 
Pm.lc 2•2'" + k ' Pm.lt. 3•2m + k ' 

m = 0.1.2.3 . ... , k E {O,lm} nZ: 

and for the { Pn ( { 1})} we have: 

P~.1c ({1})=1-p~.k ({ol) and P~.k ({1})=1-p~ .• {{o}) 

respectively, where Z is a set of integer numbers. 
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Hence the statistical regularity of our sequence is: 

P({x,} )= { P~ . .t0} me{O.I . .?.J .. } . .t.ci0.2'" ]nz: v { p_;,.k0} me{o.1.v .... } . .te{o.1"' f>z: 
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- J . of the Braz. Soe. Mechanlcal Sclences, Vol.19, No. 2, pp. 108-120. 
ln this papcr lhe problem ofhydraulic positioning system is taken into account l t is shown lhat by modeling lhe 
actuator in a convenient form lhe system can be interpreted as a mechanical subsystem driven by a hydraulic 
one. This structure is called a cascade control strategy. Cascade controllers bascd on lhe linear an nonlinear 
models are synlhcsiud using Lyapunov direct melhod. Simulation results illustratcd lhe main cbaracteristics of 
lhe cascadc control stratcgy. 
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Sciences, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 121-137. 
When considcring lhe problem of pollutant emission reduction from internal combustion engines, many 
technical challenges arise. One oflhem is the control strategy formulatioo to bc applied to lhe fuel injection and 
ignition systcms. with lhe aim al regulating lho air-fuel ratio around lhe stoichiometric value. One of lhe steps 
towards lhis goal is lhe development of an englne model. This model has to bc validated ln a testbed, which 
includes a dynamomcter and a gas analyser. IPT Eng ines Lab is equipped with a hydraulic dynamometer, whose 
dynamics is s lower lhan lhe engine one. Modeling and simulation results for these two coupled models 
antecipate results for testbed operatioo and helps to understand and control lhe engine translent, where lhe 
dynamomctcr dynamics is to be cxcluded from lhe achleved experimental results. 
Keywords: Internal Combustion Engine, Hydraulic Dynamometer, Malhematical Modeling, Enginc Testbed 
Simulation. 

Rios Neto, A., 1997, "Stochastlc Optimallinear Parameter Estimatlon and Neural 
Nets Tralnlng in Systems Modellng", RBCM - J . of the Braz. Soe. Mechanical 
Sciences, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 138-146. 
Supervised training of feedforward neural networks for nonlinear mapping and dynamical systems modeling is 
addressed. Vlewing neural nets training as a stochastic parameter estimation problem, results ln Kalman filtering 
are adapted to develop training algorllhms. Many leveis of approximation are considercd to develop a range of 
full non parai lei to simplified paral lel processlng versions of algorílhms, togelher wilh an adaptíve approacb 
intended to give to lhese algorithms the fcatures of good numerical behavior and of distributing lhe extractioo of 
learning information to ali training data. 
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Aerodynamics, Structural Dynamlcs, and Control System", RBCM - J . of the Braz. 
Soe. Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 147-153. 
A numerical simulation of lhe interactions among lhe strueture of an aircraft wing, the flow around it, and lhe 
devices lhat control lhe deflections of the ailerons is described. ln lhe present simulation, lhe structure, flowing 
ai r, and controls are considcred to be lhe elements of a single dynamic system. Ali oflhe goveming equations are 
numerically integrated simultaneously and iteraetively. The procedure is Ulustrated by an example of a very 
high-aspect-ratio, vcry flexible wing. Jnstead of a simple formula for lhe aerodynamie forces, lhere is s rather 
involved computcr codc. Tbe input to this code, needed to impose lhe boundary conditions on the flowfield, is 
lhe velocity and position of ali lhe points on lhe wíng. As the airspecd increases and lhe angle of attack decreases 
in such a way lhat thc Jift force remains constant, lhe uncontrolled wing eventually bcgin.s to flutter. When lhe 
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A general procedure for the optimization of lhe parameters of dynamic neuttalíz.ers is presented. lt can be applied 
to lhe minimization of lhe vibration response and sound radiation oflineac structures subjected to cxcitations in a 
specified frequency range. Modal lheory and generalized equivalent quantity concept for the neutralizers. 
introduced by Espíndola and Silva (1992), are applied to a non-lineac optimization scheme. The proposed 
procedure can be applied to relaxed and time invaciant structures. lt is not dependent on lhe structure complexity 
and the degree of discretization adopted. ln such conditions, a significant reduction in computing work. is 
achieved, if compared wilh lhe more traditional melhods. 
Keywords: Vibration Isolation, Viscoelastic Neutralizers, Multidegree ofFreedom Vibration. 

Baehsehmid,N., and Dellupl, R., 1997, "Malfunetlon ldentifieation in Rotor Systems 
from Bearing Measurements Uslng Partlal Modela of the System", RBCM- J. of the 
Braz. Soe. Meehanieal Selenees, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 164-175. 
A melhod for lhe identificatioo of different malfuoctioos which cause only or mainly lx rev. vibralion 
components is presented. The metbodology is based on lhe model oflhe shaft alone, lherefore avoiding the need 
ofa lineariz.ed model oflhe oil film and ofa reliable model oflhe casings and foundatioo, aod uses the vibration 
readings in lhe beacings during coast-down transients. The results show that lhe method seems to be appropriate 
to distinguish between different causes sueh as concentrated unbalances, coupling misalignments and 
concentrated or distributed bows which could be produced by a partia! rub (in a seal e.g.) or by a non uniform 
heating or coolíng uansient (in a generator or a steam turbine during load variations). and to determine the 
location along lhe rotor, lhe angular phase and lhe amount of unbalancc or bow, in other words to identify the 
position and the severity of lhe malfunction. 
Keywords: ldentification, Model Based Diagnosis, Rotordynamics. 

Corless, M., and Tu, J., 1997, "A Simple State/Uneertalnty Estimator for a Class of 
Uneertain Systems", RBCM. J. of the Braz. Soe. Meehanieal Seiences, Vol. 19, No. 2, 
pp. 176-191. 
We consider here a class of uncertaín systems oonsisting or a nominally linear part and an 
uncertain/nonlinear/time-varying part which can be regarded as a state-dependent/time-varying "disturbance 
input•. Using only a measured output, we present simple estimators which can asymptotically estimate to any 
desired accuracy the system state and the disturbancc input. 
Keywords: Mechanical Uncertaln Systems, Nonlinear State Estimation, Nonlineac Filters. 

Rill, G., 1997, "Vehiele Modeling for Real Time Applieations", RBCM • J. of the Braz. 
Soe. Meehanleal Selenees, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 192·206. 
ln lhe automotive industry enhanced control systems are more and more developed by using hardware or 
software in lhe loop techniques. For such applications an enhanced nonlinear vehicle model wilhreal time 
capacity is necessary. The paper presents a multi-purpose vehicle model where real time applícation was made 
possible not by simplifying lhe model but by using a special model technique, by adopting the generation of lhe 
equations of motion to the specific problems in vehicle dynamics, and by using a modified implicit Euler 
formalism for lhe nomerical solution. 
Keywords: Vehicle Dynamics, Real-Time Simulation. 

Solze, C., and Le Fur, 0., 1997, ''Weakly Nonlinear Seeond-order Dynamieal Systems 
ldentifieation Using a Random Parameters Linear Model", RBCM • J. of the Braz. Soe. 
Mechanieal Seienees, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 207-216. 
The objective of this paper is to present an identification procedure which is based on the use of a stochastic 
linearization method with random coefficients. The model is lhen defined as a multidimensional linear second
order dynamical system wilh random coefficients. Ao optimi.zation procedure is developed to identify lhe 
parameters of the probability Jaw of lhe random coefficients. The identification procedure is described step by 
step. Finally, an example is presented and shows the interest ofthe melhod proposed. 
Keywords: System ldentification, Stochastic Linearization, ldentification Algorithm. 
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Flashner, H., and Efratl. T., 1997 "Tracklng of Mechanlcal Systema Ualng Artificial 
Neural Networka", RBCM - J. of the Braz. Soe. Mecha nicai Seieneea, Vol. 19, No. 2, 
pp. 217-227. 
A method for traclc:ing control of mechanical systems using artificial neural networlcs is proposed. The proposed 
conqol law consists of a proportional and derivative control action, and a two-layer feedforward neural network 
used for on-line approximation of the nonlinear part of the system dynamics. Tuning of the neural networlc:'s 
weights is forrnulated in terms of a constrained optimiz.ation problem and solved on-line using a projeetion 
method. lt is shown tbat the proposed control law yields closed-loop traclc:ing error that tends asymptotically to 
zero while the control effort is minimizcd. Tbe resulting algorithm has a simple structurc and rcquires a very 
modest computation effort. The problem of tracking control for a two-degrce of freedom planar manlpulator is 
used to demonstrate the proposed melhod. 
Keywords: Control, Mechanical Systems, Neural Networks. 

Rochinha, F. A., and Sampaio, R., 1997, "A Conalstent Approach to Treat the 
Dynamlea of Flexlble Systems", RBCM - J. of the Braz. Soe. Mechanlcal Sciences, 
Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 228-241. 
The dynamics of flexible systems, such as robot manipulators, mechanical chains or cables, is becoming 
incrcasingly important in engineering. Tbe main question arising from the nurnerical modeling of large 
displacemcots of multibody systems is an appropriatc treatrnent for the large rotations. ln lhe present work an 
altemative approach is proposed leading to a time-steppiog numerical algorlthm which achieve stable solutions 
combincd with high prccision. ln particular, in order to check tbe performance of the proposed approach, two 
examples having preserved constants of the motion are prcsented. 
Keywords: Flexiblc Mechanical Systcms, Multibody System Dynamics. 

Chen, Y.H., 1997, "Contrai Deaign for Uneertaln Systems Under Fuzzy Disturbance", 
RBCM - J . of the Braz. Soe. Mechanlcal Seiences, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 242-252. 
The problem of designing controls for dynamic systems under input disturbance is considered. We consider two 
possiblc characterizations of thc input disturbance: (I) h is bouoded by a crisp number, or (2) it is bouodcd by a 
fuzzy oumber. The control design is purcly deterrninistic. However, the resulting system perforrnance is 
interprcted ditrercntly, depending on the bouod inforrnation. lt may be deterrninistic or fuzzy (i.e. , with a 
spectrum of possible outcome). 
Keywords: Uncertaio Systems, Fuzzy Set Theory. 

von Bremen, H. F., Udwadia, F. E., and Proskurowskl, W., 1997, "Computation of 
Lyapunov Exponenta uslng Householder Factorization", RBCM- J. of the Braz. Soe. 
Mechanlcal Scleneea, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 253-261 . 
An efficient and numerically stable method to determine ell thc Lyapunov cbaracteristic exponents of a 
dynamical system is prcsented. The mcthod is compared with lcnown methods in terms of efficiency, and lhe 
accuracy and stability ofthe methods are tested by numerical experiments. 
Keywords: Nonlinear Dynamical Systems, Lyapunov Exponents, Householders Factorization. 

Sales, R. M., Bittar, A., Porsch, M., and Luccheal, L , 1997 "ldentlflcatlon of Unstable 
Mechanical Systema", RBCM - J. ofthe Braz. Soe. Mechanlcal Sclences, Vol. 19, No. 
2, pp. 262-279. 
ln this paper non-linear, unstable, SISO and MIMO mechanical systems are considered. Among thrce case 
studies, the first one consists of a lightly damped tlexible beam hinged at one end and magnetically levitated at 
the other end; the second system consists of a magnetically supported rotor, wbich acts as a water purnp in a 
water tunnel ; the third system consists of a magnetically levitated vehicle prototype. Due to the unstable 
characteristic, severa! aspects rclated to closed loop ex.peri.mental identification of each systcm are discussed. 
Analytical and/or experimental models are obtained for each system. 
Keywords: Mechanical System ldentificaúon, Unstable Systems, Unlcnown Parameters. 
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Chemousko, F.,1997, "Bounds on Reachable Sets of Dynamical Systems With 
Uncertaln Matrices", RBCM • J . of the Braz. Soe. Mechanical Sclences, Vol. 19, No. 2, 
pp. 280-290. 
Linear dynamical systems are considen:d which are described by ordinary éiiTc:rential cquations. We assume that 
lhe ma.trix of the system is uncertain or subject to disturbanccs, and only the bounds on each elemeot of thc 
matrix are known.. We obtain outer ellipsoidal estimates on reachable sets of the system and deduce equations 
describing thc cvolution of the approximating ellipsoids. An example is pn:sentcd. The paper extends the 
approach of previous papers (Chemousko, 1980, 1982, 1994) where the case of additivc disturbances was 
considen:d to the mon: complicated case of multiplicative disturbances. The obtaíned results make it possible to 
evaluate disturbances caused by uncertain or pcrturbed parameters of dynan1ical systems (e.g .. stiffoess. damping 
factors, feedback cocfficients, electTical parameters, etc.). 
Keywords: Dynarnical System. Reachable Set, Uncertain Parameters, State Estimation. 

Petrosjan. L. A., 1997, "The Tlme-conslstency Problem ln Nonlinear Dynamics" , 
RBCM - J . of the Braz. Soe. Mechanlcal Sciences, Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 291-303. 
The nonlinear dynarnic optimization problem (NOOP) f(xO,[tO,ll) on the time interval [to. T] from the ioitíal 
state xO ls considen:d. If the NOOP is multlcriterial or g8111C-theon:tic, there exists a rich variety of optimality 
principies each one consisting from a set of optimal decisions. Denote one such optimality principie in 
f(JCo,[to,TD by M(Xo.[lo. T]). For a glven optimal decision m (Xo.(lo. T]) e M (Xo.(to.T]) let i (L) be the 
corn:sponding optimal trajectory. Consider NDOP subproblems along x (t)f( i (t), [t, T]), te,[(o,T]. Let 
M( :i (t), [t, T)) be thc corn:sponding optimality principie. Denote by m (:i (t),[t.T]) the trace of optimal 
decision m (Xo.{lo,T]) in subproblem f( x (t),[t. T)). The optimality principie is called time-consistent if for 
every m (Xo.[lo. T)) e M (Xu.{lo. T]) the trace iii (:i (1), (t. T)) e M (i (t),[t,T]) Most of the classical optimality 
principies in NDOP f(xO,(tO,T]) (as Shown ln (Petrosjan, 1993; Petrosjan and Zenkevich, 1996)) are time 
inconsistent. The "agn:eable solution" (Kaitala and Pohjola, 1988) as an optimality principie ln NOOP is 
considered its time-consistency invesúgated and the regularizatíon procedun: which guarantees the time
consistency of the regularized optimality principie propOsed. 
Ktywords: Agn:eable Solution, Nash Equilibria, Pareto Optimality, Time-Consistency. 

lvanovych, I. V., and Volodymyrovych, Z. 1., 1997, "About Some Properties of the 
Statistlcal Regularities", RBCM • J. of the Braz. Soe. Mechanical Sciences, Vol. 19, 
No. 2, pp. 304-312. 
ln this article the notion of G J· indepcndence of two sequences has bcen formulated in the tcrms of their joint 
statistical n:gularity . The ex811lple which illustrates the consuuction of the statistical regularity of the sequence, 
taking values from the finite set, has bcen given. 
Keywords: Statistical Regularity, G J-lndependence ofTwo Sequenccs, Finitely Additive Measun:. 
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Sixth Pan American Congress of Applied Mechanics 
PACAM VI 

to be held joinUy with 

8th lnternational Conference on Dynamic Problema ln Mechanics 
DINAME 99 

ln 
Rio de Janeiro 

Brazil 
4 - 8 January, 1999 

PACAM I was be1d in 1989 in Rio de Janeiro. After ten years of successful meetings (Rio de 
Janeiro· BRAZIL, 1989; Valparaiso- CHILE, 1991; São Paulo- BRAZIL, 1993; Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA, 1995; San Juan· PUERTO RICO, 1997), we are pleased to announce tbat PACAM 
will retum to Rio de Janeiro. 

P ACAM aims to bring together researchers, practicing engineers and students from Soutb, 
Central, and North America. However, participants from ali other continents have taken part in 
previous meerings andare welcome to PACAM VI. An unusual opportunity is provided for personal 
interaction berween workers from different geographical areas and from different branches of 
mechanics. 

Papers on ali lhe usual, as well as unusual, topics of mechanics are welcome. We wisb to 
highlight the social development: "Women in Mecbanics" and the tecbnical development: 
"Biomechanics". 

Sponsors: 

The American Academy of Mechanics 
The Brazilian Academy ofEngineering 
The Brazilian Society ofMechanical Sciences 

Technical Sessions: 

Pontificia Universidade Católica 
Rua Marques de São Vicente 225 Gávea 
Rio de Janeiro. RJ Brasil 

Ac:c:ommodations: 

Copacabana Beach or Ipanema Beach 

Deadlines: 

April I, 1998 · Submission of 4-page abstract for tbe Congress. 
April I, 1998 • Application for travei grant for participants from the U.S. (Funding pending) 
August I, 1998 • Notification of acceptance of paper. 

More information : pacam99@civ. puc.rio.br 
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4150 ~ C<lf1ugad01 
"210 c:ontonn.çAo ~ 
4300 ~a Conlnlla MimlalnAur.l 
441 O Comp. Meelnlco doe Malerlaia 
4420 Comp. Mec. Mal. • 8.00.. Temper81\Jr .. 
4430 Comp. Mec:. Mlll • Altu Temparato.nt 
~ Comp. Mel:. Mal. • Catreo-nto. v~wl 
4450 Comp. Mec:. Mal.· Catregamto. DinAm. 
4500 "'-'iemoo ele F,....,. 
4800 Mac:rica da F,....,. 
<4710 Enulc» DaeCtWvoe 
4720 EnMiol N~ 
41100 Corroelo 
1000 llednk:a doe Sólldoa 
5010 E1Ntládada Linear 
5020 Elettlddede NIIH.InNr 
5030 Vilooelutlcldlde 
5040 P1Ntládada 
6050 Vieco-f>luticic 
6080 Mecrolca doe Malerieil CaluQadoe 
5070 Mac*>lc8 doa ..... ~ 
S110~ 
5210 Cabal, HMIIIIe VlgU 
5220~,PIIçaaC-
5230 e.tnáne. Genll 
5240 Ettrwna • Conllllo com o So4o 
5250 Eltr\Ainl • Slolbmer'M"Seml-eubmerau 
5260 Ettrwna • Mówlt 
5270 Elll\úU· v.- • Contençlo 
5310 Meclonlca doe Solot • B6elro 
5320 Meo*llcll doe Solot • .AplicaQOM 
5330 Mec*ic:a du Rocn. 

5410 Efeit<» e~., M. Sóidoo 
5420 E'*- T6rmlcos em M. doe S6lidoe 
5610 E~ da EIWUIInol 
5620 CCII'IIp)rla'neniO lpÓII ~ 
5630 Ellada& Llm~u a Carvu da C~ 
5640 AcomodaçAo e AoUmiAo de Dano 
5610 M~ de Fratura 
5650 Tribologll 
5656 Atrito e Oeaguta 
5710 Componente• da M~l 
5720 ~e-. Jl.rúa Nlo-Sokladaa 
5800 Ari6IIM E~enlal da TenteM 
1000 llee.6nlc:a doa Ruldoe 
6010 Realogie 
1111 O Hidnlutica 
11210 Eaccemento lncrompwulvel 
11220 ~o Compt9ulval 
6230 Eeooemento Rarefeito 
112~ EI()C)8manto em Ma~ POI'OeOI 
11250 Magneto-Hidroc:Unlmic. • Platma 
6270 EIIClOemento MultW"Ioo 
6310 Cemacle Llmke ·Contorno Sólido 
6320 Catnacle Limita • Contorno Livre 
6410 Eacoemanto ln!......, · Ouloa, Canais, etc. 
6430 Eocoemento oam ~livre 
6510E~deE~ 
6520 Tllbul6ndl 
11530 Hidrod'....,lca • Valeuto de Eltr\Jl Naval 
6540 Aatodin41mlca 
6610 Mec:. Fluidos • ApllcaçOet em Máquinas 
6650 l.l.Jb<W'IC&Çio 
11710 Tneneienl" em Ftuidoa 
61110 T6c. Expertal. e Vlauallzaçfoo Escoamento 
7000 Tannoc:ltncl .. 
7010 Tarmodin6mica 
711 O Tnenep. de Calor • eonv.c. Monofásjce 
7120 Tnenep. de Calor· ConYec:. Bi~Mlca 
7130 T....-.p. ele Calor • ConclJÇ6o 
71~ T..-.p. da Cllot • ~ Comb 
7150 T....-.p. de Calor. Dilpotitivoi/S~amu 
7210 TermodinAmlca doe Sólidol 
7310 Traf'lllporle de Malta 
7410 CombustAo 
7 420 Combusttoo em Leno FIUidizado 
7510 Acioneciotel • D~klvoa de Propulalo 
1000 ~cl .. 
9010 Mic:Jornerfticl 
11110 Maioa Poroeoa 
1121 o Geomec*lica 
831 O Mec:6nlce doa Abeto. SlttnlcO& 
8410 Hldtologla, C>ceanogr.n., UMa_,,__..ologiw.n;·a 
1000 Energia • Melo Atrlblenlil 
9110 CombuttlvaltF61Mia 
9120 Slltemas Nudeanea • Filllo 
9125 Sillemaa Nucleanea • FusAo 
9130 Siatemaa Geot6rmk:oe 
91~ Siltemat Solanu 
9150 Sistemas E6llcol 
9160 Siatemu da Enargill OoMnica 
921 O ArmazefwneniO de Ena<gla 
9220 Oíslliluiçlo da Etwgie 
9310 Mec:*lica doe FUdO& .Amb*úl 
9o410 Mednica de Oiapoeltlvol de Alma:zaMmenlo de RMiduo 
10000Biocltncl• 
1011 OBiomeo:tnlea 
1021 Oetvonomll 
10310Raabilitaçl0 
10410Mectnlca no• EtpOrtae 
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Áreas de Aplicação 

Exemplo: um especialista em Mecânica dos Fluidos (famllia 6000) atuando na área de Turbulência 
(6520), deverá escolher a Área de Aplicação 350, se estiver trabalhando em Propulsão. 

01 O Ac:oAtlca 1 Controle ele Ruldo 
020 Apllcaç6ea em Bioci6nciu 
000 CAD 
040 CAM 
050 Componenlel ele M6qunu 
060 Controle Ambierul 
070 Controle ele Oualldede 
oeo Cliogenla 
090 Engem.rie • Fillea ele RMicwea 

100 ~ele Petróleo 
1 1 O Engem.rie OceanogrMice 
120 Equlpamentoe de ProceNOI 
130 Equlpamentoe lndualriala 
140 Fontaa Alt8lnOIÜIIU ele Energia 
150 FOtjamaniO 
160 Fundiçto 
170 Gerentle ele Ouef"**a 
1 80 I.Watria T txlll e T ecnoloQl1l ColrelaUI 
190 lnspeçlo e CertifaoçAo 

200 lnstaleçOea lndustriaia 
21 o lnslrunentaçto 
220 Lulln!icaçto ~ 
230 Mancai8 1 Rol~m...,. 
240 Méquinea Fatramentaa 
250 M*luinaa ele FllOCO 
260 M*lulnea Motrlzaa 
270 Mdnlca Finl 
280 Metalurgia Gonle ~o de~ 
290 Melrologil 

300 M~ e Metalu'gla Ex1rlllva 
310 Óptic8 
320 Pont11 1 B81T8QMS 
330 Proceaaoa ele F ebricaçlo 
340 l'n:ljeto ele Eatruluras 
350 Prop.lls4o 
360 f'ro.peoç6o e PI'QpiJido 
370 S4INO M-.iamoa e Controle 
380 Sideraglll 
390 Sialemu Hldrâuliool 

400 Sistem• P~ 
o4 10 Soldagem 
420 Solicit8ç6aa Acidentaia • Efeitos ele Verto, Sl8mo, Elcploalo, Fogo e lro.ndaçio 
-430 T 80'101og!a ele Alimertoa 
-440 Tecnologia Minetal 
450 Transporte (exeluldo YIICUiol) 
-460 Tranamlaato ele Energia 
-470 Troot.memo T6nnic:o e Tennoqulmic:o 
-480 T~ ~ 1 NuciMrll 
-490 U&inu Hlchl6tricas 

500 Ualn .. TIMTIIOfllétncaa 
510 Vécuo 
520 v.- de Pre..ao. TI"'Cadonnt <M CaiOf • Equfpemnoa Paaadol 
530 Velculoe - T .,...lnM, Eapeclela e Marf1Jrnoa 
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